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Outli1~.G 
I . 81-n:- .tary o i' t :-7 1Jic::.l o..t-titndes tal:en tonarcl Car l y l e 1 s i P.consistonc;? in 
genera l ., 
II. Statement o f the field of e nqtdry of t his na per -- a pt".rticu l ar in which 
" l l I ' • . var - Y _e s lUCons 1 s c;cnc:r seems unusually outstanding -- his cri ticisn o? t he Gen1fr:1 
e..nd J_;ng;lish :.:< onantioists . 
HI . Opinions of critics opposed t<"J the theory o.f Garl~r1e 1 s consis t ent att;i tude 
I V. '!'he v.rell- sustain0d pos ition oi' 1• ' . il . l(oe in Car l y le as ::t Gr itic of Liter::J.ture : 
____.,., __ - -- - - - --· -------
II ]_ ]_ 1 Car. y 1::;; s , a uniform cri ter:.on of judg;r:1ent f or p oetry , and 0arlyle 1 s hnbit, t o apply 
the crite:r·ion fai rlv . 
A. 'l'he point of v:i.eyr u pon vr.1ich the above jud~:~ment i s bas0d ,. 
1. ·J:he claL~ thu.t t he ori gi n a l source s of Ce..rlyle 1 s aesthet~. c t al:e us 
back to the transco;1.cl.ent; · 1_ phi losophy· o / Ger::-:w.ny ; thc--..t i t. i s a lso 
this philoso;?hY Tihj_ ch , i n the rmin ; lies ba cJ.: o f' t1~e ecorwr.:.i e o.nd 
politicf'l l ''li'it ins o i' C::n·J.yle 1 s h.ter 
scendental , i;ut rather as :JOl''!etl~ins e;~,pir;i:,:?al , th.::..:~ bein:::; cons i de r ed '.L'ruth '::·Li ch __ :>..:.:. 
l. Heq1:d. r El'!lel!.t s o :r. the true 'Joet as these a re 3·t£>.ted i n gero ~ n oet . 
Rornf!.n t ic i sn , a:x1 Ulc on C:·oGthe • (Hoe 1 s ci·su ·Cion s are £>.hwst entirely 
from C~'\T2.yle 1 S V<Orks :o?rior to 1 832 . ) 
V. '.L'he DOsi tior:. oi' Profes s or Bl i ss Perr :,' in r·esard to the no:,_- 'L'_ anscendental 
\ bi ~::ts o i' f.!ar l yl -:: !:tlc.o th fact t hat t his rtms t hrou.z.;h bo-t~ early am1 l ater ;-ro. l:: . 
I 
\ 
2 
• • . "..ccordine_: to Professor Perry , 1 Labor , Lo:,ra.l ty are clearly ~::wo 
pri!Ic i )9..1 doctrines i~ Carlyle 1 s lo..tr:n· ,-,·o1·1( . T 1ey are also early 
doctrines , having run b&..ck thronr;h all 0arl~rle 1 s work :J.<ld being every-
where ft.mdamental ideas 1 • Perry seens to v i ew Carl~{le as an ~n2Jirici st 
rather th:::m 9 .. s R. Transcenderrtalist . 
·n. 'L.e differeY'.ce beb:reen these ·trro '."ie rs r:;ives l~ise to the fol l O':ti .. c[ -questions . 
~ - naG Carlyle expressed his opil!.i on oi' Ger!:-1:?.11. Idealisn (fra!lSCendental isr.l 
in h i s ovrn p.11·ase) and l:as he off<:n~ed a clue sucgestinro; · hat his am. 
philosophy is ::>. c.ecidecl nocl i fication o f' German Ideali sm? 
B. Does this ri'.odi f i cation , when examined , seem t o conbi nR the idea of 
I 1'r·uth" stressed "by ProfessOl" t{oe '3ith ·the idea oi' f vl orlc" s-l:;resscd. '.Jy 
Profe ssor Ferr y? 
c. Does Ca r lyl e iP consequence :r1alce other requi rements of' ·l~he :r}oet besides 
those noted. by Profe s sor 1\. oe , and are these consi stent ancl constP..nt re-
qui rements ? 
D. Does Carlyle 1 s application o :;:' tl:.ese addi tions-~.. 1 norns ·~o ·!:;h~ "\York oi' 
Go!3the e.ncl. of the Ho!Th.'l.nti c i sts (chi efl y in v:or!~ Yer~r earl~, in ch-1::;"3 o1· 
ve;~y late ) inc!·ee.se the consistency of h i s position? 
3 
r. Carl:)"le 1 s commendat ion of the 1 heroic w·orth of o·u.r forefathers'' . 
1~ . 'l'heir valor , of which the re·r-rards are 
1 . lp:rnortality 
2 . 'i'he revelatim1 o? Truth 
a . i:i~ht nnd Hi ght bein:; identical, given ti~1.e enough. 
1.. 'I'his truth '.Yhich has ::-J:-'0 red i·tself through succ~ess i n action 
is of 11!:ust~al value to the British na:cion, yrhose cl.esti rry hs.s 
alvtays been , not the spoken vrord but the done vrork, S1.ech as 
(a) Its vast industr:i.a.l task 
(b) Its grand. constit tionsl task o ;..' s hcmi11g horr the 
the fruits of :i.nductrial conq1.~est :rn..c .~- be shared 
in a paci.fic a!ld Emdurable :rrJD.nner. 
- "''· . L l t .l..h I ' f . t II b . 1ne~r oya y , Lo e cemen-c o· soc1e ·y • 
c. 'l heir Silence 
l. itef'usal to speak g;libly of things not yei.J u:1dorstoocl. . 
2 ~ i.i.efusal to -..roi ce inc:1.i vidual pain o:f.' body o1· spirit . 
3 ~ fl.efus~.l to speak much of love , religion, the deep t hinr; s of tlle heart. 
4 ~ Re:fu.se.l to be inht>.rlJO .. lious in the lost u harein a man is ·:)le~ed . 
irian is sent hither not to ques·cion but to worl:n fl.r>.cl out of. 
his ,:re ll-done vmr~~ . not out o:t' l,_is reflection, cones his sh::tri.1g 
in the 11 sphere- .r.elocly" oi ' the universe . 
II. This practical Saxon philosophy Carlyle does not ree;ard as contradictory 
to the ifcttm·al 3up8rnaturalism o/ Sartor ; the vror l d as a vital Hee.lity 
need inc; the furthera.?.1ce of r.an 1 s vror~ ~md man 1 s valor.; a;.·Kl the ·;rorld as the 
11 Pha1:.tasy of our Drea:r.2u are , 1.-.ri th Cs~,- \ / lE-, Ll.ade to be -'cvro vi ens of the se.rr..e 
A. In a y;orld in vrhich u- od 1 s ,_,rorl: of creG.tion continues :fox-eve_, somewhat 
Ill. 
throl,gh the instrt.unentoJ.i ty of J •• a.n' s vrilJ and effod:, :r:1an st::.r~.ds i n relations 
his w1:i.verse so continually changii1g th~t the world a:ope't._ s r."o. J ~s I rrl ftl1 s ldea 
of today a.n.d man • s aspfurati on fnr tonnrrov1 than 9.S stable, unchancing fr"ct . 
B. 'J.'he brief span of life fallin!'; to insti·tut:i.ons , even t o physical fm.·ces , 
TI'..al':es these seeD. as a drea:n:. i n comparison ;;r:Vch the eternities of' ilod 1 s action . 
'.i.'he.t Carlyle cons i d0recl the GerD..an Idealistic philosophy tonic and suggestive 
rather than final is proved lJy ci ts.ti ons on 
1. :~ant ( lar e;ely unappreciative) 
2.. '_._'he aesthetic of Goethe ancl. :3chille1· (whol ly uni'riendl"Jr) 
3 . Zichte and Schelling (le.rgeJ.y unappreciative) 
( " 1 1 I b ) ·rhe perm.e.r.ency of these theories in var y _e s t hought proved y dates • 
5.. ·ow.nendo..tion of i''rederick the Great for his 11 at a ll times ,ra.ctical t-urn , 
..... gain for his religion , tha·t:; of vie"~Ying: facts as h a di .. rine 
t h ine; . --- iio se.lve.tio!1 but in the facts 11 .. 
IV . 1'ha t O!lrlyle 1 s 11 Hero11 is ~'lot the Uer nan sup erman o::., ~7i e·tzsche is pro-.red by con-
siderRtion of coE;.:Jetent cri tic:i.s .. :l u p on 2 r ederi clc the l.i·re~;,t ~. nd by a sm~ve~r of the v.ro1·l~ 
itsaH' cad in the :!.i ght of whe.t Carl ·le says of the autocrat ic rv.ler i n his di scussion 
of f lue;son of Undershot (Past a:1cl Present ) . 
Opinions of critics 
1 . i~ s to Car l y le ' s accurac~' as a historian wher. judged by moderr.. 
scientific r.1etl:ods in the satherine; and testinr:; o£' r!lat;erial 
a . 
1 A l a ter day has v-icv.red Carlyle 1 s hist01·i ca.l Ylritinr;s as 
l..tnscientificu L.shley 11 . 1'hor1~.dikc Li te1·o:l~1J.re in a 
Changing A~ (L::acuillan~ 1920) 
b. nHi s reading oi' fe.cts subject to bias; 1.mderstinates a.r.1bi tion 
of Frederic~; J.ifterl the per sonal :E'e.ctcr tiJ.l the o·r.hers are 
out oi' sight; he lea.ves obsct.re the Prussion a cl.r.i n istra:tive 
syste!n . 11 A. ~J . :u . Hughe s ~ sorte time scholar o ±:' 't . Jobn 1 s 
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College, Oxford, abridged and edited Carlyle's li'red'L ick 
the Great ., (Cl~rendon Press , O_ford, 1916) 
2 ~ A s to explanation for Garlyle ' s interest; in a conqueror of '.'J'hom 
h:l.story takes 1Che vie-rr usual :i.n case of ? rede:r.ick 
a . 
11 B'3c£>.Fse he saw the mer:!.ts of Bi srn.arl~ ' s Prussie-.n state C.l!.d the 
defects of ..:;n::;lish par lia.r:o_entarianism, it is not fair to charg;e 
him with a support of' a ll the :!.e.ter r.1anif'os tations o:i.' Prussian-
isn. " 11. . H. Thorndike Ibid 
b ,. 1 He V!:l.lues the s·crong hand only for the S&Vi:'l ::; oE souls . ' 
IIt.l g;_le s Ibid 
B. Carlyle ' s ovm explanati on 
1. The conqueror is of'ten 1not a Bucc2..n.eer but a deYout; - r,_earte d. t.: hevalier . 11 
2 .. 11VIhen a ·world is rushi r..g dovm to ever - deeper i3asens:ss and Confusion, 
it is a dire !'.ecessi ty or iie.ture 1 s to bring in her L.ristocracies, hel:· 
Best , even b ;:: f orcible methorls • 11 
3 ,. ;.s the beneficent effects of Hillian:b conques t of J:;n gla.nd havo proved 
the intrinsic ri g.Tcnes s of his possession t .1er e , so rAy histor;,-, a s 
unfolds _, prove Freder i ck ' s rig;hteou s n.ess , in the ct>..se of 
a . Si lesia. , 11 From 17'!.:2 .::>chl es i en has e:·cpressed by vrord ar..d syr·lpton 
nothins hLd: th9.!l~·::i~L~h1.e s s for ·che transfer . " 
!:J . Pe.rtition o£' Pole.nd , "Cl·ranti ng Poland a.."l £>.lcZtrchy dooHod. to dl.ie , - -
i::' Eeaven did appoin~~ FredericJ.: , Heaven ·will a t last justif~r hi m. ': 
l~reclericl~ ' s ovn1 expl anation : Pr1.~ssia needed a com1.ectinr; terri tory 
beb:reen Ost-Preusse:.l and Prussia ar'd accepted , t hough it did no·t in 
the first i n st0.nce proaote the partition . 
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I. 11 The Divine 1dea of the 'Horld . 11 
A. Definitions 
B. l.ianif'esto .. tions 
1. In lTahrr-e 
2 . In l..·e.n. 1 s morv..l !l.ature , his sense o i' Dut7; , his lo~ralty to ideal causes , 
which Lo~m.lty is ulti~nate 'lruth, the l~e:.r-prin.ciple oi' t'1e UYJ. i verse . 
3 . I n the terr1porary forns , institiJ.t ionc of -i~he :r.catel~ial ~-rorld., f:\.S these 
ch~:~.nge 2.nd develop :£'rom a.r;e to o..:;8 ~ s o that the Trutr• 1 :i.nun.er iTird , nie • .L. I ~s ... , 
a. I n the evolution of iiat11.re 
b . In the evolutio:J. of' society <'l.nd the1· eby of ind:Lvidual personn.lity 
as tbese deve lopments a re r ecorded in histor-y . 
c.; . Psyc~:olo gi cal processes vrhereby the ui vine Idea becomes known to man . 
1 .. By an analytic process of reason 
') 
.... . By a s;;-nthetic process of intuition dependen-t; Hl]on action 
II . llt:tl". -1 s choice and activit~r wi1ich GarlyJ.e declares to be an i nportant ph..asc of the 
Di rin e I dea 1 s evolutionary nature and , in this :':'lmction , to a cl,ieve four chi ef' result t. 
L.. lt is a gui de to preser..t truth for ·che individuaJ.; r: 'l'he desire to get 
·vrork d one '.'lilJ. lead one J11ore and nore to truth . 11 
B. It cren.tes the 'i'i me-vestures through which Hod ' s srJirit in nan reveals 
i. J.:: self objectively to the vrorld at l9.:~ce , the c:ustons and institutions 
of the multitude being the r:ost con~1lete revelation of the Infinite i n the 
wor ld of' '.L'ine . 
li ., It cre~:d~es the truth of the future; "The last Hear of the hoct Yr.i.l l ret:~.d 
some traces of tb.r-J earliest Van . 11 Consequently 
7 
1 . ' i ncG the trut!-1. of the i"citnre is t he result of the pr e sent activity 
of Hature a 1:d of ~ian , the complete nature of Truth (the wor l d 1 s 
I ,avr-of - Tie i :.1g; or Divine Idea) nust , i n a world ev ol-vinr:; to infi nity , 
re:rnain &n 'lm.attainabl e ide~l o:i' h101.7ledr;e . 
2 . 11 ln Action alone can vre h9..ve certainty' (i .e .. belie£' if n ot l-J.1.owledge 
Gar lyle ' s criterions oi' Truth and Act i on 
A .. Of i'r uth , 1 Does i t tur n out we ll? ' and there by r_:;ai n per E'.anence .. 
B. Of Action. , its cofuncidence vri t h the permar1.ent 'l'endency or Law- of- Being 
of the world , i !". other ;-rords , its f ruit ' s duro.tion anon;-; the vrorld 1 s 
Ti me - vestures . uonsequentl y 
1. Pe.rtici nat i on in ri ght (or endurin tJ a ction brin~s the a ctor's n ind 
into har r!lony ··rith the .Jivine idea oi' t he world . Yiol'l: is :r·1an 1 s h i g:hest 
blessedness. 
I V. Ce.r l y l e 1 s dual universe 
A. Cor'L'posi tio11. 
1. Spirit or Di v i ne I dea 
2 . The m.a:rli f estation of this throu)1 Tine - vestures or the nJ.aterial 
n. Interrelation of the -L<.'ro con stituents 
1 . Ti lT'.e - vestures at fixst alive ·wi th spir i t 
2 . Later , ha.vin~~ nerved their tiHe and be come dead , they nai t the sui'-
ficient devel_oprr..ent of nevr '.L' :i__r.,_e - Vestures to disappear 
a . 'l'he test of truth regardi ng idea s , oi ' greatne s s re gar dint::, nen , is , 
therefore , surti v·al f rom this Phoenix- pyre of 11l )_t s.tion ±'rom -vrh ich 
·(;here rema i n s all the old vrhich is i n harmony vrith t he Divirw 
Idea of the ,:rorld . 
b . In a world of such mutation , the pri nci pl e oi' -t;he :~vil, is , then , 
the pc.. rsistency of those '1.'iri1e - Ve stures ,!rhi ch have cel?.sed to expre ss 
adequate l y the evobrins l dea at t he hoa1~t oi' thin0·s. 
L> 
c . Yet tho e ff'ec t of Bv1.· l 1.· 11_ a· 1 · • .L • C.1.squ1.e t.lll [: sense ol' nal adjustn.ent 
i s the or i z 1.· .,,_ o ..~.-"' tl (' '' ~ -10 .rood; Bver must .;.:; · 
rau:. ur ge us to Labor 1 
~ 
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uhi ch La.bo_ is :r:J.'l.~1 1 s blessedness . 
The perD..ane::-1 cy of these theories in Carlyle 1 s thou~~ht proved by dates . 
I . Di f fer i ne; v i ev"!3 1.J.pon tbe relation of 'l'he ~ ~ Poet to Gar lyle 1 s general 
philosoph:,' ol lii'e. 
• p " p I • J:. ., roressor erry s Vl.evr: 'l'h e critica l standa rds in .Lhe Poet r1ere ly a special 
a pplica";;ion o::::' Sar l y l e 1 s general philosoph;r of life - 11 'ilence , Le.bor , Lo:ral ty' • 
B. 'l'he opp~sinG v i evr: 'i'hese crit i ca l standards ent i rely coroJ.laries upon 
Gerr'!Alt ld'3a.lism11 ( proved in Chapter I not to hav e been , except in a : reatly !llodified 
form , .Jar lyle 1 s theory of life) 
c. Garlyle ' s view: nl'hese critical si~Emdards a part of the author ' s general 
philosoi_)hy of life i n a ll cases • 11 
n. Carlyle 1 s critical theor i es wl1ich are reCof:,n ized by the hypothesis H Car lyle 
.. 
a Gerr1~m Ir0elist . " 
i.. . Er..lunera t i on . 
B.. The conclusive proof vrhich the Gerr!!D . .r:- Idealistic hypothesis has t o offer 
c oncen-:i n g, Gar lyle ' s consi stency be-b;veen Goethe ~nd the homFmt ici sts in the l!'..atter 
of those o:f' 0arlyl o '.., canons oi' criticism reco gnized by this hypothesis . 
C. 'l'hese ccmons in har;·,10ny with Professor Perry ' s interprett'l:c]_on oi' Car l y le , 
as we ll ::ts -.-ri-:;h the G-err.:an-Ideali :Jti c hypothesis ., 
III. Additione.l critica l theories of Carly le n ojc reco gnized lly the Uenn.').n- Ideal5.s t ic 
h~lpothesis but ~;ractical , socia l , ",:Jm:oirica l rathe1· thm:. Trans cendental in nature .. 
1. . TJ1e poet must be a 'nan of volitional energy, of Si l ence and Labor !t P. 
11an capable oi' ird'luencine_~ h i s contenporar5_es and their institutions ~ since 
1. It is Lotion which opens tbe 1;-ray to ;i'ru·~h 
2. :i-ieroic poeBs a1·e imposs i ble e~ccept from those -.,yl10so l ii'e is heroic 
3. 'l'rue poetry derives i ts value fron being the mirror a.Ed suggestiorr 
9 
of a ction . 
-4 . The ni ssion 0 1." the poet i s t o be · :~he s ov0reign o:,:· "the uorld . 
B. 'l'ho poe·c r.uJ.s t rJe lo;,,n. l to ·tl e ·_,_·n.~th, not only i n his _ife but in the 
ser i ousness ~1.ncl er-.~· :1estn3ss o5: his Cf•1es·c :Col' iTisdon o..t ' .• -D..n.tevei~ uost 
1 . Schi l l e r 
1. .rie r.m s ·c have cou r-;.. ~e to serve tho '1'ruth ·:Jy l telpi n0 tl~e uor ld to 
-: ri -t.~1 ·.Lr 1.1th . 
of t~1e ou~c-.-rorn 
2 . Shal:::es ·o8o..r e 
'I .. , 11 
t";. • Gorm:l01'1 rJ8!lS0 , or GO..! 1 ~r-He.:<: on 
philosophy , ·;rare lif.'F; - lon e:; teneJcs o :r 0::'.r l ,rl 
!.)~'1011 ~ · - 1323-18~3 
II 1831 1852 
r: (.; - 1823 - 18<13 
r1 1·i \L· 
- -- l 
I . Po·.L' r_t·:; o.f ; _ri"l>,·,r -:J·al _  ,_A,_,_ .:: -_·1 +_',._1·_s· · · · 1' ., 1 1 1 - _ , , - _,_ v • ·cre:;~:cnen:c o· ve.r y _e s li ~.:;erar;.r cri t i c i:sm 
1~ . Crit icisn on the ba s i s o:C t he U.ornan- :L de~tlistic ste.nda_ c:s , lKLYi lF r.; e en 
t: .or o'. ;" ;hly ani l consiste~Tc J.v trea·ceri i~1 "' el ector 1 d ' t -c· 
- " · · - ~- -- a .1s sor a 1 on , is ner e l y 
1.0 
sur.an-r i zed here, v.rhile critici sr.~. on the .Jo.si s of Uarl;rJ.e ' s temperanental 
Sacon b i a s is treated in rlet~il . 
13 .. Contr as·c i s n "Lde b e·b·reen emuhasis 1CO IJe put on criticism taken f'!:·or: 
Ga.:(' lyle 1 s pub lished -rrorks and stre s s to ~)e p1..~t on pF.t. sso. r:es fror.• journ a ls 
and letters . 
G. ~tateHent i s made. oi' C:ar l y l e ' s tendency to Yieyr e. 1DA.1'1 1 S nark as a '.'rhole .. 
I . Thor.w.s (h·P..:r - a cloi ster poet 
II Dt~rns ( critici::m. fran 1 828-18110 a l l o f sin ilar tenor) 
A. Jud ged by the standards of Lrerman-Ideal ism 
1 . l,i n i te.t ion oi' ·vision 
2 .. A clear p oet - soul wi thi~1 the somevrhat na1·rovf limits set h;{ h is ex;? -rience 
3 . ::_jzc9llence o f te clmv ·1ue, a singer as we ll as seer . 
E . Judgerl h~r Carlyl <J I s r•axon stan dard s 
1. Burns pos sessec1 cour:.:>.[~e , Silence , Trhe!1 i n s orro,ir or disapt)ointrn.ent . 
2 . I-Iis career v.ras one o f 8 1'..Bl' (';;,r , ::tr:Jbi tion , Lahar, hut J1..~rns ':/1.\S !l'TC Hhole -
heart'=::! i n hiR alJ.e ;~i anc0 to pe1· sons o1· to ideals; S<J J. :!:' - seekiw; took 
3 . His J'l'lessar::e lac1-::s the por·iBr ,."lhir:h -vroulcl. s e cur e i i; low~- conti!111ed influence. 
I II . Scott (Crit ici sm u•Jo~l tltis m ·H;er mostly frorr the essa:.r of' 1838) 
-~ • C: ::trlyle says nothin~~ of h i n fr01:1 t he -view-poi~1t of Ger~;lan-Id~HJ. liSTil . 
·,c, ,J ud Fed bv C:n.r 1' '1 e 1 s s ~o.nda!'d s 
·""' . w . ... 
1. SeL - se.c;kin ::; -too~-.: the p l ace of Lo, alt~r ·with hir-1. also , in thc..t he y.rf:ts 
-too ::mc.:h r~nc:rosse d vrith ~'\.bbotsford , p r e :i:'erred S (;tt~.e--1 co1ili'ort to quest 
for u nexplored Truth . nHe ta1ms u0 bac k to rout;h , str ml. r,; ·tin es11 in-
deed , lmt L .l. a superficia l vra7l , as the n~lestaurateur o .. ;.:,urope'\,ere l y . 
2 .. He has r:.o ab i d i n2; :i. '.1fl.u ence on the f uture 
11 
b .. Pos i t i ve l y , by 11 l'!J..S..J:'..:ing, men -rriser , l1etter, J.1ol ier :1 s·tronger . " 
3 . ne has !';.) t the h i g;he st t:n·e of valor, lik e that of Odin at Utga.rd , e. 
wi llingness ·to :rrtee-t the Unlo101.vab l e . 11 The great mys tery of e . i stence did 
not drive hi m i nto rocky solitu .es t o wre st l e with it f01· an ans,tre :r- .n 
n d • l h 1 > t '·1 II d • t 1 • • It r: e lC , 01:rever , possess va or anc, s Jr'3ne;·c 1 accor . J.n~ o 1::.s ! ~l:r•. r " 
IV . Ke9.ts 
Car lyle sr.•.ys nothin:; of h iln f r oiit ·che v i o r-poLrl~ of Geruan~Ide<:i.li ;:;m 
B. 
i . . ~ =~- s r: ·~.- :~ ' Ji 1 "-• :·'. :; · :, : is n ork an e.\:pression of his hun;;er for pleasure 
2 ~ I1 s-1~ ").'3..d of c oura c;e . a maudlin sensibility 
V Coleridge ( Cri+;ic:i. S'M3 fro::l 1824" to Life ot' Sterlinr; i n 1851 -- a ll of s i ;n.ilar tencn·) 
• CarJ:~rle sa;rs notl!~ . n~; of hirl from the s tandpoint of Ger ma n Ideali s'""l 
B. Judged by CB.rlyl <- 1 s st~11.dards 
1 . !•Tot tt :'1.3.11 of Valor or ?\.ction; h:i.s truth of the natu1·e of "e.bstract 
d . !I .. _ ea~~-J.n~ ; 
2 . aot a nan o.l:' i)axon 'brevity of e xpr .gssion; 11 a f ore at o:~ -Sl lO'Ll. t;lrt s, 
v,rith no nei)'lods in __ is i:s.l k 11 
valiantly with life ; 
+t ' ' J l • II 
... leos opn:Lc me •:.a:t?-lJSJ_cs . 
VI SheEe;;r 
:!. • Had v i :;li oD o f -the Truth but i:. sui'i'ic:i. <mt strengtl1 to Fm·l·: h is way to 
t}~e ~~1 ns whi ch he under 1cook i n spite ot 0.1 J. the Yror l d . t: 
L -
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D. J ucl ~~ed b7 Car l\r l e 1 s s·t;and.ar d s 
- ~ ~· 
1 . Dor:;s not possess th ; :3::u:on Silence or sel.f-co::ttrol ; 11 He filJ ,(l the 
"S~:t:·i c,:..l , i n s ·tead of stron:~ m· robust .'' 
1 . stil l "ITo·t sinc e 
l. IIi s l i fe is nit:·10u··~ t~13 p. L1ci,? l e of La Jor i n co-o;Jera·:~ion nith 
others ; 
. ..:;0 auch :J~ . s on.e could u i sh" • TT a 1 • o~'"l r.l:,_s ~lJ.e its 
2 . '::et he :>ossesfJed a h i ,o)1 desrec o :( Loy&.:U~y to h i s chosen ··;rork , Poet r y ;, 
:'tnd i n thi s cause hml e .~ dnr ed Hanf'ully no l ack of co?I-G:c8.c1ic ·i.~ :'.on . 
3 . Ee t~e pr i n cinle of SilAne~ . II · 
4:. H-9 had a. l Jovred h i nqe l £' to 1;<; too _,_u ch infl_, _~enced by Ger !'·'En ldeP.lisn. 
11 D1.:t to J't;" ~)r:LYfl{~t?. se l f' his rli v i ne re f'lec-t:;ions and '~J.::1fe:thor.1f:l.bi lities 
flB'F:lGd stinterl , sct~ .P . .,~:/ , pali sh ~'.:O.d u11certain -- perhP.;:s i Tt par-l; a 
feol) l e n:d'le~: (derived e.t SF3 cond hand throuch C oler·i,-1-:~9) of the irJ:nenee 
.t.. ~Totjud:ed 'by Ge:>::man stanrlards 
D. J udced 1-:l~_r 39.1:on st<t~1dards 
has not the e le:-'l'3nt of La.b m·. "ofi'e r s · ~ noti ,:Ln::: n ot s u u.cki ng o:: utter 
inrlolence . 
~!e has llot the e l•=-_J '.- '~!1 ~- 0 _-r ,. · 1 __ ...., s J. _ _ v ..::>l_erleF: , 
conu:1on 
, 
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I . 3chi11e r (mos-:; of t he criticism of date 1823 ) 
1 . La::gely l1ut Eot nho l J.y true i n his yrork, since 
h . Too much o? a ;·:erther i n h is ea!·J.y vrork 
c. Jl._T'l iU.ealist , incli ned to lool~ 1ta. loft J'f:lthe:t· t han around . 11 
2 . IIi s techn ique is not ahrn-ys equal to his thow~:ht . 
Jud p;ed. by Sa. ·on standards . 
1 . A r oe-1:; of lon l;- lasting L1fl '..lence 
2 . l1. :Joet obedient to tLe pr· inciple o:e L.9.bor 
3 . poe·:; o"o·;;die_.-t to the :!,:n·incip l e of Si len ce 
·:1: . ~ Doet obedient to the princi !)le of' Loyalty 
Judr'ed bv Saxon standards 
C:l •J 
1 . ..:'\.. poe·f; p o ssessinr: the Pl'i>1ci p J.•O! of' Loyalt~r 
3 . 1/ne n0t possess:O.:u_: the princip le o f~ ~ ilence • i1: -:~l1at :1e }·,as no 
~stery oV•31' l!.Or ,_.rise ord <3 :tin ; ~ of na.teria l . 
Teste(l_ b·v G0rm.an star1c~a.rds 
B . ~e st.ed h~r 8rtxn~l st8.11dards 
2 ~ Ee ls. c~{S '3 ilence , i n - :~ltat he has not a H!'tster~r over and a wi se order-
in :: o:::' hi s JTcaterie.l ., 
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IV Eotze 1.m e 
1 ., IT ot a poet of l ong-last5n: : :i.Eflne!lce 
-·· 
L . 
C. ::-lorJa!lticisrr. i : :c lin ecl to i znor e the prLlCi y l. e o.f :3 ilence .. 
I . Destructive criti cism. 
tb.e soTroyr-strLlcl: , sJ.ce p-t~ i crtl '. 11 ·c:u1e s u 
;J . _JJ sen.ce oj~) ! 1Ga11i. :£1..;_·; ~i _ ·r: f i~r:--st. part 0]~ tl1e ~·.~"a lp1.1 .. r r~is l···t;a. e}Lt * 
---- ----- .. _ --
., 
·-· . 
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1 . To >1e considered under Goethe 1 s rele..'cion t o the Saxon ide2.ls .. 
D. Cri 'cici sr_,_ u:oon GoGth-:: 1 s aesthe t ic ,. 
1. 1'o be considered 1.mder Goethe 1 s rel0.t i on to the 8o.:: o:o1 ~. clee.ls. 
Griticis?J of Goethe -~.s !'1.ade l~-~~ o~'l the S8.!7'.e bA.s:i.s as t.1u3.t u o or: t lle Hornn:;-::ir.:i_s+;s ~ --
a prn. ctict-~J. and ethica l , not e. tra n scendental one . 'l'he tendenc~.r to adverse cr i t i -
fros 1822 ~o 1838 . 
II I . ' I 1 '- t ~ rt 1 l I Uoethe s harnon~{ ,:•itl1 -:~ ~!e C.rerL~n- dea _is·vi c sec··ion o .t var _ .~r e s 
B.s roved by ~- :r . Eoe , and S1.~r:TI:nrizecl P.s f oJ. l OI'rs : 
- . -'le was 8. Vr-~.-t et> , a s e e r of deep and univ ersn. l ·sruth . 
III. Goe·che 1 s harn ony n i th the 1-:W.. jor secti m.,_ of Carly l e ' s aest hetic , vrhich , acc or·ding 
to Car l yle h 2.:c.se l f , is Se.Y.:rJn a11.d lare,:el _. v oluntetristic • 
.!\. . Cause ? or the eYi stence in Carl~rle 1 s n:!. ~cd of ·chis p·oup of fl.esthet :Lc t heorie s . 
(Brie f r efer enc e to Chapt er I I ) 
1. ;:;i!lCe Car l~rle 1 s tru t h is r..ot a perfected thin r:; open to !".8.!'.' s l:'ee.son 
heroi sn, h i s vrork , a.s i t s creat; iv-e forces , Carlyle finds Goe~che 1 s f'u.n-
da::!".e!'rta l c m1.cept i o:::ts in ha rmony 'vi -ttl hi s a'.'m , s ince , (as !-le reo.cls Go e t h 3) 
a . He 1:ras a 11 ~:a.n o f the i i.l<c ient Ti :11.e . 11 
1 . His work en;Jhas i zes Jt.. CtiOYl, }jxper ienc e , as the onl~r Y:lean s 
bv 
•-' 
·vrhich d oubt can be r emov ed a ('"' j:!J s SH ..:~rs 1-27-1) 
a . '!e-':; S O!'!le par -bs of Goethe I s .1-~estheti n theo ~ - seerJ. t o 
h i r..t of a Tr uth r eceived myst i cally 1~- tha poet f rolil the 
Daeno!li c . ThesA passages puzzle Car lyle _, and do not ~neet 
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"\Yith his e.p:'?r o-val, si!".ce they overej:lphasize the 
Beauti :['ul at the expense of the Good . Carly le ' s 
intereFJt in Goethe a s a ma.n of Jl.ction is per s istent 
(1827-1838) 
b . Goethe 1 s vrork em9hasizes -the impo~·tanc•3 o f Si lr:mce 
(after tLe Wed;her ancl F~~t, Part I , periods ) . 
d It • b " lt • · e.n preso_ J.. l n z; n o remedy J.. S to b e conder.m.ed, 
vrb i le Fe.1~st is to be conde:·:c.11.ecl f or " i ts ··:.ri.lc'l p iercing 
c., Goethe 1 s l a:ter YrOl' k ~Jossessed 8i l ence, underst ood as 
l . 11 B1.u·nin !"' one 1 s ovn1 smoke . 11 t .: 
2 . 11 -I J l T t· .t a r mony vri c 1 the .ui vine - de a of t~ .e Vi or l d . · 
d. Eot onJ.~r did he w·in the beauty os.' . iJ.ence fm· h i u self 
bu t :3 i lence c-:-as t; ·1e ch :i. ef doctrine 1:rhich he p~ ·::Jachecl ·to 
e . Goethe i s lo~ra. J. to t he Truth . 
1 . ~· s 
2 . i s he thi nks he Lill.J be ab le to reveal it throup;h 
his orm personal J.ife and exar.1pl e . 
b . Goethe ' s wor k is likely -t:;o have a pe r petuity of hl:f.'luence . 
c . A close stud: · o f ll i n vrill , Carl;rl e tl1 i n.'ks , arous3 i nterest i n and 
emulation of nour 0'\1!!1 ancient, noble Li terat1.u·e.tt 
The cm'!!·:ce!'.dation of Goethe for his Lo;ral ty to Truth of . • r ·~. a:1d of L5_f'e and for the vi t;or 
and probe,.ble ne1~9et •.1ity of his nes sag;e are to be .fonnd i n C::crlyl e ' s nork );>rior ·to 1832 , 
Yrl,e"1 i t he.s bee;,1 suppo sed that Ca1.·ly le ':ras st:>: ict l;r folJ.oyrin g German ldealisn i n his 
P...e stheti c . 
Con c J 1.'.s i on : 8aJ:· l y l e use s chiefly , in jud[~int-'. both Uoethe and the Ro!:"..anticists , tests 
17 
which vroul cl not be J.o [~i cal vrith Ger rNtn Ideali st ic -Gh oufi-:ht . He favors GoeJ~he since 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is a truism thet unity is not apparent upon the surface of Carl yle's 
work or between detached statements taken from works of different date. " Not only 
does he feel all that he writes, but he writes nea rly all tha t he feelR .ul He 
th ou~ht and felt re,!!arding such a laree area of human e xperience tr..e. t alma st anyone 
can find him authority, some where, for almost anything - if the investigator does 
not go through Ca.rlyle 1 s work in general to catch the main drift. In interpreting 
Carlyle there even seem to be certain broad national tendencies. 
American and English critics incline to view CerlyJ e as a di s c i nle of German 
idealism, at least during part of his life. 2 
The French seem little interested in him, when they must evalua te hi m, 
finding him a beautiful e xample of the muddle-headedness, confused Go thic g r a ndeur, 
3 
and super- Puritan earnestness incident upon fog and cold. 
The Scotch have the highest regard for Ca rlyle, emphasizing _ chiefly the pluck, 
persistence, and po wer which they find alike in his life and in his standards of 
1 iterary criticism. Says his contemporary, David Ma.sson of Edinburgh University: 
11 He was not a man of letters of the common t~{pe, but a moralist, a public censor, 
2 . preacher and nropogandist of neculiar faiths - a ma n of such powers of intellect 
and he a rt that the combination bewildered and enlarged all conventional p reconcep-
-tions of what a great man might be - His words were thunders and 1 i ghtning s round 
our heads • 11 
However, in Carlyle's departure from t he conventional faith Mr. Masson fin d s error. 
The G8 rmans are greatly interested in Car l yle. Their general tend ency is to 
vie w hi m, not as an echo of German idealism, but as a pioneer of voluntarism, whose 
untecbnica.l ideas later found place in tr.e philosophies of Nietzsche and of Berg son.4 
Perha.ps four representative German attitudes to ward Carlyle are those of Otto Baum-
------------------- --------- -- - ----------------------~---~-------------------~-- --
1 Mazzini Essay on Carlyle E. C. Mead 28 
2 Carlyl e as a Critic of Literature F. w. Roe 
Cambridge History of English Literature Chapter on Carlyle 
3 History of English Literature Taine 593 
4 This attitude is taken by J. H. Wilhelmi in his Carlyle and Nietzsche in S1Jite 
of the author's quotation from Niet7.sche•s Antichrist 11 Tha t Carlyle-ism 'the 
need to believe 1 is a need of the wea.k." 
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garten, Paul Hensel , Ewald F'lugel, and J. H. Wilhelmi. 
The last naraeJ. finds Carlyle and Niet2sche alik e in refusin~ comfo rtable 
ductrine at varianc c with r eason; alike in finding the German Id ealistic syste:cw 
empty;: aliktl i n emphasizin~ 11 Be hard 11 ( i. e. exacting the utmost of one 1 s s elf' 
and .: er-:others) ; alike in makinz the human race responsible for its futurol Nietzsche 
of course .CJ.o re Cl)mp letel:.r su than Carlyle. He finds them unlik e in that Nietzs che 
substituted the Superman for G_,d, \lllile Carlyle k ept the God idea as that back ef' 
the forHa r d-leoking urge in Naturd in inuiviJua l enquiry; in history . 
II 
Flugel finds that Carlyle ' s i nterest in Kant centers in t he latter's 
ethical and r eligious doctrine rather than in his theory CJf knCJwl edge , and t llat the 
same attitude is taken by Carlyle twward the syster:1s of Fichte, J chelling , and Het;el. 
Fichte i nfluenced Carlyle uore t han did the others on account c.f a similari t :,: of 
na ture and of relig; i us experi ence. 
Baum,arten borrows largely from Hegs el, but goes on to compare the 
V luntaristic tendencies of Carlyle with those of Goethe. Hense l reviews Carlyle 's 
relig i'us ::: experience and scholastic research, finding that he ifl net in line with 
any clos ed system, but is a pioneer uf ~reat influence. 
seems t• 
German criticism~minimize Carlyle ' s indebtednes s to the Idealists and 
to emp hasiz e the fact that his is a non-technical but pragmatic view of the 
world, based upen actien, full of vigor and sensible faith. 
A view of mhrlyle!s literary criticinm in connection with h is social 
doctrine brings it to light that a larc;e am~unt of his seemingly anomalous opinien 
is in one field-- that of criticism upo n .Sn,lish and Q-.erman R~Jmanticism . An 
Eng l i sh man of letters says of himi:T 11 It reraains d ubtful whether he dees net 
1 
r:lake loop-hllles fer Geethe which he denies to 6oleridge or Keats~ 
Carlyle and his Gennan ~~sters C. E. Vaughan in Essaye and Studi es_ . G. 
Bradley Year 19 10 
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Nowhere does Carlyle 1 s inconsistency seem se tlarint as here-- in the attitudes taken 
t ward Geethe and toward the English Romanticists. It is this secti n of Carlyle 1 s 
/lit erary criticism which these cha pters seek te make both self- consistent and in 
na~m ny; with the familiar social criticism of Carlyle. A French critic writes: 
11 Carlyle will m1t see Goethe 1 s pae;anism, manifest as it is and s r epellent t a 
1 
Puri tan11 The American 'l'horeau cGncludes f the Scotch seer, 11 He is willfully and 
2 
pertinaciously unjuat. 11 Either the facts c ncerning Goethe anu Carlyle or the 
messa~es c:>f the two men may r eadily be so cd'\,rasted as apparently t to establish these 
judg;rnents c nce1·nin' Carlyle's inc nsistency. 
T~ t he pLpular mind such opini ns seem to require no pr of. Carlyle is 
I 
usually thou:;ht of as a vehement Puritan, nhile Goethe s narae is quite generally 
associated Tlith t Le story of' his eurly leves, as told in Dictun~ und iiahrbeit, 
with h is l yric s of Nature and 11f love , with the serene Eckermann 6onversations. 
with the st r y of Faust and Ma r t;;a ret. In these Tl&rke Gctethc r.1akes a pon1erful 
aesthetic appeal, but not an extremely patent ethical one , such as would be expected 
t win the Puritan Carlyle. In t ht; w:eat- Easterly Divan and the Ronan Elegies 
Gdethecdisplays oriental tend encies, yet i'urther removed from spiritual kinship with 
Carlyle . In the Eckermann C~rsaticms and Iphig;enie he seems much of a Q_reek. 
T() those wh() have found in the i1Wandrers Nachtlieder 11 , 11 An den M nd 11 , 11 Eins und 
Allesll, the Nature Aphorisms? a r:1essa~e · of restful assurance, he seeas almost a 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 ; History f En~lish Literature Taine 
2 A Yankee in Canada Thoreuu 211-247 
3 '1She ( Nature) has placed JJ.C in this w rld; she will als" lead me out i' it. 
I tr~st myself' to her. She may d~ with me as she pleases. She will n t hate her 
work. Maxims of G ethe, cellected by Bailey Saunders 
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Brahmin in his suberdination of the individual t~;~ the All. His monism here seems 
a s pronounced as t hat of Words l"i flr th. 
In fact, salient characteristics ~f nearly all the Romanticists are to be found in 
Goethe's work. In the latter poet these traits seem at first less cens CJ red by 
Carly le t han t hey appear to be in the cas e f the lesser contemporary poets. The 
first Valpur gis Nacht episode in Faust and G ethe 1 s ballads of the seeD to surpass 
the supernaturaliSNl f Coleridge and Keat s , which latter t.aa hi~hly uj e ctionable 
te~ Carlyle. I Furthermore, it is well known from Carlyle s essay on Scott that 
Guethc 1 s Goetz von Berlichinij;~ was trans l ated by Scott and t hus served as an 
inspiration for t hat return to the past f r subject-matter whi ch was the origen f 
the historical n vel and whic h Carlyle considered of sli,ht value beyQnd ~ere 
I 
entertainment. It is also a truism that Goethe s Werther was lar~e ly a source 
~f that type of R~manticisLl displayed by Byren and Shelley--the Romanticisu f 
desperation and protest, the pet abh~rrence of Carlyle . Lastly, when t he pr i vate 
lives of Byron an~ of Burns are called int c0urt by Carlyle, how can that of 
G~tethe escape? If Carlyle io, indeed, CQnsistent, hov; does it chance t hat the 
Rt~raanticists fail to r e ceive at his hands a portion at least Qf GoeLte 1 a hi~h 
praise? 
To complicate the probleiJ., many critics consider Carlyle him.self a 
Romanticist in the f ll ow ing aspects .iif his work: 
1. Return to the past with gr eat interest, as in t he s ection 
on Plugson af Undershot in Past and Pr:esept .• 
2. Aversi•n t~ the Classisists and to their insistence on 
f forD to t he disregard of content. 
5 Metaphysical mysticielll. due te t he influence of Kant and 
Fichte. 
4. Individuality in forrA of ex pression, Reali scr, or return 
t o nature,.~ a certain i nterest in the nobl e withi n t he c mm<Jnplace, an a tt i tud e 
--------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
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akin to that of WG)rdsw>)rth . \'lhy, then, if Carlyle is hiraself a Romantici s t, should 
he turn his artillery against his wn camp, especially that pa r t of it living i n 2ns 
2ng; land? 
These an o.alies, then, (f·irs~ the popular conception of \Zlarl y le 1 s 
rn.essa,c ·· as centrasted with G cthe 1 s .;: sec nd, the readiness with v1hich R•manticist 
tendencies can be found, seeillingl;y commended in the co..se of Goethe r1hile rebuked 
in that f the Roo.anticists; t hird, the itonanticist tend encies of earlyle 
himself) arc seenin~ly an impassible barrier against any attempt to find consistency 
in Carlyle's critical utterances . 
In the face, hewever, of these difficulties, F~ Vi . Roe i P.. .Cattyle (:as a 
Critic of Literature has proved that Carlyle had a certain unifor-11. criteri n of 
jud~ruent f r peetry and that he applied this guage fairly in all cases except 
2 
perhaps for an obtrusively reverent didacticism f tone in regard t Goethe 
5 
and for an overemphasis upon the worldliness of Scott. 
This and the nlOierous similar criticisr:J.s, hoTiever, are based upt:il1 the 
4 
the t heory that t he ori: inal sources alike <if Carlyle's phil sophy of life and 
of his aesthetic take us back to t he transcendental philosophy of Germany. While 
!) 
t hi s s chool of critics divide Carlyle's work into t wo periods, that prior to l@~e 
being; J.cv.,ted t literary criticism and that subsequent to that date bein·,.. given ever 
t• l:l cial prepeganda, they assert t ltat this surface change 11 implies nu change 
underneath, for the philesophy that f•rm.s the basis of Carlyle ' s literary creed 
is the f undation alike af his political and econocric theories, his theories of 
ethics, education and religion. The natuer and mission of the poet, as set f' rth in 
the earlier essays, do n~t differ in essentials fro~ the nature and ~issien of 
the her as described in every social and political pamphlet. The hero, like the 
p et, is an oracle of a world unseen. 11 6 
1 Ibid 27 
2 Ibid 101, 10.? 
5 Ibid 1)8 
4 Ibid 55, )6 
5 Ibid 140 
6 Ibid 44, 45, 141 
.I 
I 
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But Carlyle, of course, asserts the convers e of this pro position as well, sayin~ 
t hut the poet, like t he hero, is to be a nan whe not nly sings the Heroic warrior 
but 11h is the Henic Warrior t()CJ, for there is in the true poet tl1c 11 Politician, 
the Thinker, Legislator, Philos pher; the Poet c~uld have been; he is, all these tt 
Some of t he criticisms of this school admit, however, that at least in 
1 
Carlyle's later werka he means by the term Reality, not 11 somethin~ transcendental 
as in the early essays, 11 but rather, 11 r1hat has been livea, that is, truth which has 
2 
passed thr u~h huntan experience, 11 and that while Carlyle is 11 all in all a Fichtean11 
in subjective idealism, 11 he sometimes interprets the world in terms of bjective 
idealism, as when he says that the universe is the r ealized thou~ht of God. 11 
In other words, th se nhll claim that Carlyle is ccmeistently a Transcendentalist 
feel that he occasionally emphasizes the existence of matter. 
The writers upon Carlyle who interpret him as a German Idealist c nsider 
3 
thut ~arlyle 1 s truth is derived, not by a l:l.ind workin~ fr m r;i thout among; sensa-
tions , but by a r:tind workin' from vdthin, intuitively, amone; id eas. They affirm 
that the 11 thinker of Craigen~uttock lived in a shadow-world far more r eal t him 
t han the ~r ey mora which surrounded hiss litary home .~ They find Carlyle settin~ 
t he following requirements for the poet-- all f lihich em.phasize a rational and 
subj ective rather than an ob j ective and v luntaristic activity on the part of the 
poet. 
1 Ibid. 28 
2 Ib id 99 The difficulty with allignin' Carlyle completely and c nclusively 
with eveh Fichte, wh of the German philosophers he m st close1y resembles, is 
stated by Brofessor Page of Dartmouth in his d ctoral dissertation up~n Carlyle 1 s 
relation te Fichte. (Harvard Ms . in Widener Lib.) While the auth r makes a clear 
case of the marked parallelism of ideas and even of lane;ua~e between Fuchte and 
Carlyle, he says: 11 The coincidences •f ideus may v1ell be the result of the natural 
developaent of ideas which Fichte and Carlyle held in co~on.u----Given the ess entially 
identical natures of the tv1o men, and the same basis 11f thou~ht, siailarit.y of 
results is almost inevitable. 11 ---•The intellectual ,rcuhdw rk of th u&ht, t be sure , 
is much less important for Catlyle than fgr Fichtei it is therefore true tl~t 
Carlyle wee more to G ethe, from whom we may say he &ets his relie;ion, t han to 
Fichte, fron wh n he ~ets his philosophy. 11 --- 11 Fichte 1 a thou~ht is c.ore forrlard-
loaking, more h peful, more cheerful than · Carlyle 1 s---1Ie min, les words of enc ur-
a~ement with denunciations of the present aee in larger pro p rtion than Carlyle. 11 
It He never raerely took in block, as Coleridg e took fron Schell in~-- but he f used t iw met 
metal and r ecast it i nt o a o· enui ne .forrm ;n n "'OUld f' , · It 
. · c. - ..... , .... " ...... o n~s ovm. Vo l I 225-~56 5 Carlyle as a Critic of Literature F. W. Roe 29 · ' 
1 He must be a seer of deep, mystical, and universal truth 
In his search for truth he must be sincere2 
His style must be orig inal and not too ornamental, but rather plain 
and suitab le to its subject-matter3 
He must have won a calmness and beauty of spirit wherein 11 the world is 
a who le," 11 -peace and light" rather than spiritual obstruction4 
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He must be the interpreter of the a .ge in which he lives, and his message 
must be constructive5 
The last requirement being merely hinted, the list as a whole stresses a c ertain6 
mystical connection by intuition between the poet's mind and the universal, static, 
absolute truth7 which he seeks, 11 The poet," these critics consider Ca rlyle to 
say , "'lvorks by -processes mysterious and incommunicable. 11 
In discussing Ca rlyle's attitude toward the Romanticists of Euro-pe and 
toward Goethe in particula r, this criticism believes that 8 Oa.rlyle concerned 
himself little with French Romanticism aside from its incipiency in the spirit 
back of the French Revolution; that he tookg a much more determined attitude 
against Eng1 ish Romanticism than a{.:ainst the German movement; that, while vie w-
ing Goethe as Romanticist in the best sense, 10 he ranks him as the greatest poet 
of the age. Carlyle's dislike of English Romanticism is ascribed to the factsll 
that it was not the vehicle of moral allegory, th at it we s not touched by the 
spirit of German Transcendentalism, i.e., that it offered no harmonious synthesis 
of t he universe - no de ep insight into T~~th, that it did not effectually relate 
itself as a constructive force to l ife and society. Carlyle's reverence for Goethe 
is believed to be due to the latter's almost complete f ulfillment of the critical 
standards citE=Jd above. To quote from this criticism, Goethe, to Carlyle's mind, 
possesses12 an 11 all piercing faculty of vision.l3 He expresses and interprets the 
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apirit e~ hie a,e4 He hae successfUlly feu,ht hie way frea deubt te oelief ant a life 
2 
in Mthe whele, the 'eet, the beautitul 1 The tendency ef hie werk ia eenstruetive. 
Viewi~ Carlyle aa. alaeat entirely a eubjutive idealist, the criticiaa which thia 
article ia new reviewin, thus makes a clear ease .~the Scetch auther 1a cenaiatency, 
upen that phileaephical 8aaia, ant fer tho periet iefere 18)2, ietween !••the ant the 
Reaanticiata. 
But ene wiahes that .we ai,ht fint a ~ew iasie principlea, which, wi theut 
the centratictiens a&aittet iy critics ef the Goraan Transcendental seheel, will 
Dint inte ene the twe perieta ef Carlyle'• literary life. One ~eels that this acheel 
aay have eaittet •••• literary eriticiam ef real si,nifieance ay ne,lectin' te review 
the lar,ely eeeneaic, ••~ialiatic, hieterical werk e~ Carlyle which filla the yeara 
suiaequent te 18)2. May net Carlyle have hat a ~ew elemental, iaaie ideas lack ef the 
apparent Tranecententalima e~ the early werk, which ,ive this a ahatin& net at all 
eut ef haraeny with the iteae ef the Past ant Present periet, ant ant .ay it net 
chanee that these native pre~ileetiena ef Carlyle have eacap$a netic• in hie literary 
critieiaa iecauae ef their very heaelineset 
In re,art te the theery just new diaausset---that Carlyle's Tranecent~~t~!hia, 
A 
with sea• centratictiens in even the early werk, a teetrine which rune ferward threu,h 
all hia werk, Prefeeser Bliss Perry in Carlyle, Ban_t• Knew Miw takea quite the 
eppeaite pesitien. He says (as te the critics ef the ether aeheela, ef ceurae) ; 
1 The qualities which aark Carlyle'• hereea are precisGly the qualities which he hat 
aeen praiain, fer fifteen years in hie Eseaya, in Sarter, in French Revelutien,in 
Chartia., ant which he was seen te 'lerify in Creawell ant in Jreterick1 • But quite 
ti.i~f'erently frea the ether acheel1 Pref'euer Perry defines these qualitiee which 
Carlyle centinually exalted, net as the placidity, cala wiatea, ant life in the 
i 
Whele, .~ whieh tho ether writers aake aueh, iut rather as the plain elt priaitiv• 
virtues ef 1 Silence, Laier, Leyalty1 • Aceeriin' te Prefesser Perry, Carlyle meana 
6 
DY Silenee the haraeny resultant upen health er the tunetienin' ef eno 1 a whele 
••in' in aeeeraance with, net enly ita ewn laws, ~ut al8e with the hi,her law8 er 
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spiritual principles witkin which tho finite solt lives, aovoa, ant has ita loin:. 
Tho tora Silence, then, covers tho Tran•centontal theories of Carlyle, an& Profesaor 
Perry aeos yot tw~ aere aenetituenta in the Scoteh aoor 1 a philoaophy ot lifo; Tiz., 
•Laior an& Loyalty •. Tho well-known oaphasia in Carlyle's later work upon these two 
1 
qualities ia thus aate iy Professor Perry to run laek oYer tho critieal work. 
Tho &iftorence lotwoon these two autheritatiTo attitutoa ro,artin' Carlyle'• 
philosophy et lifo ant consequent aesthetic theory su,,ests tour questions: 
I ~ Has Carlyle hiaeelf aait anythin' respeotin' his entire or partial 
atheronae to the Geraan I&oalistic philosophy, ant ha• he 'ivon any hint ot a tea-
poraaontal lia• which woult lo likely to cause aotitieation ot a atrietly Itealiatie 
interpretation of tho worlt? 
II - When the itea ot Truth etressot 8y tho crities of the Goraan Trana-
centontal school ant the i&ea of Work stresse& ly Professor Perry are loth tracet throu,~ 
Carlyle's early and late utterances, is any coaiination ot the two toun& to aako 
up his philosophy of lite? 
III - Carlyle's requireaents of the poot, as quotet aiove froa tho aritics 
ot the Transcen&ental school, are of course those those aot forth in H~ ~ ~. 
That essay, however, iaplies at least three roquireaents attitional to those. Aro 
these further criterion• in haraony with Carlyle's systea of thou,ht, ana are they 
characteristics fer which , in early ana late work alike, he searchea when evaluatin' 
a aan of letters? 
IV -Does Carlyle'• application of those aatitional nora• to the work of 
Goethe ana of the Roaanticiste inGreaee or tiainieh the consiatoney of his position! 
This stuay will atteapt to tiscuaa those four que•tiona in tho orter aloTo. Chapter 
I will bri~ to:ethor, froa Carlyle's early ana later ~ork, citation• •~phaaizi~ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 On account ot tho plan and scope of this ioek, it was possiile to inclute in it 
but little of Carlyle's literary criticisa--- the Burne essay &ein' all ot the critical 
tecuaents ,one over. 
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hia ineiatenee upen what he eenaitere an An,le-Saxen ant 1 ce .. en aenae1 philesephy 
•f life ant aeathetie. Chapter II will trace, in hie earlier ant later werk, 
hie unique interpretatien ef the teras Truth ant Laaer (Actien). It will alae peint 
eut the presence in hia theu,ht ef principles which i•ply an itealiea ,reatly 
1 
motifiet fr•• that ef Kant ant Fi•hte, as Carlyle unteretanta these Germans. 
Chapter III will tiecuee the attitienal~three requirements ef the poet te ae feunt 
in Here ~ Peet ~ut enly ,lancet at •y the Transcentental criticis•. Further, it will 
trace the le,ical necessity ef these requirements te a ,eneral ache•e ef thin's 
such as that werket eut •y Carlyle. Laatly, it will preve ay citatiene fre• every 
periet ef Carlyle's werk that these attitienal etantar•s are uset by Carlyle aa 
criteriens ef peetry fre• 182) te 1866, that net enly Silence, but alee Laber ant 
Leyalty are iteala exaltet in Carlyle's earlier ant critical werk aa well aa in the 
aetter-knewn eecial ant histerieal werke ef hie •aturer life (te which Prefeeeer 
Perry cenfine• hie tetailet stuty). Chapter IV will preve that these requireaents ef 
Laber, Leyalty (which Carlyle censiters plain, ebvieua Saxen iteala) are i•partially 
appliet in reepeet te the werk ef the Reaanticiets_ant that ef G•ethe. Chapter IV 
will ala• aeek te ehew that Carlyle's unce•pre•i•in' attitute tewart •••• ef the 
En,lieh ant Ger•an Re•anticiets is tue te the fact that he ceneitere the• unvalereua 
in spirit ant, in their werk, tentin' tewart a natienal tieinte,ratien rather than 
upauiltin,. The chapter will alae cite pasaa,ee shewin' that Oarlyle 1a ce .. entatien 
ef Geethe ant ef certain Re•anticiats ia the result ef hie cenviotign .that these •en 
are brave ant eturty characters ef sufficient ealiDre te ai&, far int• the fUture, 
• their natin 1 a thinkin' ant livin,. --. 
" 
See the Eaaaya en State ef German Literature ant Nevalis; 
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CHAPTER ONI: 
CARLYLE'S ENTHUSIASM FOR EARLY TiUTONIC IDEALS 
It is intersetin' to note that Aaerican criticism, aueh aore than German, 
is concernet to eeta&lish a relation between Carlyle ant the systea-aakin' German 
Itealists. German criticisa is aore inelinet to view Carlyle as an unconscious 
forerunner of pra~ati••i a typical in,lieh aint, 8eeauae of his return to a 
naive view of the worlt-- to priaitive Nortie reverence for Nature as 1 the Star-toaet 
City of Got1 , to Saxon faith in the wa,ea of ,oin& on. That Goethe as well as 
Ca.rlylyle eaphasizet the scope of aan 1 s Will ant Action as the hope of tho indi-
vitual ant of the race is tho mossa,& of Otto Baua,arten in Carlyle una Goethe. 
Paul Hensel in his Tliiaa~ Ca~#~i stresses the fa.ct that while Carlyle terived 
much from German I.tealisa, his philosophy af life was ra.ore lar~ely the result of 
his e\m fi,ht fer hope, so that his messa:;e expresses an eri:inal synthesis, 
destined to ae potent in the twentieth century. The book ,ives a survey of Carlyle's 
11 Pil,ri11. 1 s Pre:reas 11 fro11. the J:aechanistic the~ry of the universe, (emphasized by 
nineteenth century pr~:ress in science, appealin' to Carlyle on acceunt of his 
fon.tness for J:aathematica) throu,h German Idealisa, to faith in aan 1 s God-inspirea WQrk 
for the builtin& of a letter WQrlt. These iieaa ~f Hensel are in haraony with 
what the very youn, Carlyle says of himself in Two Note Beeks, an~ a.,a.in with the 
iiapresshn 'iven by the bia:;raphy Carlyle till Marria.,e. This 'book unfolds hew the 
conventionalize.!., institutionalized Christianity Carlyle "reluctantly and :;ratua.lly 
disbelieved•, how alrea~y his piv@ta.l iaeas, w~rk, the meanin' of Happiness, Duty, were 
i!But whaever, like Carlyle, has been compelled to 'be en,rgssed in such a 
personal etru,,le fer the meanin' of life, centenain' face te fa.ce with his own 
unbelief; to him can no help come fr~m without, however p0werful eutsi~e influences 
ma.y ie.---Fro• Carlyle came the formation of a new view ef the warla.--- To talk 
of a philosophical systea of carlyle is inexact and inconclusive. Carlyle's thou,ht, 
ae we have seen, was nearest shape~ ly purely personal aotives, and just as personal 
as the motive of his thou,ht activity were often the metho~ which he use~, the 
result which he eeu,ht.---He was in poeeession of a. view of the worla which, in 
which, in an eri:inal eynthsis# united the aest d.iverse, the m•st hetero:enious, ged.iee 
of thou:ht. 1 1 
Turnin' to a review of Carlyle's pred.ilectien fer the primitive, the 
homely, the natisnal, we fint: 
1 Aaon~ the :reat chan:es which British and Scotch literature has und.er:ene since 
that period., one of the ~reateat will •e feund te censist in its remarkable increase 
af natienality. In Burn s tiae a certain attenuated. ceaaep•litanism had, in :ood ·· 
measure, taken the place ef the ol• insular heme-feelin:; literature was not 
nourished by the affectiGns which spran, frem a native seil.• 2 
In faverable centrast with the apin~ literary fashions of Classiciaa, whieh a:e 
3 
Burn's helped to make mere :;enuine, Carlyle saw the early En,lish literature. 
In hie y•uth he questhms: 11 What are we te make ef thi s GltC.S:n:;lish Literature? 
C8~t9.-.iiliby : · the spirit ef that a:;e was far better than that ef eurs. 1 4 As latest 
interest 
evid.ence ef Carlyle's in the early Teutenic atanas his last ••ek, written in extreae 
1\ 
ela ar.;e an en•--'.the;.:_: sullject ef the Old. Nerse Kin:s. Mereever, Carlyle was sure that 
11 The wiad.em, the hereic werth ef eur farefathers, which we have lest, we can rec•ver. 
That admiration of el& noblrness, which now se often shews itself as a faint 
tilettantialll, will ene d.ay bec•:me a :;enereus eaulatien, and man may a:ain le all 
that he has been, ana aere. 11 § 
He :;ives us causes fer the superierity of the el& tillle to the new in 
the follewin:;: 6 
11 Action, in:.l.heee .:; edd. ·.: &§ly;~, was veluntary, fer the ti vine worth ef huaan thin:;s 
lay acknowlea:;ed; Speculatien was wheleseme, fer it ran:;ea itself as t he hand.aaid. 
ef Aetien; Loyalty still hallewed ebedience, and. aade rule noble; there was 
still aoaethin:; te be leyal te.• 7 A:;ain, he ceamend.s as euperigr the early 
simple-hearted reverenc e for the terrers of the unive r se: 
!There is somethin~ infinitely sanative in the si:ht, face te face, of this :;reat 
universe,--Ged.'a universe, a8 ene's whele heart aay aiscern it te ae. A tivine 
olt universe, QUr elt mysterieus aether.M ____ 1 How much wiser, trueL seemet the 
superatitieus terr$r of the ilt Tiae, when the - eye; if epenet superstitiously, 
1 Themas Carlyle Paul Hensel )5,6) 
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was not shut up t o Natur e, but worshipped her, than the ----Diffusion Society 
intent only on sine and cosine!' But to s1Jeak in the Proc.,ress-of-the Specie s 
dialect, shall we not one day have the latter and yet not ·:want ._t ne former? 1 
~0 
The pa.st furthermore, seemed t o Carlyle more noble than the p r esent be cause t he 
Divine was then seen in the Comruonplace and consequently men were not ashamed to 
worK where worK was needed; because Action was then r a ted as better t ha n reflec. 
tion; be cause lt•_vr had not become meaningless form, but was stil l filled with a 
spirit of mutual co-operation. 
2 
Consequently Ca rlyle urges the literary men of 
5 
his age to 11 '.ved that old sentiment of the past to modern thought . 11 
Carlyle defines in a: few sentences the fundamentals of national charac -
ter, which, soft8ned and enabl ed by Christianity, he wishes r:nglish writers to 
present both by word and worK. 
11 Tne Saxons- - a stubborn, taciturn, sulKy, indomitable rock-made r a ce ct: 
men , us tne fi t,ure they cut in all c1uarters doe s still a bundantlymt-mifest. 11 4 
Of the Norse ancestors, near Kinsmen of our Sax on fathers, he say s : 
11 A righ t valiant, true ol d race of men. 11 Their re l ir;ion he des cribes as 11 a r ude 
but earnest consecration of valor 11 - --'"'" "The robust, homely vig or of the Norse heart 
a tta cne s one much in these delineations." Th is spell over the r:.odern man 11 is as 
the half-dumb, stifled voice of the long-buried generations of our Father s , call-
ing out of t he depths of ages to us, in whose veins their blood still r uns ." 
This voicebf the past seems to Carlyle to call the pr e sent from its 
l 
science and metaphysics to an attitude of d eep, fresh, loving , and unfea ring re~ 
erence before the Sublime in Nature and in Han. The voice seems t o say: "This 
great mysterJr of Life and Universe is larger than man, not to be comprehended by 
him; an Infinite thing ." "To me~ says Carlyle, "there is in the Norse system 
sowet hint; very genuine, very great and manlike." 5 To complete Carlyle 1 s thougrt 
we should r ead with these concluding passages from ~ as Divinity one of the 
oi;enint; sentences in t he next essay, the Hero as Pro . ~het: "Odin, Luther, Johnson 
Burns, I hope to maKe it appear that these are all originally of one stuf'f. " 
1B)~-also 1842 Letters of Thomas Carlyle to J. s, Mill, etc. 118 I 17b 
2 i.e, Christian knighthood 
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Carlyle po ssessed the simple reverence of an early Norseman for the 
manifestations of God's power in nature. He sees"midnir;ht in the Arctic latituof.SJ 
granite cliffs ruddy tinged, the peaceable gurgle of that slow-heaving Polar Oce ..a.;-1 
over which in the utmost North the great Sun hangs low---a silent Imraensity and 
Palace of the eternal, whereof our Sun is but a porch-lamp." 1 Again he says~ 
"Tne Aurorct footlights of this great Theatre of a Universe, where you and I are 
players for an hour. God is t;reat; and all else is verily altogether small.".2 
So striKing is Carlyle's irupressionabili ty to the vastness and mystery of our 
world that out of 4)2 passages marked by students us outstanding l ~'% contained 
images of fire, 15% images of storm, wind, and other violent physical changes in 
nature. 3 
It thus appears that Carlyle vahted in his early critical worK, as 
ahvays, the follo Jing chara ctari Bti cE of Saxon origen : Vnlor, Persistency, 
Truth, Loyalty, Silence, Reverence. It was a return to these qualities that he 
had in mind when he exalted the past' ver the present. His attitude toward the 
past was thus very different from that of the Romanticists, whose eyes were upo h 
castles, a r mor, joustint?; , and Flodden Fields rather than upon the fundament..al 
stren.e;th of chara cter of an Abbot Samson and the spiritual significance of tne 
Gothic past. 
Carlyle 1 s mora J)la ture exposition of these idea l s of conduct \classed 
by him as Saxon) afford~ a key both to his philosophy of life and to !1ia attitude 
toward Goethe and the Romanticists. Tl:1e five E3axon ideals will now be consider-
ed in t h e order above. 
Of Valor Carlyle says: "Odln 1 s creed is true to this hour. A man 
shall and :~u.st be valiant; he must march f orwa rd and q uit. h i mself l i ke a JHan ,-
truBting iJ r.:! u.rtL<r babl~r in the appoi ntw·mt a nd choi c~ of t:le up: 'er P owers ; and, 
on t :'le whole, not fear at all. The completeness of his victory over Fear will 
deterNina how much of a man he is." 1+ 
Carl~rle here emp!letsizes one e l m:1ent i n his interpre t ation of Saxon 
Valor--such calm faith in a nd submissi on to the a ppointments of Fate. for li fe 
or for death, that a man steadily performs duty, fearless of the outco1ne . At;ain, 
i n the adjectives, "stubborn, and indomitable", cited above of the Saxons, app e t.. s 
a valor characterized, not so much by dashing brilliancy as by a dwnb persisten c~ 
to t he neath. -I·•! uch in Carlyle's lifa proves his personal loyalty to this type 
of' valor. !tis letters and note-books, full both of pain and determination ~ L' ·"1 
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seem continually to echo the t.efrain of the Saxon Dear: "Weland fou.e;ht on and 
1 
overcame and so must I. Geat fou,?;ht on and overcame a nd so lllUSt I." In t his 
52 
spirit Car l~rle 1 in the earnest words of his Edinburgh inau~ural, cotmseled the 
$oung wen of the University: 
11 fi1Un is born to ~xpend every particle of stren,sth that God Al:uighty ha s eiven • 
hicn , in d oin_s t he worl< he finds he is fit for; to st.."l.nd up to it to the la s t 
breath of life, and to do his best. ---And the revmrd t,ha t we all get is t l1a t we 
have got the work done, or at least thf.t we have tried to do the work. For that 
i s a g rea t b l e ssine in itself; a nd I should say there is not ve:r.,v much more 
... 
reward than that going i n this world. 2 
Carlyle consider ed that to his rude nort.hern a nc estor s, as f i gurative_ 
ly tu him, Val or offered two rewards: it brought the lmm.mortal i ty or Va lhalla, 
and, i n t he life of earth, it wa s t he great re v·ea ler of Truth. 
II 
Of the first reward he says: The IJalk,Yrie, the Choosers, l ead the 
brave to a ~eavenly Hall of Odin; only the base and sl a vish being thrust else-
v;hi t her; !taKe this to have been t he soul of t h e whole Norse belief---Thut ma n 
Odin told !us p eop le how t h rough Valor man becB.r!l.e a God; his people thought 
t his a message out of Heaven, and him a Bivinity for telling it t hem; this see $ 
t o me tLte pri!Jlar~r g r a in of the Norse Relig ion , 11 ) 
In his early work also , .. 1 f,;? 7~ 0.Hr lyle approv e s this ancient doctrin '~ 
of Va lor a s the Gateway to the thint;s of the spirit. Schiller, he argues, in 
the Life; (.;ained his prophetic vision , his spiritual freedom, through hard-
f ought battle with p overty a nd chronic disease. In fact, tn.e poet's praisewor t h-
iness in t hta respect is the outstandint; i mpression 'vvhich Car lyle s eems to have 
intended tite book to make· 
Of t he sec ond r ewars of Valor, t he revealing of Truth, Carlyle finds 
that 11 Valor ia t, t he fountain of Pity too~ of Truth; and of a ll t ha t is c;reat 
4 
and good in man. " Valor Carlyle interprets to t he modern wor ld a s fai thfL<l, p <r~ 
5 
s eve ring Work for noble causes. In .f.a.,a:t:,~lld EJ:e.JLe.nt h.e says, 11 Wo r k is of a 
religio L.LS nature:;: wor k is of a brave natura ; which it is tn.e aim of a ll relig. 
ion to be." Concerning the va lue of Truth, thus determined through Valor and 
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Action, Carl,'{le sa~rs further: "Theorie s are de!'lonst..a.bly true in t he way of logic 
and then in t n e field of practice t iBy prove true or ala<:: not tr ,w; but here 
is the grand experiment, 1 Do they turn out we ll?'" 11 A man 1 s theory is valua. 
ble siruj_') ly as it facilitates his p ractice; neither is there any other way of 
correctint; it where wrong belt by p ractice alone." 1 "The knowledge that 
will hold g ood in working~ cleave thou to that ; for Nature herself accredits 
that , says Yea to that. Properly thou hast no other knowledge but what ti:lou haa 
got by working; the rest is yet all a i:lypothesis of knowledge; a thing to be 
arc;ued of in schools, a t h ing floating in the clouds, in endless logic-vortices, 
till we try it and fix it. Doubt of whatever ..cind can be ended by Action alonef1 
~It is not by books alone, or by books chiefly, that a man becomes in all points 
a man . Study to do faithfully whatsoever thin6 in your actual aittmti •Jr"L, t he re 
and now, .vou find expressly or tacitly laid to your charge,--- that is your post; 
stand i n it like a true soldier; silently devour the many chagrins of it, as ali 
hwnan situations have many ; A man perdrects hitnself by work much more than by 
r:::ading." 2 
Tile citations above suggest not only Carlyle's pragmatic criterion of 
Truth but also his "common-sense" or p opular conception t ha t Truth and Right ara 
identical \Vi th Might, or with that whici'l is able, in the lon_@; nm~ to gain the 
the life of the world. To quo te again: "All battle is a 
asce1· tccin c l ear 1 u..YJ.cl a n labl e right, clear undeniable 
' "One stron,s thin(!; I find here below, the just thing, 
r:;reatest perraanency in 
confus ed exper i!J1ent to 
mi ght, one arui both. " 
t he true tnj.ng. " 4 That it is Tilrte whi ch pr oves Ui6 worth of a ll thin<.!: S ·i l ct 
read in Carlyle' s note-book for the ear ly date of 182} , in connection wit,h his 
translation of 1·1eister. This idea he r~peats in a letter of lat<~r date: "Neve r .. 
ti1eless we quarrel witil no man's verdict (on Meister); for Ti!Jte, which tries a ll 
t.hin3;s, will try this also, and brin1:; to light the truth~ both as rega rds criti -
cism a nd t h i nc; s c riticised; or sink both into final da r Kness, wi1i.c:lt lil<:evv i se 
will be t he tntt h nK :re;:;arrl.s them. " 5 
That truth which has proved its right to 1'he na ue t hrout;il its \IOrka-
billt~r , its success as a mediation between environment and reaction thereto~ 
would seem to Carlyle to possess an especially high value for a nation of such 
character and destiny as the English. A practical, indomit..a.ble people sent to 
fulfill a practical and somewhat socialistic mission in the world is the char-
acter which t he English assume toCarlyle. "And yet with all thy theoretic plat . 
itudes , what a depth of practical sense is in thee, gr eat England] A dep th of 
sanae, of justice, and courage---Tne English are a d wab people. They can do 
5reat acts but not describe them. Their Epic Poem is written on the Earth's 
surface.---Commend me to the silent English." 6 
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11 To .this i!:nglish people in world History there have been two grand t asks assigned-
the grand Industrial task of conquering some ha lf or more of this planet for the 
use of man; then secondly 1 the grand Constitutional tas1c of sharing, in sor!le pacif:. 
. ic, endurable manner, the fruit of said conquest, and showing ail people how it 
might be done." 1 It was Carlyl e 's longing that his country!:.ten should fulfill 
this second mission of 11 sharint; the fruits of conquest 11 whi ch prompted his sacrifice 
of self-interest for the writing of French Revolution. 11 That the world was not 
2 
made for the rich to enjoy themselves whi le the poor toiled and suffered," Carlyle 
felt constr&ined to proclaim, not only directly, but also through the instance of the 
French Revolution) 11 the last and most signal example of God's revenge." Tha t tne 
English people should take account of their peculiar national strene:;th of character 
and should manifest this worth in tangible form, in their institutions, was, perhaps, 
the dearest wish of Carlyle's heart . 
I n order that this sturdy English worth of character mir;ht fully realize 
itself, Carlyle pleaded for a change in the Engl ish theory of government. "Thd state 
exists for tne individual;• Carlyle thought to be the political slogan of .the day. 
He wished to amend this doctrine to read, 11 The individual exists for the state. 11 
Only wi t h the latter attitude toward government could t !te nation work as · a unit 
toward a spiritual ideal requiring, as all such ideals do, a sacrifice of indi~d -
ual self-interest. In 18) 1, in the essay Characteristics, Carlyle pleaded for 
a less individualistic, more ?ommunistic spirit in respect to government. He 
often rat;retted that under modern aystams government is not paternal, but that 
11 lvlen a re to be guided only by their. self-interests~ s"o. that- good -£;oV'erni.rient- is. 
~nought to be a ballancing of these self-interests. The duties and faults of 
.? 
modern &overmnent a re not those of a father but of an active parish-constable." 
In 104}, in Past and Present,. he contrasts Victorian England, under the econom-
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J. s, hii ll's Liberty: meets with Carlyle's disapproval, since it gives liberty to 
t r1e employer "Swine" while it enslaves the worker "Man". 
ic policy of laiasez-faire and the greed of the employer, with Mediaeval England 
under the just, firm hands of such men as Abbot Samson. A~ain, i n this the most 
familiar portion of Carlyle's work, we find him preferring to the modern, the 
rough vigor of the old. 
Returning to this past for a remedy, Carlyle found the idea l of Loyal . 
ty, a princi? le which in his treatment of Saxon origens, (Hero as Divinity) he 
considered to have been Saxon in its rude incipiency. "The cement of Societ~r 11 
he declared to be Religion or Loyalty. 11 It is b~r Religion, by Loyalty, that men 
1 
are governable." "Every society is the embodiment of an Idea---This idea, be 
it of devotion to a man or class of men, to a creed, to an institution, or even 
as in more ancient times, to a piece of land, is ever a true Loyalty; has i n it 
sometatn~ of a reli6ious, infinite character." 11 Is not Loya lty aKin to religious 
faith?----Loyal t~r, the life breath of all society.----SocietJ' is founded on hero. 
wor s hip." 2 "Spiritually great men are the men universally imitated and 
learned of • " 
Tr1e last clEl.Uae of this citation gives Carlyle's definition of Lo.,ra lty. 
3 
TaKen wi th his characterizations of the Hero it makes it clear that Loyalty 
means to Carlyle an allegiance to a spiritual principle, usually findin~ its ex. 
pression in the personality of a great man--Divinity, Prophet, Poet, or King. 
_rtFind in any country the Ablest Man that exists there; raise him to the supreme 
place, and loyally reverence him; you have a perfect goverlliLlent for that coun-
try; no machinery whatsoever can improve it a whit." 4 From the conne ction 
of the Hero with the principle of Loyalty, and through that with the nation's 
welfare, and its fulfilment of ita special mission, follow Carlyle's social and 
5 
practical requ~rements of all Heroes, (including Poets). 
2 
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3 The Saxon principle of Loyalty, as Carlyle understands it, differs in degroo 
of positiveness from the German princip le of Sincerity, as treated b~r th~ Carly:b 
critics considerint him G0rman Idealist. The latter means an honest exp r ess i on 
of what has been r eceived.;. the former means an aggressive quest of Truth throu3h 
t he mediw2 of Action. 
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Anothe r idea l playin.::; an i mportant part in the more practical phases of 
Carly le's literary criticism is that of Silence, That Carlyle considered this an 
ancient English ideal is proved by the following: His approval of Abbot Sai!lson'a 
1 
Silence and hi s renark "Coi!ll'nend ne to the sil ent English", together with his 
characterization of Cr01!1Well, 11 Crol.!lwell, emblem of the dumb English, is inter -
2 
cstine; to me by the very i nadequacy of his speech." By Silence Carlyle means 
much : first, refusa l to s peak e; libly of things not yet mastered; second, refus-
a l to voice one's personal pain of body or spirit, an a~t which, dishear tening 
others, puts bac.ie the battle; third, refusa l to speak much of t he deepest things 
of t he lleart,(relii;i::m, love) -,.l"li~l;. ar;:; more hvno1·od by a revere::::.t silence com-
bi ned with devotion in act; fou.rth, the harmony accompanying perfect health, or 
poise between the dual forces of life. With these four interpretations Silence 
bec omes one of the cardinal doctrines of Carlyle. 
Concerning Silence as harmony, health, poise , t he first half of 
Characteristics t rea ts fully. Introspection, questionings into t he deep secreta 
of the universe, all philosophies, a re abnorma l and betoken diseasa, altaough 
when disease is present they may for a limited time be its best cura. A healthy 
societ;;r is full of r everence and simp l e , spontaneous relit;ion, which it expresses 
by a life of strenuous activity and self-forgetft.l.l valor. 
"liian is sent hither not to que s tion but to work. In the perfect state all thought 
we r o but the picture and inspiration of Action; Philosophy, except as Poetry and 
Religion, would have no being----Man is here not to ask questions but to do work; 
it is the heaviest evil for him if h is faculty of a ction lio dormant, and only 
t hat of sceptical enquinr exert itself---Here on eartn we a re Soldiers , fi g;htJing 
in a foreign land; that understand not t he plan of the campaign, and have no need 
to under stand it 1 seeing well t.Vh.at _. l~ iil:B at our hand to be done." ----- ---I:i-L :the,, 
early J vie;orous days of society, "Instead of Speculation, we had I3oetry; Pb:ilo s-
ophy la~r hid under Religion. Onl~r at a later era must Relig ion split itself up 
- into Phi losophies- - ---For if the Poet is the sign of vigor and well-being , so 
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likewise is the logician the si~n of disease and decay--- -So soon as Prophesy among 
the Hebrews had ceased, then did the reign of Argumentation begin---- Ages of Her-
oism are not ages of Moral Philosophy; Virtue, when it can be philosophised of, 
is sickly and beginning to decline----The good man is he who·wor~ continually 
in well-doing; to whom well - doing is his natural existence-there like a thing of 
course~ asif it could not but be so----This, true enough, is an ideal, impossible 
state of being- the goal toward which our actual state of being strives. Meta-
physics ia therefore a pure, uru1ixed, t hough from time to tiwe to ti1ue a necessary 
evil. 11 Carlyle is yet hoprf'ul for ti1.e retu.rn of old English health and worth, 
since "The second sickness of Speculation ~Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel) has 
abolished both itself and the first (Hume)- - - - -and a faith in religion has again 
become possible." 1 
This doctrine of Silence as busy, unconscious health a nd functiona l 
harmony with the universe rather than philosophical systematization of it was Car-
lyle's from his earlier to his latest work. It is hl.nted in Wotton Reinfred \ 1 82~ 
fl 
expouned in full in Characj;,_$ristics (18)1), and referred to in the later work . 
He identifies health with holiness in the Inaugural. Later, when expressing dis-
approval of closed systems of philosophy, he characterizes Kant as the "deepest and 
most logical of :Jt1e taphyai cal 'ffi'linkers" because that sturdy reasoner recoenized 
limits to t he logieal inquiry of man. Carlyl e quote s Kant as saying , "Two t hing s 
stti~e .:: l!l.(:)_,, d tim.bil der bestirnte Himmel &be r mir und das moralische Geaetz in mir, 11 
a nd t he Sc otch seer concludes app rovingly: "Visible Infinities both; say nothing 
of t hem; don 1 t try to account for them; for you can say nothing wise . 11 } 
Most significant of all in r egard to Carlyle's position is the following : "Could 
we co1abine the candor and clearness of Hume with the reverence 1 the lovr 1 t he 
devout humility of Johnson, we should have t he whole man of a new time." 4 
It i e quite clear, then, that while Carlyle approves a "shere melody ~ !} melody of 
health" which is heard in the silence of contenunent between man and his wortd , 
this harmony is not one worKedout by the reason but is rather one of instincti ve, · 
appropriate functioning and activity an man't a pa rt. Carlyle has further been 
quoted above as conRidering this perfect harmony "an ideal, impossible state of 
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being, the goal of our actual world." It is a permanent tendency which would 
give shape to all events rather ~1an a condition which at any one moment obtains. 
Carlyle's Silence, then, while it is like German Idealism in that it implies 
harmony, ia unlike German Idealism in the nature of the harmony implied. 
Carlyle's remaining three understandings of the term Silence are quite 
unphilosophical, pertaining merely to the "common-sanae" interpretation of life. 
These meanings will now be discussed in order. 
In regard to the third Silence, that respecting the deepest emotions, 
Carlyle says much in rebuke of Romanticism and its lush sentiment. While thee 
considerations will receive closer consideration in the subsequent chapter on 
Romanticism, the following may be noted berea 
"The barreneat of all mortals is the sentimentalist. Granting even that he were 
sincere, what good is in him? In the shape of work he can do nothing." 1 Again, 
Car.lyle : speaks of the emotions characteristic of the period of Romanticism:: as 
"feelings that arise from Passion incapable of being converted into Action--feelings 
belonging to an age as indolent, cultivated, and unbelieving as our own." 2 
Of the second type of Silence, stoical endurance of pain, Carlyle says 
much. It is this Silence whioh is called in Sarto:r;- "consuming your own smoke, 
keeping a whole Satanic school spouting, if it must spout, inaudibly." } Carlyle 
had the contempt of a Brythnoth at Maldon for a man who could not take blows 
in silence, whether these might come from society or from the hand of Fate. 
He commends "the great invaluable talent of Silence" under opposition as it existed 
4 
in the character of Abbot Samson. 
Concerning Silence as quiet reflection and living (its first interpretation) 
Carlyle says: 
"Flower roots are hidden under the soil; Bees work in darkness; So does Virtue, 
therefore, do not speak overmuch." 5 "He that cannot withal keep his mind 
to himself can not practice any considerable thing whatever----! hope we English 
will long maintain our t grand talent pour le Silence'"• 6 
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Quite at the opposite pole, seemingly, from the above princip le of "common-
sense" philosophy, attributed by Carlyle to a Saxon origen, is hie Natural Super-
naturalism of Sartor, strangely enough enough explained likewise as a Saxon i ntuition. 
In Hero ~ Divinity it is claimed that 
"There is a sublime, uncomplaining melancholy traceable in these old Saxon hearts----
They seem to have seen that this world is after all but a show, a phenomenon or 
appearance, no real thing . " Again and again Carlyle himself 
echoes : "This solid-seeming world, an air image; our me the only reality; Nabre 
but the reflex of our own inward force, the phantasy of our dream." , And 
yet again, "Mankind, the image that reflects and creates Nature, without which 
Nature were not." 2 
In all Carlyle ' s critical and prophetic utterances, neighboring intimately with 
exhortations and rebukes for the world that now is, stand passages which apparently 
negate that world's existence except as a dream or imagination in the mind of nan . 
How are two such contradictory views of the universe reconcilabl e? Did Carlyle 
believe that the early English thought, viewing the visible world as a brief 'Span 
of the known between measureless seas of the unknown, had reconciled them as satis-
~ 
factorily as the present has been able to do? 
The solution to the difficulty is suggested in numerous phrases even 
of SartQL, and becomes clear when these passages are read in the light of the 
general tendency of Carlyle's thought. 
"We sit as in a boundless Phantasmagoria and Dream-grotto; boundless, for the 
faintest 5 tar, the remotest century , lies not even nearer the verge thereof . " 
And anot her of the familiar passages from Sartori "Both Dream and Dreamer are 
the work of Him, the Unslumbering." 
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} Examples are abundant of early understanding of the visible world as a brief 
span of the known immersed in seas of darkness. There is the familiar stozy 
from Bede, Hist. Eccl . , II 1} of the councillor of King Eadwine who compared 
man's life to the quick flitting of a bird through a warm, lighted banquet- ha l l, 
from darkness to darkness. The same. idea is found in the story of Scyld, as 
told in Beowulf: Scyld float ed in from the trackless ee , lived a span of 
life; became t he ancestor of English and Danes..i at d'ea:tb his soul was sent 
back t o the sea. Again, in the Wanderer I ~2 is a passage much like the 
one i n Natural Supernaturalism (Sartor) commencing: "~ere now is Alexander 
of Macedon?---Napoleon too, and his Moscow retreats and Austerlitz campaigns!"" 
The Wanderer reads: "Out of the past came the heroes of old; they lived in 
warmth and splendor for a space; and whither went they? Wyrd snatched awav tne 
earl IT" 
4o "'-
"Yet all manner of help and pious response from Man or Nature, is always what we 1 
call Silent; can not speak or came to light till it be seen, till it be spoken to~ 
This passage, read in connection with its context, - --commendation of Columbust 
persistence against mutiny of men and dangers of unknown seas---seems to mean that 
Nature reveals her best only to him who works among nature's forces. Moreove~ 
herself 
Nature~(called1in the following quotation which Garlyle gives from Goethe/the 
Earth Spirit) works as a Greater-than-Man among cosmic forces: 
., 
"In being's floods; in Action's storm, 
I (the Earth Spirit) work and weave in endloes motion, 
------------at the roaring loom of Tt.e, 
------------the garment thou seest God by." 
And Carlyle at his best sees the goal of all this striving, inanimate and human, 
as somehow good. 
"As on the utmost verge of our actual horizon, is there not a loaming as of Land; 
a promise of new Fortunate Islands, perhaps whole undiscovered Americas, for auch 
as have canvas to sail thither!~ 
c:rlyle believes that "He whose path is on the great Deep of Time" has 
not finished, and will never finish, his labor of creation, this being the work 
of infinite Aeons. Consequently, in a world still a-making, the certainty of a 
"philosOphical system is a net quotient where divisor and dividend are both unknown~ 
While seeing God's works, man will never know completely the moving spirit of the 
worlds. His creations, other than man, offer their revelations of Deity in pro-
portion as man works among them. Man is God's gighest creation, "Spirit, a Mystery 
of Mysteries", whose future potentialities, as the apex of the system, are destined 
increasingly to understand,.r.eveal, ;·and,_control the universe. With man and his 
God-inspired Labor rests the future, the possibility of fortunate islands and of 
undiscovered Americas. Man's relation to his universe is not static and defintble, 
but largely what he sees it now and makes it for the future. In this sense the 
universe is a Dream to us, who are the "Light Sparles" of intelligence and volition 
"in the ether of Deity". Carlyle is negating , not so much the existence of an 
objective world, as our ability to define completely our relations to it and to 
forecast the course waich these relations may take. Carlyle, like the primitive 
-~2q~-h~!-~~!~L~n~~~~~a_sg~1d graa~~-~bao-b1ma~lt._1D-~D1£D-!Xb~-mg!~ 
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undoubtingly wander as if they knew right hand f r om left, yet they only are 
1 
wise who know that t hey know nothing." 
Again, Oarlyle regards the world ae man's "Dream: because of the rela-
tively orief existence lived by any one of its material forme, human i nstittltions, 
or physical forces in comparison with th~ aterni ties of change which the 1miv~rae 
sees. Hence Oarlyle ! s ·quotation of Shakespeare's 
----~---------"We are such stuff 
As dreams are made on; and our 
little life 
Is rounded by a sleep.~ 
Drl3am and Dreamer alike are creatures of an hour; the Divine from which they 
emanate is Timeless 1 continually weaving and de.atroying t he Time-vestures which 
are his objectification. This law of mutation, by which Time-vestur es dissolve 
into Timele ss Spirit, to again take f orm in the world of Time, Oarlyle attribu tes 
2 
to t he primitive Saxona, suggested by the ir myth, The Twil ight of the Gods. 
Carlyle beli~ves t hat his primitive ancestors, like himself, while working val-
i antl y in thd world of Time , yet recognized i ts transitory nature in mutation 
wi th t~e spiri t ual. 
"Curious: thia law of mutat i on , which also is a law written i n man ' s 
inmost tho11ght, had bean deciphered by thaaa old, Earnest Thinkers in their. r td e 
style, and how , though all dies, and even Gods d i e, yet all death ia but ~phoenix 
fire-death, and new birth into the Graatar ;_and Better~ It is the fundamental 
law of Being for a creature made of Time, living i n this place of Hope." j 
Before leaving the matter of Carlyle' s reversion to an idealized past 
of early English times, his utterances on German Idealistic philosophy should be 
reviewed by way of contrast. In 1820, when engrossed in German literature , he 
wrote, 
4 
"Schiller, ~oethe, and the rest are the greatest men at pre sent with me. " 
In 18~8 he says: ~But this study of metaphysics had only the result, after bringing 
me r apidly through different phases of opinion, at last to de l iver me altogether 
out of metaphysics. I found it altogether a frothy system; no right beginnirg 
to it, no right ending . 5 
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Fifteen year s earlier than the above, Carlyle's Note Books for March, tSa) read,, 
(after speaking of the futility of the Goethe-Schiller emphasis upon the beautiful 
as a solution for life's problema) "May I be wasted so that I be of usa~This is 
~~a and and beginning of all philosophy." Again, in 1825, he speaks of the ar~st 1 s 
mission--not to be the pupil of his Age or its favorite, but rather one terrible, 
1 
to purify it. It is difficult to avoid the conviction that Carlyle, even in his 
early literary career, was an apostle of his so-called Saxon creed, "Silence, labor, 
Loyalty", rather than of the contemporary German Idealism. To Carlyle this was 
never a completed world to be enjoyed by man (as 6dealistic aesthetic would present 
2 
it); it was rather a "becoming" world to be shaped by man. 
Alike at the commencement of his German studies and as he t urned from 
literature to social problems, he fe lt the relative superficiality of the German 
influence upon hie thinking ,. While it is true that he regarded German Idealism 
much more highly than he did British Phenomenalism, the former was far from meeting 
hie entire approval. 
Regarding Kant, it seems that carlyle makes no est~~ate on ~~e truth or 
error of his system, but concludes that "without a large admixture of truth , no 
) 
error van become diffused so widely." He declares further: 
"The aesthetic theories. of Kant, Schiller, and Goethe, can at best be regarded as 
approximations to the truth 1 or modifications of it." Aga~n he ~estions: 
"Is Kant a chapter in the history of human folly or ~~e brightest in the history 
of human wisdom! Or of both mixed?" 4 
Of Fichte and Schelling Carlyle writes: "Fichte appears actually to have been a 
metaphysical atheist". 5 "His metaphysical theory may be called in question 
readi l y enough; but the sublime stoicism of his sentiment s will find some rasp onee 
I 
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in many a heart. Ae a man, approved by action and suffering, -----he ranks with 
a class of men who ware common only in bitter ages than ours." 1 , 
Schelling, Carlyle finds meaning less. In general of German Idealism (Trans-
cendentalism in his terr11inology.) Carlyle wri tea: 
4 
"They (constr~ctive philosophers of ~~e period) end where they begin. 
Their thought commences from within. (i, e . , is rationalistic rather than empirical 
or pragmatic.) 5 
Their philosophy is valuable (again for "common-sense" rather than theoretical 
reasons) because it is taught by men of the loftiest character and because it ie 
helpful to morality and religion. 6 
Yet Carlyle's attitude toward the German thought is one of neither entire 
acceptance nor entire rejection. When· writing the His\oryc~ German Literat~re 
he inserted in hie notebook the following: 
~That truth is in German thought, no lover of Truth will doubt: but how much? 
and after all, one needs an intellrctual Scheme (or ground plan of the Universe ) 
drawn with one's own instruments." 7 Therefore Carlyle concludes: 
"It ie study of German Literature for self-instruction, nowise for purposes of 
imitation, . that we recommend. Among the deadliest of poetical sine is imitation; 
for if e very man must have hie own way ~f thought, and his own way of expre ssing 
it, much more every nation." 8 
Carlyle clearly emphasises hie preference for somewhat pragmatic standards 
in the estimation of truths and their value. He regards the tranquility which 
German Idealism offers as beautiful but abstract and unproductive. In taking the 
position that primitive Anglo-Saxon civilization has much to offer the modern world , 
he rune some haxard, however, ot being misinterpreted as a friend of autocracy. 
He seems blind, in Frederick ~ Great, to the distinction between the highly devel-
oped bureaucracy of the Prussian system and the primitive organization of War-lords 
and independent Thanes which, in general, he seems to hold as the ideal government. 
He approves the personal element in this latter relation----t.'l.e hero worship of' t . .the 
thane and the self-forgetful, protecting care of the lord for the thane---- and~ . h.e 
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It hould b noted th t 11 theee :ftiaparagementa of German Idealism are written 
aurfng the ttme when ~arfyre was working on Meister, the Goethe essay, the life 
of Schiller, the sketches of German Romanticists, and when he has been commonly-
supposed to have been greatly under the influence of the Germans. 
passes by the Jugernaut of organization and ambition Vlhich can grow out of Sii.lCh 
a system when attempted under the vastly more complex conditions of modern society. 
The historical inaccuracy resulting from the attempt to interpret the present 
in the light of the past i e admit ted by all cri tl cs of Car ly 1 e. 
"The worshipper is unwilling to blame his hero, and falls at times into a vein 
of excuse that ia simply immoral. Even his reading of the facts is subject to 
the bias. It seems, for instance, that he has quite underestimated the element 
of ambition in F¥ederick when he ascended the throne. - ---Again, it is all in 
keeping with his theory that Carlyle has lifted the personal factor till the 
ot hers are out of sight~-----He leaves obscure the whole structure of Prussian 
society and even the administrative system.-----Carlyle has seen the excel l ence 
and blinked the vices." 1 And again, 
"A later day has viewed Carlyle's historical writings as unscientific." 2 
Why did Carlyle feel such enormous interest in a conqueror of whom 
history takes the view which is usual in the case of Frederick? Blind to the 
Syst em already forming under Frederick's leadership, Carlyle doubtless felt, that 
man is created to fight, if under the right general; that .. the conqueror is 
"Buccaneer and Chactaw" or "Noble, devout-hearted Chevalier" according to the use 
~ 
whtch he makes of his victory and the methods he usee in obtaining it. 
Carlyle sees Frederick as a plain, sturdy soldier, jesting on familiar terms 
with his men, the idol and inspiration of his army, quite the War-Lord of Saxon 
times in his democratic relations to hie men and in his simple desire to defend 
and beautify that which was already his own. Carlyle feels that Frederick, in 
4 
his book The Anti-Machiavel, was sincere in calling a king the born servant of 
hie people. As in the case of Abbot Samson, so again in the case of Frederick, 
Carlyle defends tae great 1~ 1 e independence of friends and foes, in the ma tter 
of impartial appointments. He considers the Pruaaian victory over Silesia at 
Mollwitz the result, not of ingenious at __ a.te-craft, but of "Regulation methods, 
orthodox exactitude, good natural stuff in the Brandenburgera, the virtues of 
Drill." He speaks with warmth of Frederick's reforms in matters domestic: thu 
----------------- ...._ .,.. _______ ----------------.------------- ------- --~· ---------______ .... __ __ 
'.1 Carlyle' a Frederick the Great edited by A.M.D. Hughes Introduction XX-JC'~! 
2 Literature in a Changing Age Ashley H. Thorndike 86 
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statute of Religious Toleration, the reform of the currency, the revision of the 
civil and criminal codes, the protection of the yeomem against usurping lords, 
the founding of schools. He give•s:;in detai l the stor y of Frederick 1 e interfe renee 
with U1e courts to secure justice for Miller Arnold against his landlord, who, after 
draining off the miller's water supply for a fish-pond of his own, still demanded 
of the Miller an undiminished rent. Carlyle regards Frederi ck on the whole in the 
light of the "beneficent cart-whip." 
Furthermore Carlyle considers that the conuition of the times made 
Frederick' s drastic methode as imperative as were those of lilliam the Conqueror 
in England. Of the latter he says: "When a world, not yet doomed for death, is 
rushing down to ever deeper Baseness and Confusion, it is a dire necessity of 
Nature's to bring in her Aristocracies, her Beet, even by forcible methode. When 
their descendants cease to be the Beat, cease to be the Beat, it becomes a dire 
1 
necessity of Nature' a to cast them out." William, then, was what Carlyle calla a 
" .-. resident. house-surgeon" for England's malady. Of F'rederick1 s situation Carlyle 
says: 
"Slumberous Europe, rotting amid its blind pedantries, ita lazy hypocri sies, 
conscious and unconscious, this man is capable of shaking it a little out of ·" ita 
stupid refuge of lies, and ignomineous wrappages and bed-clothes, which will be ita 
grave-clothes otherwise, and of intimating to it afar off that there is stilla 
Veracity in Things and a mendacity in Sham-,hings." 
Specifically, , in regard to Frederick 1 e relation to the conquered 
Silesia and the dismembered Poland, Carlyle believes that that there was 11 eome-
thing ro~ten in Denmark", which, seen by Frederick, was reasonable juetifica-
tion of hi~ acts. In the case of Silesia, he saw that the Pragmatic Sanction, 
guaranteeing this possessior1 :t;o Maria Thesesa, was a"futile document", 11 a:~delusioi)~ 
that he was at " the gaming-table with these sharpers; th_eir dice all cogged" 
and might as well as one of his neighbors have Silesia. In the case of Poland, 
he was dealing with a "moribund Anarchy, fallen down as carrion on the common 
highways of the world; belonging to nobody in ~ticular;------your only question 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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t h . con!Ll1t of bystanders, anrl the mo1era.te certainty that nob0dy got a ~larinElY 
d isproportionate share. " I t will be more by the results of these con uea t s t han 
by the a .te th8rr.B,.~ l ves t hA.t Carlyle w:Ul juclge them. 
!Jarlyle, in what he r~._.ard s a s the ana. ot;oue c se of William of Englarcil.J 
j llstifi~s .. he ac t by .:. ts r e sults. "· child, i n this illia.m1 s reign, might have 
carri~. a ~ur se of eold from end to end of En~la.nd. --- -It is a f act w. i ch outw0i~hs 
a t housand .---- .age enou~h ~as in this Willel rnue Con~uaestor, - ann ye t t he essential 
e l ement of hi~ , as of Rll such men, is not scorching fire but fJh i !l. in~ . illumina+Jive 
light." I n Frederick Carlyle claims "En3land stil l howls nnn ex.:! cra.te e 
l amentably over _ts \Vi liam Conqueror, ann rieorous line of Normans and Plantagenete; 
but wi t hout them 1 whA.t had it eve r been? A ~luttonous race of <Tut e e and . nglc s , 
capabl e of no grand combinations; lUJnberint; about in pot be llied equA.ni mi ty1; not 
dreru:r-.inr; of her oic t oi 1 and silence and endurance, such as leads t ') the hich r lace s 
of t h i s Universe ." As to the testixr.ony of tJime on Frederick' s conquests , 
some of the facts, but not all, a re i n , 11 From 742 Schles ien has expressed · ord 
and symptom nothing but thankfulness for the transfer ." I n the matter o:f ol a nd , 
"If Heaven did appoint Frederick, Heaven wil l a t last j ustify him ." "Wnether 
Frederick was mora ly rie;ht is a question I have no thought of entering on. This 
is que s tion on which an editor ma.Jr have his opi nion, partly comple t e f or a lonz 
t ime pas t and partly not complete , or in human language , com letab_e at all." 
arlyle considers Frederick simply as a modern instance of the primi t i ve Wa r -L ord , 
asses sed of the old- time virtues, but of too recent a time to ermit of certaint 
regar d i nc; hi s methods, "The pr oblem of finding government by our Real Su eriors 
i s a work for centuries ; to be taught us by:·tribul ations , confuaiona , i nsu rrections , 
obstructions; who knows f not by conflagration and despair." Because , 
i n some res ecte 1 "he saw the merits of Biemark ~s-·Prus ian . · t ate and t he def'e ct a 
o:f English Par liamenta.r ianism , it is not fair t o caarge him with a suppor t of all 
t he later manifest ations of Prussianieru11 , concludes Professor Thor nd i ke. 
The d iscussion of Carlyle's ":}o!nl"lon sense " and self- styled-Saxon tendencies 
has attempted to prove: 
First: That Silence , Labor (even at the point where it passes ove r i nto 
Valor), Loyalty, are all considered by Carlyle as Saxon ideals of conduct . 
________ §~~~~~~--T~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~-!~~~!~~~~~~~~~~!~~~L-~~~-~~~-E~~!~~-~~-~!~--!~~~~~l 
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development , but his entire life;----The "Silence , IJabor 1 and Loyalty" in Schiller's 
life w a what chiefly won Carlyle ' s comm.endation in 8 )M 11 Silence, Labor, Loyalty" 
were the virtues which he extolled in the inaugural of , 866 . 
Third : That Carl~rle urges earnestly a "common-sense" and religious att itude 
to ife in preference to an analytical and philosn~hica_ ones though it is certninl 
true that many of his ideas are similar to German Idealism. 
Fourth : That of the German Idealists , his contemporaries , appreciati~ly 
but that he regards their work as tonic and suggestive rather than final. 
Fif t h! That Car l yle's seemingly Transcendental expressions regarding Reality 
are not out of harmony with his 11 common-sense11 philosophy, and wit h Saxon conce tiona. 
Sixth: That Carlyle disclaims any extensive a llegiance t o German .dealism, 
1 
believing that every nation mus t work out ita own philosoph· , suitable to its 
!>eculiar needs , which nP. P-~s; in the case of England , imply a practical and commun-
isti~ mission to hW'l.an soe i t-:t:.r. 
0eventh: That Carlyle , in his seeming commendation of the earlier Prussian 
syate1n , was not in possession of all the facts, is not now rated as n aut horitative 
historian , and clenrly mis~nderstood Fr ede r ick's plans , seeing him in the light ~.of 
a \'lar-Lord of a considerably simple r e;overnment a l system t han Frederick' a was or 
later became . 
That the "Silence , Labor, Loyalty" which Carlyle wished to reinstate in England' s 
f u t ure from her foreotten past were genuine Saxon po8aessione, popular opinion in 
England seems agreed . See Matthew Arnold , Cel ti c litera t ure , I~, , ~r; Stopfbrd 
Brooke , Early English iteratureJ Vol. I 1 Chap. II, ana l ysis of the cha.ract•~r of 
eowulf; F..dmund Dale , National Life and C~aracter in Hirr·or of En[.lisl~ ~iterature, 
(Cambridge ress 907), especiall;,• Pt 22 aqq. which a!11'1.1y z::r t fii':l - eharacter ·of:.Be.owulf-1 
p • 95 · s • hi -p cq~trast Saxon an~ Norman characteristics; p. 60 which gives fr om 
Voluspa the story of The Twilish t of the Gods; pp . 102 sq • which show the reflection 
of Saxon Ideal a 1 modified by Chri s tianity, in t he Geneais.J.. pp. 09 , 1 which speak of 
t he change due t o Chrietiani ty i n the conception of ... rd or Fate , t he old Fate becoming 
Providence; pp. 91 sqq., , 7 which speak of the gradual softening of he old ideals 
under Christiani t y ' s i nfluence . e read t hat "the ideal of va or was changed so that 
E~ttnd, King of East nglia, be came the highest ideal of valor, aB he suffered mart7r~o~ 
at the hands of the nanes"; p )4 which gives characterization of King lfred , eru.?'-•a.-
aizini; (aa oes that of Beowulf' ) , the very "Silence , f:labor, a11d Loyalty-11 of (;nrlyle. 
Carlyle ... vnaidt:rs Saxon traits as softened by i'JhristianitJr and as r Afl ec t ed, not 
in th~ . a~as and Ed·~A.8, but in Oln and Uddle E!le;l i sh li t erat J.r~ . 
CHAPTER II 
ORIGENS OF CARLYLE'S AESTHETIC THEORY 
IN HIS GENERAL SYSTEM OF THOUGHT---Brief Summary 
Carlyle's system of though~ is eo well known that only a background of general doctrine 
is needed before a study_- of the aesthetic theory which he works out from his philosophy 
of practicality and Labor. 
Catlyle 1 a general theories of man and hie universe revert at last to an en-
1 
during, omnipresent but ever evolving Tendency, the Divine Idea which is at the bottom 
' of all appearance. This ultimate reality is variously described by Carlyle. Ita nature 
and tendencies are more discernible to the poet than to other men. The poet n has pone-
trated into this Divine mystery, is a man sent hither to make it more impressively 
2 
known to us." He discerns some part of that abiding Tendency of Things which, repre-
aented in ita entirety in the aggregated e.itt of the ages, is the"Truth f or all nations 
5 
and for all men." To the service of the Divine Idea the loyalty of all great men 
ie devoted. In fact, the Divine Idea1 in its self-realization, works through man's 
activity, his Labor. Thus the world becomes, not a static Is, but rather an evolving 
Becoming. Thus also that which commenced as man's self-annihilation, his self-devotion 
to the Divine Idea, becomes ultimately his self-realization, the perfect harmony and 
4 
beauty for his life. 
~All appearance, whatsoever we see in the world, is but a vesture for the 
5 
1Divine Idea of the World' 1 for that which lies at the bottom of appearance." This 
immanent idea or Spirit manifests itself in Nature and in Man. n Through every star, 
through every grass-blade, and most through every Living Soul, the g~ory of a present 
God still beams." 6 "What is Nature? Why do I not name thee God? Art thou not t.he 
Living Gar.m~nt of GQd? 0 Heavens is it in very deed He,then, that ever speaks throu9 
thee; tha~ lives and 1oves in tna&; that lives and loves in me?" 7 Again Carlyle 
speaks of man as "the visible Manifestation and Impersonation of Divinity." 8 Man 
and his world are the vesture of Deity, a garment "woven on the roaring loom of time." 9 
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The completest r evelation of the Divine in man is seen in man 's moral nature, 
his sense of Duty, his Boyalty to ideal causes. Loyalty is the very key-principle of 
the universe , since throu~ obedience man is called to "harmony with the Divine Idea of 
j 
the World"- to that Silence which is health. Self-devotion, Loyalty, was the law-of-
1 
being _of Christ "our divinest symbol, the Godlike rendered visible." Loyalty is thus 
of the essence of the Divine Idea, a part of the Truth of the world, that truth which 
11 Jeating Pilate had not the smallest chance to ascertain when he asked, 'What is truth?' 
2 
---for he looked at Truth and discerned her not, there where she stood." Christ 
in chains before Pilate is the tYPe of all those who, out of loyalty to ideal causes, 
out of desire to make them prevail, have held the life of the body in light esteem. 
Carlyle teaches that man shows most Godlike when he allies himself to eternal principles 
and 'bendancies 1 cost what the alliance may too that Time-vesture 1 the body. This doctrine, 
as may be seen from citations below, was characteristic of the greater portion of 
Carlylyl.e 1 s life. (1828-184}). 
But while Carlyle views Truth as the persistent Tendency of Things, the 
spirit animating _nature and man (with hie heroisms)_, he sees it also as an evolving and 
"becoming ~. throu@ the temporary forms, insitutions, "time-vestures" of the material 
world. In an above-cited passageoconcerning; Christ as the highest and clearest man-
ifestation of God in ~1e world Carlylyle concludes concerning his historical signifi-
canoe, 11his life and what follows therefrom";· ie,, Christ's significance can be under-
stood only in the light of itll results. "Truth, in the words of Schiller, immer wird, 
nie iat.-------Yett nothing is lost; it is bu~·' the superficial, as it were the body 
only, that ~owe obsolete and dies; under the mortal b~ lies a~~ which is im-
mortal; which anew incarnates itself in fairer revelation; and the ~resent is the 
} 
living sum-total of the whole Past." 
That evolution, continual change_l is a large element in the general tendency 
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of things Carlyle finch clearly evident in the natural world 1 which is not static but 
in constant metamorphosis, a shoreless flood of Action, a world still plastic, infin-
ite, divine. Nature is not an agggeg~te but a whole, in which "all works together 
1 
with all, nothing is detached and separated." All is utilized and all is continually 
chang~c;l • . , 
Perhaps more strongly than in natune the force of evolution manifests itself 
in human society./ 1 of which history is the record. Carlyle declares mankind a "living, 
2 
individualistic whole", i,e. a developing __ organism, not a static agggegation. 
Therefore, since society, rather than th& individual is the unit, "It is in Society 
~ 
that man first feels what he is; first becomes what he can be." Carlyle defines 
society as "greatly nne most important of man1 e attainments on this Barth, a true region 
of the supernatural wherein whatever of Infinitude was in us bodies itself forth, and 
becomes visible and active," 4 r,s. in the process of difference and adjustment 
betwwen personality and personality the Infinite expr esses Himself, as He cannot in the 
_unopposed and therefore unawakened life of the individual. As Carlyle himself phrases 
the thought in hia description of tho fall of the Bastiles 
"Hast thou consider~d how each man 1 s heart is eo tremulously responsive to the hearts 
of all men; hast ·- thou noted how omnipotent is the very sound of many men---the utter-
ance of~eir instincts which are truer ~~their thoughts? It is the greatest a man 
encounters among _the sounds and shadows which make up this world of Time." 5 
Hence history, which t o Oarltl• is the "essence of innumerable Biographies 11 becomes 
the the "universal Divine Scripture" , the self-expression of "Him whose path is on 
the g~eat deep of Time, whom History indeed reveals,- but only!!! History, and in 
6 
Eternity, will clearly .reveal." With the0evolution of Society and of History the 
Infinite evolves. This doctrine of Truth aa an evolution has been illustrated b,y cita-
tione varyimg _ in date from 1829 to 1866. 
The ultimate reality revealing itself and realizing ·itself in tho evolution 
of nature and of society may be known to man, according to Carlyle, in t wo ways: by an 
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analyttc process of reason and by a synthetic process of intuition, which latter can 
not be enjoyed excopting as the individual is active and in the stream of life. To no 
1 
dreamer idling _on the bank is the poet's intuition given. 
Of the scope and value of knowledg~ derived by analysis and reason Carlyle 
says: "As for y9ur institutions and Academies of Science, they etruggle :br&Yely;· and 
from amid the thick-crowded inextricably inter-twisted hieroglyphic writings of nature 
and history, pick out by dexterous combinations some Letters in the vulgar Character, 
and therefrom put to~ether this and the other economic lecipe, of high avail in Practtce. 
That Nature is more than some boundless volume of such Recipes the fewest dream." 2 
In other words, Carlyle believes that thA methods of science may teach man the control 
of the material world, but that they will never give man all the Truth; consequently 
the Phenomenalism of Locke and Hume he discounts on the whole, since it seems to make 
soul largely_ conditioned by matter and thus to lead to materialism, and a mechanical 
~ 
interpretation of life. 
Of knowledge derived b,y intuition Carly}e saysj "From the same mystic regj,an 
4 
of the unconscious proceed all poesies and religions and social systems." "The 
healthy understanding we should say is not the log;cal, argumentative, but the intuitive; 
for the end of Understanding is not to prove and find reasons but to know and believe." 5 
!ntuition is more valuable than scientific knowledge not only because it leads to a 
practical belief but also because Scientific knowledge, dealing with the changing mater-
6 
ial world, varies continually while intuitive ideas have perennial existence, since 
they,.'bi"ing _tiding a from the deeP-lying Soul of Things. The condi tiona for the exercise 
. of intuition are, as mentioned above, participation in the active life of the world, 
and, in that participation, a mental attitude ot sympathy, "a d~sire not only to see 
into others lives but also to see out of them at the view of the world known to them." 
"A loving heart is the secret of . all knowledge. This it is that opens the whole mind." 7 
8 
Intuitive knowledg~, in its higgest reaches, is possessed only by the ~irted, in whom 
it arises as the result of sympathy and a life in the stream of action. It brings a 
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faith and practical working beltlf which la~s hold yet further on ultimate reality. 
It is more valuable than the conclusions of reason. It is the source of' all the dynam:-
1 
ic ideas the world has known. This doctrine regarding the respective uses of' anal-
ytical and o ntuitional knowledge was Carlyle's from 1826 on through life. 
But Oarly~e~e theory includes more than these manifestations of' the Divine 
Idea through the unconscious processes of nature and the blind instincts (individual 
and collective) of man. It also has a large place for the conscious and purposeful 
activity of' man. This mi~ty,;'f'actor in evolut.ibnnie, of course, merely the obverse 
side of' the first factor; the Divine Idea, Truth, Reality, the Universe's Law of 
Being and Tendency, speak~throu~ man seems to him, in his everyday mood, hie own 
Activity of choice and of labor. From this free activity on man's part follow, 
according to Oarly~e, three chief results. 
In the first place, man's purposive Activity is his guide to present Truth 
for himself, as an individual. Oarly~e 1 s Truth ie a PoBecoming", born of man's react~on 
to hie environment, not an "Ie" born of his reflective processes. carlyle reiterates: 
"The end of' a man ie an Action, not a Thought." 11 Depend upon it, working, trying, ia 
the only ~emover of Doubt." "Thinking which does not lean upon work is an effort thrown 
away • 11 11Work is in ccmum.mication with Nature; the real desire to get Work done will 
iteelf' lead one more and more to Truth, to Nature's appointments and regulations, which 
are Truth • 11 · "To those who are of Duty God-commanded, the inspiration of' the Almighty 
- . 2 
giveth understanding." As illustrated in the passages cited, this doctrine was Carlyle's 
from 1826 to 1870. 
Man's activityi in the second place, creates the Time-vestures through which 
God's spirit and man's reveals itself' objectively to the world. These Time-vestures of 
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the spiritual are the usages and customs of society, its laws, political constitutions, 
and its church organizations. To the consideration of these Time-vestures and their 
relation to the indwelling spirit the entire "Clothes Philosaphy" of Sartor is devoted • 
"Church Clothe .s" Carlyle considers of immense moment. 
. 
Of them he says : 
"Without such vestures and Sacred Tissues Society has not existed and will not exist;--
Without them men were no longer social but greg@rioue, which latter state would grad-
ually issue in universal selfish discord, hatred, savage isolation, and dispersion; 
whereby, as we miggt continue to say, the very dust and dead body of Society would 
have evaporated and become abolished. Such, and so all-important, all-sustaining, are 
the Church-clothes to civilized or even to rational men." t 
Laws and political constitutions he considers of lees importance to society 
than the "inventions and traditions which are the work of all the long-forgotten train 
of artists and artisans who, from the first, have been jointly teaching us how to think 
and how to act, how to rule over spiritual and over physical nature. 11 2 
This is to say that of all Time-vestures of man's spirit, ancient use and custom are 
the most important. Indeed, this revelation of the Divine Idea in the customs and insti-
tutions wrou~ out by the multitude is the most complete revelation of the Infinite 
in the world of Time. More potently thll.n through the poet's insight~. God's spirit is 
made known through the clumsy but faithful Truth-seeking formulas and laws of the Exec-
utive and the :zna.ny. Even tho~ the many are able to think only by the aid of symbols, 
relying over much upon custom, crystalizations of form, the old and familiar, nevertheles 
it remains true that the Many and their works are the grand en masse incarnation and 
self-consciousness of the Divine Idea, in so far as it finds enduring consciousness or 
expression. The ~oet may reveal Truth to the multitude, but they also are Truth. 
"Where the great mass of men is tolerably right,all is right; where they are not right, 
all is wrong!- From the partial determinations of many minds and their conflict springs 
the universal. According as the~wae intellect or no intellect in the individuals 
will the general conclusion they make out embody itself as a World-healing Truth and 
Wisdom, or ae a baseleee, fateful hallucination. 11 .? Consequently, concludes 
Carlyle, "We have simply to carry thB whole world and its businestJ uponuour backs, we 
poor united human species; to carry it on and shove it forward from day to day, somehow 
or othwr among us 1 or else be ground to powder under it, one and all. No light task, 
let me tell ypu, even if' each did his part honestly, which each doesn't by any 
means do." 4 
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With such views Carlyle naturally valued tl1e muchinery oy means of which individuals 
work tog~ther in social groups--provided the machinery be operated by a living ideal. 
"Ubi homines aunt, modi sunt."-----"The more completely cased in Formulae (institutions) 
a man may be,,the safer, happier is it for him.-----Man is held in from delirium and the 
1 
inane by his Formulas." 
From individual and social activitity of a purposive nature arises, in the 
third place, a large part ofthe Truth of the future. A suggestion of this idea is 
found in one of Oarly.J;eUs·:very early works: "Surely the soul does not hang passive 
and inert within us, but acts and works like an immaterial spirit on Spiritual things, 
2 
not like an artsan on matter." Carlyle often repeats the thought, "Men work in any 
moment of Time what will last throughout Eternity." 
1896 he quoted Goethe's song commencing: 
"Die Zukunft decket, 
Schmerzen und Gluck, 11 
and clo~ing, as Carlyle translated the song: 
~ 
"Choose well; your choice is 
Brief and yet endless." 
In concluding the inaugural of 
Again, in the familiar passage from Natural Supernaturalism he speaks of the solidarit.1 
of the race through history, the present, the future: "On the hardest adamant some foot-
print of us is stamped in; the last Rear of the host will read some traces of the earliest 
4 
Van. 11 
Since the Truth of the future is thA result of the present activity of Nature 
and of Man, it is not an unchang~able Absolute to be approximated more and more closely 
by.;1an evolving humanity~mind. Truth is itself an evolution, the sum-total of humanity's 
mind at any moment. The ~ruth of one ag~ is thus different from that of the following 
age, thougg a common tendency or law-of-b.ing of the Divine Idea maintains a certain 
un,ity; of spirit in the Truths of successive ages. In Carlyle's phrase, quoted above 
from Schiller, "Truth 1 immer wird~~ie ist1 •" The complete nature of this Law-of-Being 
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must, in a world evolving to infinity., remain an unattainable ideal of knowledge. 
Carlyle speaks ~f the "power whose doings and plans are manifested in completeness, 
not oy the year or by the century, on individuals or on nations, but stretching through 
1 
Eternity,,-" Since a relatively complete knowledge of ~eality ie obtainable, in 
carlyle' e view, by,, observation of and participation in its ongoings rather than by any 
process of reason, ne concludes: n~~at theo~am of the Infinite can the Finite render 
complete! In action alone can we have eerwe.1nty. Action iaehions Doubt into Certainty 
2 
and Reality." Yet whatever is knovm to have been Carlyle's attitude concerning intu-
ition and belief as born of action and in turn bases for action, he repeatedly declares 
the ~possibility of definite knowledg~ concerning _the destiny of our world. He speaks 
of "The perennial battle which men name Life, which vre must bequeath to our Sons and 
Grandsons to go on fighting-----til the Bneruy be one day quite abolished, or elae the 
great Night sink and part the combatants." ) 
Carly+e's insietence upon the value of man's purposive activity in shaping 
future Truth, in eo far as human scope may extend, dates from 1826 to 1871. 
Carlyle'' criterions of Truth and Action are definitely stated. The criterion 
of Truth is its workability in practice, and what follows fDom this---its continuance 
in the life of the world. 
"Theories are demonstrably _. true in the way of logic; and then in the way of' practice 
they prove true or else not true; but here is the grand experiment; 1Do they turn 
out we 11? 1 11 4 
Christ is considered the "Divinest Symbol" of the Truth because of the influence which 
5 
has followed from his life. Kant~: s philoeaphy ia thought to have contained an element 
6 
of truth because of the extent of its appeal. Furthermore 1 the criterion of Action, 
like that of Truth, is its coincidence with the permanent tendency or Law of Being of 
the world. "The Eternal rules above us; nothing finally wrong (i.e. out of allignment 
with the permanent Law of Being) has happened or can happen." (i.e. as an abiding 
factor in life.) The measure of an actibn in respect to its ethical quality is, then, 
ita duration among tha world'~ Time-vestures. 7 
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Since the making of long,~la.sting changes in the world 1 s Time-vestures re.latea, 
as far as this is possible, the mind of him who makes the changes to the hidden nature 
of the Divine Idea itself, opening the gates which close the finite from the Infinite, 
the limited and partial from the realms of Freedom, Action is man's highest blessedness, 
and Duty is as Carlyle defines, not only a call to Action but a summons to "harmony 
1 
with the Divine Idea of the world." 
From Carlyle's criterion& of Truth and Action it becomes evident that hie is 
2 
a dual universe, the parts of which are mutually inter-dependent. On the one hand, 
Truth or Spirit must be capable of incarnation, through Action, in Time-vestures. 
"The Ideal always has to grow in the !eal, and to seek out ite bed and board there, 
3 
often in a very sorry way. 11 This is true, since, according to Carlyle, the evolution 
of the Divine Idea rests, not solely with the prophets and poets, but partially with the 
half-blind and mute Many, whose whole life is bound up with forms and institutions. 
On the other h~d Action mmst be in harmony with Truth, Spirit, the permanent Tendency 
of Things, "That which lies at the bottom of appearance." Without such harmony, the 
effects of Action cannot long endure, The King must always be anointed by the Poet, 
. l.t 
/ 
but the poet is not worthyvof the name unless h~ is potentially a King. 
To define to what extent man should live in the world of Action, and to what 
extent he should live in the Poet's world, in intuition and reverence of the spiritual, 
' Carlyle defines as an impossible attempt. 
"Their relative importance, even to the w~sest mind, will vary at different times, 
according to the special wants and dispositimns of those times. Meaqwhile, it seems 
clear enou&1 that only in the right coordination of the two, and in the vigorous for-
warding of both, does our true line of action lie. 9 UndW!I cultivation of the inward 
or dynamical province leads to idle, visionary, impracticable courses; undue cultiva-
tion of the outward force~ though for tl1e time productive of many palpable benefits, must 
in the long run, by destroying moral~ Force, prove still more hOpelessly pernicious." 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2- "I have a general feeling growing of late 
years that 1 I am all in the wrong'; ---for we 
live in a Dualistic world. Strange---how a 
little nucleus of Truth and Good rolls itself 
on in a huge comet-like environment of Error 
and Delusion; and yet at leng~ in some degree 
the Error and Delusion evaporate and vanish 
(as Nonentities I mere rregatione) and the frac-
tion of Good is found to be the Reality~" ---
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Carlyle is very explicit in regard to the interrelations between the two 
elements of his dual universe, on the one hand Truth, or spiritual reality and per-
rnanency; on t he ot.'ler, Matter or the changi:Blg Time-vestures of Spirit. 
Time-vestures begin as institutions 11 f'ull of substance", that is, of meaning 
or Spirit. Idolatry, monasticism, feudalism, the crusades, the Puritan revolution, 
the French revolution, are all mentioned by Carlyle as customs, institutions, movements, 
1 II 
originally alive with spirit and reaching out toward the Divine. But4ill manner of 
Ideals have their fatal limits and lot; their appointed periods of youth, of maturity, 
2 
of decline and final death." ''The age of the ~rophets of Israel dies into the age of 
~ 
Argumentation, of Pharisees and Sadducees.• The old institutions, having served their 
4 
time and become dead, wait the sufficient development of new Time-vestures to disappear. 
Such disappearance is essential to the furthar r life and self-expression of the spiY-itual, 
and failing to occur must be brought about by the instrumentality of man. In this con-
nection what is said of religious forms is doubtless tyPical of Carlyle's opinion 
respecting all Time-vestures which have become empty of spirit. 
" Firat must the dead letter of Religion own itself dead and drop piece-meal 
into dust. if the living spirit of Religion, freed from this its charnel-house, is to 
aJ"~iee on~ _us, and with new healing under its wings." If the visible church be die-
joined fran the invi sible spirit of religion, "it is but a vacant edifice, gilded 
yet useless, nay pestilentially unclean; to write whose history is leas important than 
to forward its downfall. " "Truly all manner of rights do verge gradually into unbear-
able ~-ror, as the Time-flood bears us onward---and must, by soft means or sharp, 
be sent travelli.Dg out of thiis world." 5:- · 
In "forwarding tt1e downfall of ideas and institutions which have outlived their 
6 
usefulness ~e poet is to play a large part. as will be further discussed in Chapter 
IV of this study. 
The f orceful destructUon of the old and it.a speedy replacement by the . new 
-lt. Carlylie likens to the Ph~nix fire-deat h. In f act a conflagr at ion of t his type marks 
ever y c;risis in the devellopnent of human society, and the test of ~ ruth r e garding 
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ideas, of genuine greatness ~egarding man, is survival for a rel a t i vely 
long interval from the phoenix-pyre. From the flames of the pyre arises 
a new life which contains, from the old, all that which is in harmony 
with the Divine Idea of the universe. 
"When the Phonix is fanning her funeral pyre, will there not be spark• 
flying! Alae, some millions of men, and among them such as Napoleon, have 
already been licked into that hi g h-eddying flame and like moths consumed 
there." 1 "No conquest ever became permanent which did not prove itself 
beneficial to the conquered. The wise man is the only strong man . Nothing 
unjust can continue in this world." 2 "Might and Right do differ fright _ 
fully from hour to hour; but give them centuries, they are found to be iden-
tical." ' "All death is but of the body; not of the essence or Soul; 
and destruction is but new creation on a wider scale." 4 "In that Fire-
whirl wind (of the ~hoenix pyre) creation and destruction proceed together; 
ever as the ashes of the old are blown about, do organic filaments of the 
new mysteriously spin themselves---Thus all things wax and roll onwards; 
nothing is com p leted, but ever completing." 5 
In applying the Phoenix-pyre theory to an evaluation of t he lit-
erary movements of the period, Carlyle says: "From every moral death there 
is a new birth; in this wondrous course of hie, man may indeed linger but 
cannot retro g rade or stand still--that change from Negation to Affirmation, 
from Destruction to Reconstruction for which all thinkers in every country 
are now prepared is perhaps already in action there (in the contemporary 
literature of Germany). The ancient creative Inspiration, it would seem, 
is still possible in th&ee agee of Scepticism and Sensuality when even our 
6 
Byrone could utter but a death-song or despairing howl." 
In Carlyle's theory of the universe there is, then, a never-ceasing 
a l ternation between the upwelling of pure Spirit against incrustations of 
form and the tendency of Spirit to crystallize itself in material forme. 
In a world of such mutations, wherein the element of matter is always 
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sluggish and inert in comparison wi~h what Carlyle calla "the inner Light-
sea and Flame-sea---Nature and Truth's own heart~ the princi p le of oppoei-
tion---the Evil---must be those material Time-vestures which have ceased 
1 
to express adequately,the evolving Idea at the heart of things. 
"The baseness, wickedness of which the dead may have been guilty",says 
Carlyle in Bi£&.!.~, "was their heavy, unmanageable environment from which 
death freed the etherial, God-given force that dwelt in them. 11 Again Carlyl~ 
defines the nature of the Evil when he says: "One great universal war alone 
makes up the History of the World,-the struggle of men intent on the real 2 
essence of things, against men intent on the semblances and forme of things~ 
) 
Of the nature of the Evil as the origen of the Good, "The sting 
that bide nor sit nor stand but go", Carlyle says: 
"Evil, what we call 
disordered material 
of order and Good. 
can any blessedness 
Evil, must exist while man exists; Evil is the dark, 
out of which man's Free will has to create .an edifice 
Ever must ~ain urge us to Labor and only in Free iffort 
be imagined for us." 4 Discontent, longing, 
struggle are an essential law of man's being ; 11 Life is a wo r king, i ncited 
5 1 
by suffering, Action from Passion." The balance between th e ma t e r ial 
and the spiritual is never stable; mankind is therefore never comp letely 
at ease. Yet this sense of pain, of maladjustment, is not disease but 
health, according to Carlyle. "The quantity of pain thou feeiest is indic-
6 
ative of t h e quantity of Life, of Talent, thou hast; a stone feels no pain~ 
Carlyle, then, is perfectly consistent in defining Silence, not only as 
health, harmony with universal law, but also ae stoical endurance of battle. 
Hie criticism is naturally directed against against the Romanticists for 
their morbid Werterism and "despairing wails 11 , since these poets, although 
recognizing maladjustment, set no battle in array for a new and better orde~ 
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Not only ie warfare the fundamental law of man 1 e being; it ie on 
that account the means whereby he, in hie various individualities, comes 
to self-consciousness and self-realization. "6ur sorrow is the inverted 
image of our nobleness." 1 "All permanent enjoyment must be active 
and not passive, without evil there were for us no good; our condition 
is militant; it is only in labor that we rest. Our highest, our only real 
blessedness, lies in this very warfare with evil. Let us conquer it or not; 
it is truly an abundant blessedness." 2 While Carlyle recognizes life 1 a 
" hollowness and insufficiency, ita sin and woe,"he declares:"But with them, 
nay, do beauty and mercy and a solemn grandeur shine forth, and man with 
hie stinted and painful existence is no longer little or poor, but lovely 
and venerable, for a glory of .Infinitude is round him; and it is by his 
very poverty that he is rich, and by hie littleness that he is great." ' 
This passage makes clear Carlyle 1 a meaning, in allusions to Goethe 
and others, to the effect that these persons have won Freedom under Neces-
eity. Necesait~ to Carlyle is the law of mutation and conflict, a law 
common to the macrocosm, the universe, and to the microcosm, man. It is 
further the set of relationships or laws under which the individual works 
in connection with God 1 s other Time-vestures, from the inorganic up to the 
worker 1 a fellow-beings. Out of the conflict necessitated by such interactim 
and out of their survivals is brought out, from a~e to age, the nature and 
purpose of the Infinite, as embodied in man and in the world as a whole. 
It is from conflict that the individual's true self, the Infinite in him, 
is born. Without conflict man faces largely things of Time; with conflict 
and ita destruction of the outworn temporal, he is brought face to face 
with things Infinite---principles, laws, most subtle but ew•et harm~niee 
worked out of seeming discords. 
The idea of man 1 s I Sor~ow as the inverted image of his nobleness" 
was an important one with Carlyle. He commends and often quotes Goethe 1 s 
treatment of the same theory in !~n~erj~h£~ (Chapters X and XI). He con-
tinually employe Goethe 1 e phrases, "The Worship of Sorrow", "The Sanctuary 
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of Sorrow~ One of his moat emphasized criterione of the true poet is the 
valor with which he meets the untoward of life; the amount of loyalty to 
the spiritual which he learns from the discipline of sorrow. The accept-
ance of Sorrow, in the sense of achieving through it self-realization and 
spiritual Freedom in some high loyalty, is to Carlyle the highest religion. 
In othe~ words, it is man's means of identifying himself with the permanent 
Divine Idea of t h e world. "Our highest religion is named 'The Worship of 
Sorrow'. Fo r the s ons of men there is no noble crown, but ie th e crown of 
, 
thorns. 11 
This doctri ne o f a dual universe of mutation , "Evil op posed to 
Good but not hostile to it," was Carlyle's from the date o f Wotton Reinfred 
( 1826) to the close of his life. It may be summarized: "All things are 
changing; man faster than most of th em; in th e meanwhile an Unchangeable 
lies under all this, and l ooks forth , solemn and benign, through the whole 
destiny and workings of man. 11 2 
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In some respects the general though t of Carlyle suggests that of H.G.Welle 
ae the latter discus s es his beliefs in Gog__th~ _!g_yieibl_~ Kin..g. Both Carlyle 
and Wells follow British Empiricism in their lack of interest in revelation 
and in all manifestations of the super natural. Both follow Br itish common-
sense philosophy , or the g eneral tendency of our ra c e, in maintaining that 
the chief responsibil ity fo r eoc~_al regeneration rests with mankind and 
with the Wo rk which they are abl~to do. Both are impressed with man' s 
evolution and ita possibil ities for a further revelation of God as the r ace 
unfolds more and more of the Divine inspiration which is the motive-force 
behind the evolution. Carlyle diff ers from Welle, however, in that the 
former sees God both in the universe a s a whole, other than man, and in 
man, while Welle separates 11 God the Redeemer, the God in our hearts only 11 
from 11 'l'he Veiled Being" or the ultimate mysteries of the universe, declaring 
that "We do not know and perhaps cann ot know in any comprehensible t erms 
the relation of the Veiled Being to that living reality in our lives who 
ie, in the writer's terminology, t he true God." (Preface p. XII). 
Welle has, however, carried on Carlyle's good old Anglo-Saxon faith that 
a man ie saved by hie Valor, hie Labor, hie Loyalty to Ideals a nd t o 
truly great and sincere me n. 
CHAPTER III 
CARLYLE 1 8 PER MANENT TH EORY OF 
POETRY 
60 
A formal statement of Carlyle's criterions of poetry is given 
in_!he Hero ~ Poet. The standards here expounded in a body are, however, 
often insisted upon individually in Carl yl e~s other works, early and late. 
In the formal statement the English Shakespear e is claimed as the gr~ates t 
poet of all time, and in that essay and elsewhere proof is given of hie 
complete satisfaction of every one of the req ui rements set. 
On accoun t of the disagreement in view-point mentibned in the 
Introduction, the critical standards of Hero as Poet become interesting. 
It will be recalled from the discussion given in the Introductio, that 
Professor Perry considers these ideal character i stic s of Carly le 1 s Bpoet" 
as merely a special application of Carlyle's universally applicable code 
of ethics,- hie "Silence, Labor, Loyalty". As such, the aesthe tic set forth 
in Hero M f.Q.&.! is a logical part of Carlyle 1 a pragmatic and voluntar istic 
philosophy as outlined in the preceding chapter. The Introduction mention~d 
the fact that certain critics (F.W.Roe in Qarl~~ ~ ~ Qriti£ of_Literature 
pp. 35,36),take quite t he opposite point of view from that of Professor 
Perry, regarding the aesthetic of ~ ~~ ~ as wholly corollary, not upon 
voluntaristic and typically English thought, but instead upon German Ideali~ 
Any dis cussi on as to which position is abstractly correct is outside the 
scope of this study, which limite itself to a consideration of internal 
consistency in Car lyle' s utterances. However, it is at least evident that 
there is not entire consistency · between German Idealism, ~~ Car_l~~ 
sequen ce between the two becomes apparent through a comparison o.f Th:_ PQ·e :t· 
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with his exposition of the doctrines o£ Kant and of Fichte. or with his 
rating of conetruc,ive philosoph y in general~ as given i~Chapter I of this 
study. Furthermor e , t ha t Carlyle hims~lf regarded his requirements of the 
ideal poet ae a part of hie general philosophy of life is evident from the 
statement in the second pa r agraph of Hero ~ Poet. 
"The diffe re n t sphere \ (bf ~ ~ttiv~ty) constitutes th e grand origen of distinc-
tion (between di ff erent types of heroes); the Hero can be Poet, Prophet, 
King, Priest, or what you will, according to the kind of world he finds 
himself born imt o. I have no notion of a truly great man who could not be 
all sorts of men." 
Consequently, the Silence, Valor, Loyalty practiced and taught by Odin, 
the Hero as Divinity, are equally applicable to the poet of to-day. In fact 
Carly l e, n ea r the close of Hero lU! hn Q.! ke..t.t~.r._g, speaks odr Burns 1 resem-
blance to O~in, of Burns 1 "Savage sincerity, hie wild wrestling, naked, with 
the truth of t hings" and the Scotch critic concludes: "Hero-worship,- Odin~ 
Burn~, there. is something of t he savage in all great men." The fa c t is that 
those of Carlyle ' s aesthet ic di c ta least connected with German Idealism 
have b e en o ve r lo oked by t hat school of writers inclined to view Carlyle 
as a German. This is true even though these dicta corollary upon Saxon 
and English tendenciej of thought occur in Carlyle's early works, before 
18'2 and even in Sartor, where, if ever, he was influenced by German thought 
to the suppression of hie own national slant. 
The critics emphasizing German tenden cies i n Carlyle's thought 
find that he makes, in Hero ~ ~oet, the following demands upon the writer 
who would be cons id ered worthy the name of poet: 
I- He must be a seer of deep, mystical, and universal truth. 
II- He must be sincere in his words. 
III- Hie technique must be in perfect harmony wi t h his material. 
IV- He must have known, acc ep ted, and been profited by the 
disci pline of sorrow. 
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~his last requi rement r ec ei ves l ittle e mphasis. It is in the closest 
harmony, howe ve r , wi th the primitive Saxon d octrine of the nob i l ity of 
batt l e and valor. 
On the bas is of these five requirements Ca r l yl e 1 s consis t e ncy 
betwe en Go eth e a nd t h e English Romant i cis t s has b een been satisfactor i ly 
p r o v ed. That these require ments were life-long opinion s of Carly l e becomes 
evident upon a survey of the proof-passa ges from a critical work of t h is 
1 
school, since one always remembers t he date in connect i on with ea c h of 
Carlyle 1 s titles. 
The fa c t of Car l yle 1 s consi s tency, vi e wed from the angle of this 
proof and witho ut supplemen t ary a r gument, ie based upon the several mis-
conception s befo r e-named. The first ie that Carlyle 1 e cri t icism laid its 
foundations upon Transcendental philoso phy a s it orig inated wi t h Kant a n d 
was developed by Fichte. The second is that Carlyle 1 e work qui t e markedly 
divides itself with SartQI, the earli e r period being one of criticism a nd 
the later, one of prophecy. The third i e that, in eo far as t h e re is a 
certain unity of mind connecting t he two pe r i ods, the unity is that of t he 
earlier time, Carlyle 1 e views remai ning e sse nt i al l y what they had been, 
th ough the qual i ty of hie diction changed to a greater extra va g ance . 
Do not, however, these five spec i f ic r equi remen ts of t he poet fit as well 
or better with Carlyle 1 s own En g l ish vi ews as with German Ideal i s m, ~ 
Since Carlyle 1 s Tr u th i s a Becoming, not an Is, the p oe t who would 
add to humanity 1 e knowledge of i t mu s t n o t live in the past, but must under-
stand the phenomen a a bo ut him, bein g the spokesman a nd interpreter of hie 
1 This compar i son can b e made between the dates of proof-passages and 
t h at of He~ (1840) in the case of F.W.Roe 1 s Carl yJ.~ ~ L C!,itic 2f 
Literature (Columbia Uni versity Press, 1910). Nearly al l proof-passages 
in this b ook are from the period before 18)2, but the later work contains 
the same ide a s. However, the Carlyle letters a nd Note Books, published 
since 1910,but covering the period b efo r e 18 )2, show that t his period wa s 
only superficiall y i n line with German thought, and contained much in 
addition to th f s s even in the field of criticism of poetry. 
own age. To perform this function the poet's technique must naturally be 
such as not to caricature the underlying content. Further, in a world of 
change, dependent upon destruction as much as upon const ructi on, in a world 
1 
in which (to quote Carlyle) "Our so rrow is the inverted image of our 
nobleness," it is necessary that the poet who seeks out Truth for h ie fellow 
should be one who has met Sorrow and caught its widened visions over Time, 
its intuitions of Eternity. 
In these five counts, then, Carlyle me.y be taken to be consistent 
both with his gener a l theory and in hie discriminations b etween Goethe an~ 
the Romanticists. There also remain to be considered three practical and _ 
social requirements o£ t he poet, made in the essay of that title, repeated 
throug h Carl yle 's work, but overlooked by those critics who relate Carlyle's 
thought backward to that of Kant instead of for ward to t hat of Dewey, · Jame~, 
2 
Welle, and in some respects to that even of Nietzsche. 
These reqUiremente i.' S.re: ,_. · ~- _ 
I- The poet must be a man of volitional energy, capable of action, 
1845 Cromwell I 51 2 But Carlyle's natural reverence 
and religious sense kept him from casting aside intuition and belief for 
the extreme and theoretical applications to which Nietzsche p ushed the 
English doctrines~ 
3 Goethe emphasizes the moat important of these Carlyle-ideas noted above. 
That the poet profits by expe rience of sorrow is the Goethe-doctrine of 
"Entsagen" or Renunc iation. It ie the ch ief lesson of Meister's l:.ehrj~hrfi, 
being there summarized: 
"Wer nie sein B~od mit fhrlnen ass, 
Wer nicht die kummervollen Hlchte 
Auf seinen Bette weinend sass, 
Der kennt euch n icht, ihr Himmlischen Mlchte." ,, 
Lehrjahre, Book II, Chap. 
Of the second Carlyle-idea noted above, Goethe says: "A dramatic poet should 
work so that his influence on the people may be noble and beneficial."For 
two pages Goethe amplifies the idea of Result of poet's work as the criterim 
of i~s value. Eckerman-Goethe Conversations- 2'6 Goethe, with his 
interest in biological s~i~n~e ~nd~~the~~trine of evolut i on (of which 
he was a forerunner) , was somewhat mo1·e practical, pragmatic, and lese sub-
jective than Schiller and the .. German system-makers of the Idealistic school. 
eee Bielschowsky 1 a Life of Goethe, Vol.II, Chap.III; also the 11 1!loethe 11 article 
in the Britannica. It was the evolutionary and somewhat pragmatic slant in 
Goethe •;--;ork-·whlch drew Carlyle 1 a interest. This fact becomes apparent 
in the citations to be given from Carlyle's utterances on Goethe. (Chap.IV) 
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of influence upon his contem~raries and their inst itutions. In other words, 
1\ 
he must possess the Saxon qualities which mark t he man of Action~ viz., 
Silence, Work, and Valor. 
II- He must be loyal, even to death, to hie cause of Truth, howev~ 
he may chan c e t o interpret Truth. 
III- He must, as the final criterion of the Truth which he sees, 
and there by of h ie vrorth as a poet, speak a Truth whic!!_ _Eereists ~xt~~ 
alid 1~ ~ t.h~ future. With Carlyle, the d u rat i on of the poet 1 s appeal, 
his usefulness to society fo r t ime beyond hie own generation, is the great 
final test o~ the poet. This ie in harmony wi th t he pragmatic cri t erion of 
Truth developed in Chap t er II. 
Carlyle 1 e utterances upon eacg of these three requiremen ts will 
b e considered in turn. 
Th e poet must be a man of inherent volitional energy, since it is 
Action which opens the way to Truth, the essence of both Life and poetry 
being Action or struggle, "this same ~ truggle of Freewill against material 
1 
necessity." Furthermore, the value of poetry to Carlyle is not in itee~ 
2 
but in the fact that it is the mirror and the euggeetor of Action. , 11 the 
mirror and fit melodious r e pres e n t at ion o f working." Carlyle again wonders 
"whether there ought to be, in a perfect so c iety, any class of purel y a pec-
ul~tive men, whether al l men should not be of active employment and habit-
uds; their ripeculation only growing out of their activity, and incidental 
thereto." ' 'o quote Carlyle more a t length: "The poet who could 
merely sit on a chair and compose stanz a s, would never make a stanza worth 
much. He could not sing the heroic warrior unless h e were . the heroic warrior 
too~ 4 "For the words of Milto~ are true in all times, -- - he who would 
write heroic poems must ~ake hie life a heroic poem." 5 "True poetry 
is always the q~inteaaen c e of general mental riches." 6 Poetry springe 7 
. from man 1 s fe~lingsj opin i ons, a ctivity, and takes its character from these~ 
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"Thus is the deed in certain circUlnstancee, readier and greater than the 
word: Action strikes fiery light from the rocks it has to hew throueh; 
poetry reposes in the skyey splendour which that rough passage has led to."1 
"All good men may be called poets in act, or in word; all good poets are 
eo in both." 2 "The Speakable lies atop as a superficial film or outer 
skin; but the Doable reaches down to the world's cetre." ~ Shakespeare 
was a man of Act~on at heart, in Carlyle's opinion. "He might have governed 
states. n Of Henr;z, Y he says: "There is a sound in it like the ring of 
steel. This man too (Shakespe are ) had a r ight stroke in him, had it come to 
that!" 4 Lastly, the very relation of the poet to society compels 
him to be a man of Action, i.e. of influence in bringin g change upon th e 
institutions of hie age. 11 The only 8overigns of the world in these days 
are the Literary men, the Prophets. It is always a Theocracy; the King 
5 
has to be anointed by the Pries t." 
Carlyle's state~ente in ~ r egard to the poet 1 e Loyalty to Truth are 
not numerous outside the Life of ~£hil!~r, in which is emphasized the 
nobility of Schiller's early struggles to avoid a life of materialism and 
to devote all hie powers to poetry. In lli Poe! Carlyle says: "The sacred 
mystery is his message; he is to reveal that to us.", i.e., he is to be 
loyal to it as to his especial duty. 6 In the same essay Carlyle speaks 
of Shakespeare's loyalty t o the Truth as he saw it, of hie struggle to gain 
that Truth, and of hie determination to express it~ "I call Shakespeare 
greater than Dante, in that he fought truly and did c onque r. Doubt it not, 
he had h is own sorrows: those Sonu ets of his will even testify in what 
deep waters he had waded, and swum struggling for his lif'e. It seems to me 
18~1 Essays III 172 
18~2 Two Note Books 26~ 
1829 Essays II 230 
2 1828 Essays I 180 
4 
5 
3 1 8 4 ~ Pas t and P r e e en t I I I V 1 59 
Essays II 18 
Heroes 110 
Two Note Books 184 
6 1840 Heroes 81 Other statements reearding the necessity of Loyalty 
on the part of the poet are: "They (the great seers of the past) were not 
self-seekers and s elf-worshippers; but seekers and woehippere of something 
far better than Self. Not personal enjoyment was their object; but a 
high, heroic idea of Religion, of Patriotism, of Heavenly Wisdom, in one 
or the other form, ever hovered before them; in which cause they neither 
shrank from suffering, nor called on the earth to witness it as somethi n g 
wonderful; : but patiently endured, counting it blessedness enough so to 
spend and be spent." ( 1828 Essays ttl: 48; Also, 18~8 Essays ·vr 
,4, "A great man is ever possessed with an Idea." 
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a heedless notion, our common one, that he eat like a bird on a bough and 
sang forth, free and offhand, never knowing the troubles o~ other men. 
How could a man travel fo~ward from rustic deer-poaching to such tragedy-
writing, and not fall in with sorrows by the way? 11 1 In The P~ 1 
Carlyle says of the loyalty to Truth nec e ssary t o this type of hero: 
"The Poet, an inspired soul vouchsafed us t o see the Truth, and speak it, 
and do it. 11 2 "To sing the praise of God was always and will always be 
the business of the singer. He who forsakes that and sings the praise of 
Chaos, what shall we say of him?" ' 
Carlyle, holding as he does, a pragmatic theory of Truth or Realit~ 
makes the duration o f the poet's influenc e the final teet of hie rank. While 
Carlyle's Truth is continually governed by ita awn everywhere present laws 
of being, it is, nevertheless, a "becoming" and an evoliigg Trut h. Carly j: e 
knows no static Truth or unchangeable Absolute; he knows only an animating, 
almost personal, soul of all things, 11 in whom we live, and move, and have 
our being", and with whose cycles of evolution we move. At any stage in 
the unfolding of this cofitinually-bettering Truth, there must perish on the 
Phoenix-pyre of perpetual change, all that which is at the time outworn 
and thereby become a phase o~ error. Consequently the extent of forward-
reaching influence won by a poet for hie vision of Truth testifies both 
to the validity of hie message and to hie own rank as a seer. 
~egarding the poet 1 e influence over the future Carlyle. says: 
"The Future is but another phasis of the ~resent; thereby (since he sees 
into hidden things) are the po et 's words in very truth prophetic; what 
he hat h spoken s hall be done." 4 "If the poet's age is worthless a nd 
sunk, he must make for himself another; let him st rive to change his 
brethren into hie noble likeness." 5 "The good man's words being of 
Eternity, are eternal; and in new t:ransformation\endure, living and life-
giving." 6 "The ultimate object of the poet is ~rofit (delectare as 
subordinate to prode~ se )." 7 "Do not books still accomplish miracles 
as Runes were fabled to do? They persuade men.---The !heories of Life 
stamped into these young brains come out as solid Practice one day." 8 
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11 Tho u gh a thousand voices cry out regarding a book, 'It is clever, let us 
praise it 1 j this is still nothing or very little----But if one sincere 
voice say deliberately, 'It is true, let me do it 1 j this is muchj it is the 
highest encouragement that man can give to man." 1 "It is the test of 
the Divine man that he have in him to burn up somewhat of the sins of the 
world, of the miseries and errors of the world; why else is he theret" 2 
The man of letters is to be a personality of such magnitude that 11 that he 
cannot live on unrealities---He is a son of Nature in an age of Artifi c e; 
on c e mo r e, an Original man",i.e., he is to be such a part of the warm 
geyser-founta.in of vital Truth that hie message becomes an agency in 
melting away those accretions of form (institutions, customs) which threaten 
to choke the fountain's play. In Carlyle's words again: 11 The poet is 
an inspired soul direct from Nature's own gre at fire~heat---Listen once 
again to a voice from the inner Li ght-se a and Flame-sea; Nature and Truth's 
own heart ; k now the Pact of your ex i stence, what it is, put a way the 
aant of it, which it is not; and knowing, do, and let it be well with you~ 
The Original Mnn, must, however, not only rail at, but h6lp to 
re move and replace the old and outworn. "Genius is a solemn mandate to its 
owner to go forth and labor in his sphere, to keep alive the sacred fire 
among his brethren which the heavy and polluted atmosphere of this world 
is forever threatening to extinguish. 11 4 Literature must be, accord-
ing to Carlyle (here quoting from Fichte), "A continuous reve l a t ion of the 
' 
Godlike in the Terrestrial and Common," i.e., it must give spiritual reality 
to common material forme able to body Spirit forth. 
Of the permanent influence of dertain great poets, Carlyle says: 
"Dante does not gr ow obsolete as does Ma homet. Dante burns as a clear 
star, fixed there i n the firmament , at which the great and high of all ages 
kindle themselves; he is the possession of all the chosen world for 
uncoun t ed time." 5 In fact Carlyle is careful everywhere to draw 
a contrast between the wide-spread, superficial, transient influence of 
ce r t ain poets and great men, and that deep-reaching influence which is 
lasting but which requires generations or centuries to complete its devel-
opment. "Shakespeare" (whom Carlyle specifies in.!~ f.Q.~.:t. as the ideal Hero 
6 
of that type) "will be a priest of mankind for unlimited periods to come." 
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These three practical requirements of the poet are permanent 
doctrine s with Carlyle, the first extending at least from 182~ to 1843; 
t he s e cond from 1828 to 1852; the third from 1823 to 1843. 
In fact practicability colore much more of Carlyle 1 e theory 
regarding poetry than can be classified under t he definite standards set 
for the poet. The follo win g scattering passages reveal Carlyle's tendency 
to look at literature from a decidedly ethical rather than aesthetic view-
point: "Time flies; while thou balancest a sentence, thou art nearer the 
fin~l period. Cast thy thought forth .with some fearlessness; let it sink 
inta the gre a t mass of Action. 
1 
Dissolved, the life of it will sti l l go 
on working t here." "Ie art in the old Greek sense possible for Man 
at this late era? Or were not (perhaps) the Founder of a Religion our true 
2 
Homer at present? "Literature too" (as well as leadership of men) "ie 
a quarrel and internecine duel with the whole Uo rld of Darkness and lies, 
without one and within one;- rather a hard fight at times. 
1832 
2 1831 
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CHAPTER IV 
CARLYLE'S APPLICATION OF HIS PERMANENT THEORY OF POETRY TO THE 
ROMANTICISTS AND TO GOETHE 
The English Romanticists (including those forerunners of the 
movement mentioned by Carlyle), will be treated first. Carlyle's criticism 
upon the German Romanticists and upon Goethe will then be reviewed. Those 
of Carlyle's evaluations based upon the German standards emphasized by the 
critics of that schoo~will be given in brief summary, merely (in cases 
where they constitute any large body of this criticism), while those found-
ed upon Carlyle's native English bias of thought will be given in detail. 
It is necessary to note in respect to much of the criticism upon 
English Romanticists, that it is derived from private sources, the N~ 
~~ks and the various recent colle ctions of correspondence, and is therefore 
1 
mat erial wh ich Carly le prohibi ted Froude from publishing. Carlyle 
attempted to speak with temperance when addressing the public; he even 
refused to write a memoir of Byron for the New ~1onthly Magazine, since, as 
he explained to the editor of that publication, being unable to speak in 
favorable terms,· "he had no manner of call to speak .:!Jlll~ about Lord Byron, 
'2 
and had much rather eschew it." In the private utterances, moreover, 
5 
his anathema is impartial, includin g himself as often as others. The 
Two Note Book~ and the collections of correspondence represent, indeed, 
Carlyle's opinions, but these opinions c o lored, :- ~a~ - regard:s th..e ·_· vehem.~p.be 
of~ .'thelr 'etyl~ ; . by Carlyle's life-long s t ruggle with il l health. 
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It must be remembered , further, that Carlyle does not consider 
single pieces, but instead allows them to sink in t o tal effects. Had Go e the 
published nothin g but the BQ~~ ~legie~ and !erthe~, hi e score with Carlyi~ 
would doubtless have been a different one. Had Coleridge made ethi cal 
doctrine stand out as clearly eNerywhere as in The Ancierr! ~~~, he 
1 
~ould have ranke d higher with Carlyl e . 
The Engli s h Romanticists 
Turning to Carlyle 's consid e ration o f Gray, the student is not 
surp rised to discover this cloister - poet ' s failu r e i n the c r itic' s estim-
ati on . Gray does not express the temper of h ie c ountry a nd his a g e , but 
i n stead writes " as in a vac uo , for generaliza t i on s which philosophy calla 
2 
men ." Hi e style is e o high l y wr o ught that he s e e ms "no t a living 
man at all, but some thousand time s cunning ly devise d po et i cal turning ~ 
loom. 11 } Hie poetry i s a " l abori ous mosai c " in which l i fe, feeling , 
freedom a r e s acrificed t o spl e ndor o f style . 
4 
As for Burne : he is not " a b eolutly a great poet". Hie are 
"h umble , genuine lark:~otes , starting from the humble furr o w far overhead 
i n to the blue depths , and eingi~g to us genuin e ly the r e ." 5 Hie song s 
are "lit t le dewdrops of celestial me l ody i n an ag e wh en s o mu ch was un-
mel odious." 6 While he was a man of limited horizon , at least it 
was true that the " ro ugh scenes of Scottish life " in hi e song s, "ri s e in 
shadow and s unshine, softened and brightened into a beauty which other 
eyes discern n o t in the highest. " 7 Burn s ' chief exce ll ence is hi e 
ind isputable ai r o f ~ruth". He i s a "t r ue poet , a man in whose heart reside s 
some e xperience o f Wisdom, some t one of the Eterna l Melodies". "Hie lynx 
eye discerns the true r e l a tion e o f the world and human life." "He catches 
the real typ~ and e s sence of hie subject, and a thousand accidents and 
superficial c ircumstanc e s , no one of which misleads h i m". 8 
1 "Our Byron wa s in hie youth but what Schiller and Goethe had been in 
theirs; yet the author of~~r wrote l.E.hig~ie an d ~ae e o , and he wh o 
began wi th ~ Robbers ended with William Te ll. n Essay s I 59 
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For the expressio~ of this truth, Burns possesses no inconsiderable 
technical talent, since "hie songs actually and in themselves are music, 
1 
not merely to be set to music." Their grace and truth of external 
movement could not have existed, Carlyle urges, without "a corresponding 
2 
force and truth of inward feeling". 
Burne is thus in complete harmony with the German standards, ex-
cept for the fact that hie circumstances necessarily rendered hie view 
of life circumscribed. To tuen, however, to the Saxon view-point is to 
discover hie chief defect as a poet. 
Burne possesaee, in Carlyle's opinion, the Saxon principles of 
Silence and Labor, but he hae not the Saxon Loyalty to hie cause or prin-
ciple, and his Truth can not stand the Saxon teet of long- continued work-
ability and value. Burne' natural gift had been great, in that he had been 
train ed in the s cho o l of action wh ere "a man must actually attain some 
true insight or he cannot live." He "wa s consequentl y infinitely better 
~ 
educated than Byron". In virtue of this stern discipline, of hie abil-
ity to"shake s orrows gallantly aside, to bound forth victorious over them, 
as the swift bounding horse that laughs at the shaking of the spear", of 
11 his general force of soul, his healthy robustn~~ everyway, hie rugged 
4 
down-rightnes s and general valor 11 , Carlyle declares him : 
"One of the most considerable Saxon men of the eighteenth century, a piece 
of the right Saxon stuff, strong ae the Harz rock, yet with wells of living 
softness in it. His was a noble, r ough genuineness; ho me ly, rustic, honest, 
true simplicity of strength; with its lightning fire, with its soft dewy 
pity; like the old Norse Thor, the Peasant-god." ' Burns certainly 
appeared to Carlyle as potentially a man of Action. " He could have gov-
~ 
erned, debated in National As s emblies; politicised as few could." Yet 
his Truth was not sufficien t ly v ital to be long-lasting; he had no burning 
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messa g e f6r times to come."He is not a high mes s enger of r igorous though 
benignant truth; he accomplished little for others." This failure is oc-
casioned, as is always the case, by a lack of undivided, self-devoted 
Loyalty (like Christ's } to the cause of the S~iritual in a mater.ial world. 
He "attempted to mingle the common spirit of the world with the spirit of 
1 
poetry". "He was nothing wholly." He felt religion but did not have it 
2 
rat ionalized, i.e . correllated with his living . In this respect he was 
not so much a poet as that "silent Poet", his father, who was "a wise, 
faithful, unconquerable man, swallowing down how many sore sufferings daily 
~ 
into silence, figlt;ting like an unseen Hero". 
A review of the Burns essay of 1 828 in comparison with the Burns 
section in the Man of Lett&.!.~ of 181~0 reveals an identical attitude in 
the two.In 1828 Carlyle declared that the poet "must make hie whole life 
a heroic poem", as &urns did not; that the cause of Burns' failure was 
a loyalty divided between Poetry and the Spirit of the World. He judged 
further that Burns had not the vision to make his work that of the great 
poet. These ideas are merely reiterated in the treatment of Burns in 1840. 
With Burna, Carlyle consistently applied hie Saxon standards of judgment. 
In approaching Carlyle's criticism upon his fel l ow-countryman, 
Bcott,the reader is somewhat surprised. The wholesome, honest, gallant Sir 
Wa lter seems to have met few of the critic's standards. This is the moro 
remarkab le, since Carlyle and Scott were both cl ose students of the life 
of the Middle Ages. The phases of Mediaevalism , however, which the two 
writers chose to depict, are as unlike as Bcott 1 s Richard the ~ion Hearted 
and Carlyle's Abbot Bamson. Scott is interested only in the pomp and 
circumstance , the Time-vestures of a vanished age, whereas Carlyle's 
1 
2 
~ 
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concern is with its animating and eternal spirit, and with the "wedding 
1 
of this old sentiment to modern thoughts." While Scott took high delight 
in "slashed breeches, steeple-hate, buff-belts, and antiquated speech", 
Car lyle felt that "Buff-belts and all manner of c ostumes are transitory; 
man alone is perennial. He that has gone deeper into thi s than o t her men 
2 
will be remembered longer than t hey; he that has not, not". It is, 
therefore, the learning, the spirituality, the unquestioning, unflinching 
self-devotion to righteousnes s of Abbot Samson and hie madiaeval clois ter 
which Carlyle wished to invoke against the Philistinism of his own gener-
ation. 
Although Carlyle grants that Scott carries "the reader back to 
rough, strong times, wherein those maladie s of ours (eighteenth ce ntury 
3 
scepticism, smugness, hypocricy) had no t yet arisen, he insists that 
Scott had no individual and authentic philosophy of life, nothing but 
vulgar worldlinese~, worldly ambitions, which found their expression in 
the building of Abbotsford. "There is nothin g spiri tual ir~ScQtt~ declares 
Carlyle . Scott refused to think, and instead· quiet ly acquiesced and made 
himself at home in a world of 6onventionalit i ee, whereas the truly~reat 
1~ II 
man ie ever posses s ed wit h an idea. 
Sco tt 's relatively shallow content reflected itself in his tech-
nique. Hie chara c ters are types, not individuals. "Not one of Scott's 
Faiserv ice e or Deanses ,etc. ie alive. We have fair outsides, but within 
II 
all is hollow. · 
5 
Scot t 's work was too hasty to permit of depth of con-
6 
tent or of a style adequate to noble thought. 
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With hie mechanical methods and terrestrial purposes, Scott could 
have no message for hie own or subsequent ages. Although Carlyle in hie 
yo uth spoke of Waverly as "the beet novel publishe d these thirty years", 
and later called Scott "The Restaurateur of Europe",he con c ludes (while 
still in hie yout h), in a tone more ethical and Saxon t han aesthetic and 
Geroan-Idealietic: "What is hie novel, any of them?---Are we wiser, better, 
2 
holier, stronger? Noll We have be en amused." Ten years lat er 
Carlyle re-echoed this doctrine in t he essay of 18;8: "Sco t t 1 e novels 
are n o t prof itable for doct r ine , f or reproof, for edif ic ation, for building 
; 
up o r elevating in any shape." In t he same es say the subject is 
continued: "The test of every great divine man i s that he have fire in him 
to burn up somewhat of the sins of the world. Small vestige of any s uch 
fire, latent or luminous,in the inner man of Scott." 4 Scott's 
failure to edify is attributed to the fact that "A great man without such 
fire were a solecism in Nature. A great man is ever, as the Transcendent-
alists speak, possessed with an idea." 5 In other words, although 
Sco tt knew but to o well the "Sanctuary of Sorrow", he had f a iled t o learn 
from hie disappointments a supreme love of Truth and Loyalty to i t . In 
prosperi t y and ad~erei t y alike he saw nothing but the obvious and the 
convent i onal. "The great mystery of Existence was not great to him; did 
not d rive him into rocky solitudes to wrestle with it for an answer, to 
be ans wered o r to perish. He had nothing of the martyr; in t o no 1 dark 
reg i on to sl ay monsters for us 1 did he, ei ther led or driven, venture 
down." 6 . 
Scott lacked the highest type of valor, the Valor which led Odin 
to Utgard, the home of giants and the Unkno wable, to try conclusi ons there 
with "World-Serpent", the S~a, the Rock-foundation of the Earth, Time 
itself. Yet he was brave and strong, according to hie kind, a healthy 
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soul. His work, notably the metrical romances, possessed genuineness, 
the genuinene s s of the solid, wel~ .built, effectual mind, yet limited. 2 
Scott was free from "phantasms, misery, unrest, ill-will" which c h aracter-
ized Byron. He was a "substan t i a l, pea c eable, terrestrial man," and withall 
a true Saxon in his lo v e of action. "In the saddle, with foray-spear, Scott 
would have acquitted himself as he did at the desk wi t h his pen-- - -He too 
co u ld have fought at Redswire, cracking crowns with the fiercest, could 
have harried cattle at Tynedale - - - a right sufficient captain of men." 
"No sounder piece of British man h ood was put together in that Eighteenth 
Century of Time." Considering the materialism of his a ge, "Scott's 
ex c ellence may be called Superi o r and Supreme." ' 
Apparently Carlyle viewed Sco t t as a man who entirely met his 
Sax on ide a l s f or those not leaders of the people. Scott's subst it ut ion 
of earthly loyalties for loyalty to the ever-de ve l oping Truth was unfortun-
ate at a period of transition from the formalism of the Augustan age to 
the spir ituality of Romanticism; Scott neither could nor would smite 
down the outworn, soulless Forms which encumbered the earth. 
Alth o ugh little mention ie made of Keats, it is eviden t that he 
displeases Carlyle utterly. He fails to observe a Saxon Silence, to love 
battle better than pleasure. 11 The kind of man that Keats was gets ever 
more horrible to me. Force of hunger for pleasure of every kind, and want 
of all o t her force----That is a combination! Such a structure of soul 1 it 
would once have been evident, was a chosen 've s sel of hell 1 ." Sympathy 
with s u ch a soul Carlyle declares "cowardly untruth, an evidence of immor-
ality." 4 Carlyle judges t hat Keats possessed a "vague, random tune-
fulnes s of nature~ which with hie lack of artistic self-restraint, the 
Saxon Silence, results in what Carlyle terms "a maudlin sensibility". 5 
Neither has Coleridge a vital or worthy Truth to offer the world, 
since hie brand of Truth has not been learned in the school of Action but 
is "abstract thinking and dreaming, subtle., idealistic, German-meta physical! 
"Hie was a subtle., lynx-eyed intelle c t, a tremulous, pious sensibility to 
all good and all beautiful, truly a ray of empyrean light but imbedded in 
weak laxity of character." Yet with such endowment his imagin-
ation bodies forth strange, supernatural beings, "Centaurs and monstrous 
6 
illusory Hybrids which now roam the earth in a very lamentable manner". 
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Supernaturalism was always offensive to Carlyle 1 who preferred the Burne 
method of"staying at hom~"with 1 and gl ori fying "the worth, the nobleness 
that dwell under the straw roof." The supernat*ral, except when used in 
allegory, was to Carlyle a type of Untru t h, a cowardly escape from reality, 
when mel i oration of reality was needed. 
Furthermore, Coleridge offends the Saxon principle of Silence in 
regard t o matter not completely understood. Hie ie "a forest of thoughts 
with no method in hie talk; he wanders like a man sailing among many 
1 
currents, whithersoever hie lazy mind directs him." 
As to 6oleridge 1 s loyalty,- it went far, but not far e nough, 
since it included the Church but not a hearty, laborious devotion to hie 
life-work, poetry and philosophy. "Hie cardinal sin", indeed, "is that 
he wants will. He has no resolution. He shrinks from pain or labor ' in 
any of ita shapes. He ~ld do with all hie heart, but he knows he dare 
2 
not". He could be faithful to no cause, since he was characterized 
by neither Saxon industry nor Saxon valor. "He did not grapple valiantly 
with life; he fled from it; sought refuge in vague day-dreams (the super-
natural), hollow compromises 1 opium, in theosophic metaphysics. Harsh 
pain, danger, necessity, Slavish harnessed toil, were of all things abhor-
ren t to him. Yet pain, danger 1 difficulty, steady, slaving toil, shall 
in no wise be shirked by any brightest mortal that will approve himself 
loyal to hie mission in this world." ' 
Lack of Valor and of Loyalty are the two shortcomings noted in 
this criticism. This fault is censured in 1821~, very early in Carlyle's 
career, when, it is asserted, he was unquestionably under th e spell of 
German Idealism (and of the Schiller-Goethe aesthetic), both empha siz ing 
the subjective, the harmonious. As a matter of fact, Carlyle at th is time 
laments Coleridge's leanin g to ward "Kantian metaphysics". 
In the case of Shelley , Carl yle commends the poet's intellectual 
honesty, classifying him with those who, in an age of awakened enqui ry , 
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can no longer "accept d ogma and worn ~out symbols of the Godlike". Shelley 
was , more over, one of the "nobl er class who have to 
cannot yet say 1 ~ ea 1 , but who feel that in the 1 No 1 
Golgo tha , where life enters not, where peace is not 
11 he was a man infinitely too weak for that solitary 
which he undettook in spite of all the world." 
eay 1 No 1 , and wh o 
they dwell as in a 
appointed t hem." But 
scaling of the Alps 
Lost in the 
entanglements of doubt, unable to maintain a sturdy Saxon Sil ence, "he 
filled the earth with inarticulate wail, like the infini te , inarticulate 
grief of forsaken infants." 
It was Shelley's lack of mental health which made Silence : in .. a 
world of the Unknowable so impossible. H-e was "a ghastly object, colorless, 
pallid, tuneless , without health or warmth of vigor; t9e sound of him 
shrieky, frosty, as if a ghos~ were trying to sing to us; the tempe rament 
of him spasmodic, hysterical, instead of strong or robust". 1 
Turning to Carlyle's analysis of Byron, the reader finds, in a 
statement not intended for the public: "Byron we call a Dandy of Sorrows 
and acquainted with grief. That is a brief definition of him." 2 
In other words, Byron adopted and maintained a pose. "Surely all 
these stormful agonies, this volcanic heroism, superhuman contempt and 
Moody desperation, with so much scowling and teeth-gnashing and other 
sulphurous humor, is more like the brawling of a player in some paltry 
tragedy than the bearing of a man in the business of life." Byron 
is "theatrical, false, affected." 3 Yet, says Carlyle, although 
"when he died he was only a Powerman as the Germans call them, had he 
lived, he would have become a poet". 4 Carlyle speaks of him 
at the time of hie death, as the "noblest spirit in Europe, sunk before 
half hie course was run", as one whose "mind had not arrived at maturity"; 
5 
as one who, with longer life, might have done much. He "had a poet's 
soul and strove toward the Infinite and the Eternal", but "perished at the 
6 
instant when hie deliverance seemed at hand". Moat unfortunately, 
in Carlyle's view, Byron's immature and Werter attitude to life was a 
true reflection of the Europaean thought of hie period. 11 Byron 1 e large 
7 
audience indicates how true hie words are thought t o be." 
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Carlyle di scredits Byron and his votaries, however great their 
vogue, since "The Byron poems produce f e elings arising fro m passion incap -
able of being converted into action," and there f o r e their c ontent fails 
to pass the Saxon test of Truth---its workability. "In an age of Byronic 
unbelief, sickly sensitiveness, and vociferous craving for enjoyment, 
thought cannot be converted int o deed." 1 But, concludes Carlyle, 
11~ g~ ~ it_ to whine and so b in such a case----in which eo many 
nobles t men h ave, even from the beginning, warring even with the very evils 
we war wi th, both made and been what will be venerable for all time " ? 2 
The p assage ci ted suggests Byron's fatal error: he would not 
re cogn ize and make truce wi t h necessity (the law of mutation and struggle; 
the c laims of forces other than the indi vidua l will). He hungered for a 
wor l d devoid of contradictions, one i n which his will should b e paramount. 
Finding the case not so, he became "full of indignant reprobation f or the 
entire universe, of rage and scowl against it----a compound of the Robber 
3 
and Werter put t ogether 11 • Ca rlyle questions: "Why sh o uld we 
quarrel wi th our existence, here as i t li es before us, our field and inher-
4 
itance, to make or mar for better or for worse?fl In order to 
suggest a compari s on between Byron's "loud desperat ion" and Goethe's Sil~nce 
one 
and Val or , Carlyle closes his q uestion with of the songs fro m Goethe ' s 
~ 
11 What shapes t t hou here at the world? 
'Tis shapen long agoJ 
Thy make r . aha~ed it; h e thought it best even so . 
Thy lot is appointed; g o follow its heat; 
Thy journey's begun; thou ~ust move and not res t; 
For sorrow and care cannot alter thy c a se; 
And running, not ragin g , will win thee the race." ~ 
Byron could not acc~pt th e adverse in silen c e, learning from its 
revelation of Truth a finer and more b eautiful loyalty to the undimmed 
2 
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Spiritual. He could not get out of himself, the "taking council wi t h flesh 
and blood, the living in the Half, to live reeolutely in the the Whole, 
1 
the Good, the True." He continually"mistakee the discords of the poor 
2 
imperfect part for the diapason of the glorious All". In fact, so 
limi t ed and eo tempo r al is hie view that he "Paints nothing else than 
' himeelt, be hie subject what it may", 4 
and "Self is a false god 
which k i l l s the so u l". 
As a consequence of t he fa c t that Byron's work inspires emotions 
which c annot be c onverted in t o Action, and , in c onsequen c e of hie inabil i ty 
to see the Infinite in the Temporal, hie utteran c e s have no long-lasting 
appeal or helpfulness. "Hie fame has been very great", say s Car l yle, "but 
I see not h ow it is to endur e, - - -- rio genuine productive thought wa s ever 
revealed by him to mankind." 5 · "With him is no cure for t he mis-
erable paralysis and languor of the age." 6 Both Burns a nd 
Byr on "were sent forth as mission a r ies to their generation, to teach it a 
higher Doctrine, a purer Trut h"- ---yet they "accomplished lit t le for others 
and found no peace for themselves". 7 
Carlyle's counts against Byron are , th~n ; , chiefly, that he does 
not pra c tice Silen ce; that hie doctrine does no t issue in construct ive 
Activity, ei t her contemporaneously or subsequently. This view ie per-
manent with Carlyle. In 1823 he writes that Byron cannot g e t o u t of 
h imself, the taking c oun c il with flesh and blood, the living in the Half, 
to live resolutely in the Whole, the Good, the True. In 1843 he laments 
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that the numero u s audience of Byron attesteyet li1ow true hie Werteriem 
is still thought to ba • . 
Of •ordaworth Carly le's verdict is "Not gre at 1 but genuine ; well 
1 
speed thou ! 11 Carl y le finds Wordsworth going far 1 but not quite far 
enough, toward a perfect fulfillment of all the standa r ds set in the 
fl~o as Poet, His chief limita tion arises from his life, which 1 however 
well spent and even victor ious Carlyl e supposed it to have been, rema ined 
on the whole attenuated and a loof in its human connectiona 1 insufficient 
in action. Carlyle writes of him: "A genuin e man (which is much~ but also 
essentially a small genuine man;----- I rather fancy he loves nothing in 
the world so much as one coul d wish . " 2 "He is deficient in 
real human fervo r or depth of melody; dallying on the borders of the ~ ­
infantile and 1 g qody -go od'; in fac t involved still i n the shadows of the 
surp lice, and in oulcating (on hearsay mainly) a weak morality 1 which he 
will one day f ind not to be moral at all, but in good part ma udlin, hypo-
critical, and immor al." 3 
This weak 11 goody~good" morality Carlyle suggests in a citation 
to be given below may well have been founded up on German Ide alism. It is, 
of course, the c ommon opinion that Wordsworth's thought, like that of th e 
German Idealis ts , affo rd s a security to faith and enco ur ages a re c eptivity 
toward the uni verse quite at t he antipodes from Carlyle's oppressive sense 
of human responsibility. Yet it is true that Worsworh was able t o derive 
largely passively from "all the mighty sum of things forever speaking" 
what Carlyle calls "a·reshneas as of brooks and mountain breezes", "a tint 
of naturalness and of sincere insight ". 
The relative poverty of th e person a li t y thus built up manifested 
itself, however, in a "loquacious, prosing" style, 
2 
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n-Lr• · ord.swortb is no ordina ry man; nor his pedlars and leech-gathers, and 
dalesmen, without their attractions and their moral, they sin..lc into \Vhin ing 
drivellers beside Rosselmann the Prist, Ulrich the Smith, Hans of the :;;all, and 
the other sturdy confederates of Rutli • 11 
With all Wordsworth's tendency to decry the idea 
" Nothing of itself will come, 
But we must still be seeking ,'j1 
and to substitute for such theory a certain passivism, he nevertheless in his 
own life met some degree of the adverse and tbat victoriously and with Saxon 
Silence. He a.lso practices the Saxon doctrines of Labor and Lo yaJ t y in regard 
to what he deemed his a.llott ed work - Poetry. To quote Ca rlyle: 
11 G-oethe and Wordsworth have cultivat ed themselves and their art, studied how to 
live a nd write with fidelity and unwearied ea rnestness." 2 11 'iordsworth's face 
bore ~~rks of much, not al ~ays peaceful med itation; --- a man multa tacere, 
loquive paratus in a worl d where he had experienced no lack of contrad iction a s 
he strode along. --- a right ~ood old steel-gray fi~1re with a fine rustic si~­
ulici ty and dignity ab out him, and a veracious s trengt h looking: t h rough him. II '"' 
Wordsworth's failure anpea red to Carlyle to have be e n, not in lack of the heroic 
but in degree of it possessed. 
Carlyle's opinion of \Yard s worth is summarized in th e follo wing passage 
from the Reminiscences,4 an opinion in harmony with the criticisms a lready 
g iven, all from 1823 to 1867 and emphasizing the ide a 11 not g reat but genuine. 11 
"Wordsworth 's works I knew; but never considerably reverenced, - cou1d not, on 
attempting it. A man recognizably of strong intellectual powers, strong char-
acter - given to med itation and much contemut uous of the unme ditat ive wo rld and 
it s noisy noth ingness; had a find, limpid style of writing and delineating , in 
his sme.ll ay; a fine limpid vein of melody too in him a s of an honest r us tic 
fiddle - - Priva tely I bad a r eal re s pect for him withal, founded on his e a rly 
Biog raphy -- But we consecrate ourselves to t he Muses, all t h e s ame, and will 
1 Wordsworth's Exposition and Reply. A!'. t o ii egree of i'lordsworth's passivity, 
see Doctoral Disserta tion by Professor Solomon Gingerich ( Wah~, Ann Arbor) 
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proceed on those terms, Heaven aiding 1 What of faculty I did recognize in 
the man, gave me a. clear esteem for him, a.s of one remarkable and fairly 
bevond. common. But to my private self his divine reflections and unfathom-
abilities seemed stinted, scanty; palish and uncertain- perhaps in part a 
feeble refl~ (derived at second-hand through Coleridge) of the immense 
German fund of such? and I reckoned his poetic storehouse to be far from 
an opulent or well-furnished apartment • 11 
Carlyle's attitude toward Tennyson is somewhat puzzling. He lik ed the 
laureate as a man but not as a noet, 1 As seems clear from the few opinions 
e xpressed by Carlyle in regard to the younger man of letters, who was only 
beg inning to be widely known, ~·hen, in 1832, Carlyle turned the main trend of 
his work from literary criticism to the a~itation of refor.us. Since all that 
Carlyle said of Tenny son is to be found in private sources, the statements are 
d.oubtless more extreme than they would bave been, bad they been taken from 
work intend.ed for the public. 
In a letter of Carlyle's occurs an evaluation of Tennyson's p3rsonality. 
He is spoken of an distinctly rather wearisome; as offering nothinf'!: tbat did 
not smack of utter indolence, a ll enlivened, however, by a tone of boylike 
naivete and total want of ma1ice except a gainst his unfavorable Revie wers.2 
Of Tenny son's work Carlyle say s, "The Princess has everything but 
common sense. 11 3 The Idyll~ be calls "the inward perfection of vacancy." Of 
the laureate's work, in general, Carlyle declares "His way is t hr ough the 
pathless and the bottomless. 11 Since it seems that Carlyle should, logically, 
have commended such calls to service4 as are both the Locksley Hall poems, 
The Palace of Art, and the conclusion of Maud, his attitude is difficult of 
explanation. Moreover, Tennyson often, if not in the conclusion of In 
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destined tol 11 spin forever do wn the ringing g rooves of change . 11 As usual, 
however, Carlyle must have had re g~1. rd to the total trend of an author's wo rk 
rather than to individual pieces. It is, indeed, a com::n::mp lace o f criticism 
t hat Tennyson's work, a s a whole, is t~~t of a singe r rather than that of a 
seer, and it was for the seer and the prophet that Carlyle searched. The 
_Idylls, furtre r more, like Scott 1 s novels, are characterized b y a re t urn to 
the pageantry of the Past a s well as to its spirituality; t hey also contai n 
a large element of the supernatura l, objectionable to Carly l e in ge neral and 
specifically in t re cases of Coleridge and parts of Goethe 1s work. In re-
collecting\carl .vle's strong Saxon bent of personality , one is tempted. to wonder 
if the root of the situation is not i n a possibility t ha t t he poet of Caerleon's 
legendary p ast was as Celtic in s p irit a s in choice of subject-matter . Te nny-
son's mysticism, in t he Idylls and in In Memoriam- XCV- ( -p. 268 Gl ob e Edi tion); 
h i s Celtic sensuousness in regar d t o c olor and sound; his Celtic f inish a nd 
complexity of versifica tion - these are al l evidences pointing towa r d the con-
cl'.lsion t hat Tennyson's genius was that of a race alien to Carlyllil. 
Yet Ca rlyl e believed t hat ultimately Tenny son would discover a cosmos 
in what seemed, in his ea rly view of the world, a chaos. Car1 yle writes: 
11 Al fred is --- a true human soul, --- to whom your own soul can s ay ' Brother' 
a man solitary and sad, as cer t ain men are, dwelling in an element of ~l oom, 
carr y ing a bit of cha os about with h im, in short, which he i s manufacturing 
into - Cosmos. 11 2 ---
"A life-guardsman t=~poilt by makin g noetry. 11 
Section B 
The Germa n Romanticists 
Among Carlyl e's critical utterances regarding the Ger~an Romanticis ts, 
1 Again in To th~~. conclusion to the Id,ylls 
2. Alfred, Lord Tenny son Hallam Te nnyson 187, 188 ( {acmillan, New Yor~, 
1911) 
those upon Schiller are f 8 r the most numerous. Most of these naturally are 
from the Life of Schiller, written in 1823, at the commencement of Carlyle's 
literary career. 
Carlyle's chief pronouncements upon Schiller are in regard to his 
Loyalty,l his intense, but relatively narrow nature, the duration of his in-
fluence. In dealing with the German Romanticists and with Goethe, Carlyle, 
even in 1823, uses his usual standards (some of them German relating to 
poetic vision; others, English, relating to the poet's success as a teacher 
of Ethics. 
11 Schiller has been more genera lly admired than Goethe, and no doubt he was 
a noble man; but his qualification for literature was in every way narrower 
than Goethe 1s. 11 2 11 His power of dramatic i:nrnitation is perhaps never of the 
highest, the Shakespearean kind; and in its best state, it is further li:nited 
to a certain rang e of cbaracters. 11 3 "Schiller is earnest, devoted, struggling 
with a thousand. mighty projects of improvement, feeling more intensely than 
Goethe, as he feels more narrowly, rejecting vehemently, choosing vehemently, 
at war with one half of things, in love with the other half, hence dissatisfied, 
impetuous, without internal rest, and scarcely conceiving the possibility of 
su~h a state. 114 
In youth, Schiller's intense chivalry of thought, his spirit of Freedom, 
expressed. itself in the Robbers, which carlyle condemns, as he does Goethe's 
1 While Carlyle 1 s term Loyalty apPlies to personal fidelity, as of a tbane 
to a lord., it includes as well loya.J ty to a cause or ide& (a. meaning de-
rived from Fichte). Yet Fichte and Carlyle mean two diff erent reactions 
when referring to ide a.l loyalties. Fichte believes in Truth and Art for 
their own sakes. Carlyle believes in them for man's sake; i.e., Fichte 
would. have a man know sor r ow tha t, out of Fate's limitations upon hirn, he 
may diff erentiate his own persona l ~ruths, or unique self-consciousness of 
the Absolute Ego. Fichte would f~. 1, 11 The only cause in which I can be 
deeply concerned is that of the progress of reason and morality in the minds 
of r a tional creatures, and this purely_for the sake of this progress. ----
Whether m1r endeavors (objective achievement) succeed or f ail is of no im-
portance.11 Fichte's whole idea is sub,jective. Q,uite differently, Carlyle 
would have a man know sorrow, not only for the sake of increased vision, 
but that he may, like Schiller, leave constructive work as . a legacy for time 
to come ---- that he may help create objectively institutions and Time-
vestures for the future's Truth, thereby heloing to determine the futu~e's 
line of evolution. CArlyle and Goethe believe the doctrine of Entsagen or 
Renunci a tion only to the extent that this mental attitude proves successful 
in furt he ring human progres s . 
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Werter, Byron• s Sorro ws, and all Romanticism of ineffectual protest. 
II However, this new phenomenon ( \'\'erterism) fl amed up, and next produced the 
Robbers, five years l a ter then Werter, a play by Schiller full of all 
sorts of wild things. The Robber is the same sort of man as Werter, but 
more remarkable for that ra.ge a gainst the world, and the determination to 
alt er it. Goethe said that it quite shocked him, this nlay of Schil l ert;.nl 
n In the Robbers the unsea rchable abysses of man 1 s destiny are laid before 
us, black and profound and appalling, as they seem to t he young mind when 
it first a t tempts to e xul ain them ---- The original concention of such a 
work as t h is b~trays the inexperience no less than the vi gor of youth. 11 2 
"Schi ller has an intellectual vision, clea r, wide, piercing , methodical; 
a truly philosophic eye. ----- Yet he looks aloft rather than around. It 
is in high, f a r-s-eeing philosophic views tha t he delights; in speculations 
on Art, on the di gnity and destiny of Man. rather than on the common doings 
a nd interests of Men. ----- The Common is to him still the Common. - ----
Herein Schiller differs from most g reat poets; and from none more than fr om 
Goethe. -----In Schiller's writings , this aristocratic fasticleo'lSness, t h is . 
c ompa ratively barren elevation, appears as a leading chara cteristic. -----
Schiller never looks abroad over the many-colored stream of life, to elucidate 
and ennoble it; he only looks on it from a college window. In his poetry, 
the interest turns on prescribed, old-established matters; common love-mani a. 
passionate greatness, enthusiasm for liberty and life. 11 3 
In respect to the above limitation, Schiller is compared to Mil ton . 11 His 
to ne, like Milton's, is deep, majestic, solemn . " Again, of Schiller's ten-
dency toward t he abstract, Carlyle feels there was always something monastic 
in Schiller. 
"He never attempted to bring t he great page of life into poetry, but would 
r etire into corners and deal with it there. He was too aspiring, too restless; 
he could not live in communion with earth. 11 4 
Sch iller 1s technique is not always adequate to his thought. 
11 The characters are outlines more than pictures. There is no air of reality 
in Franz; he is a villain of theory. Amelia is the beau ideal of a poet 1s 
first mistress, but has few mortal lineaments. Schiller has admitted t h ese 
faults. 115 
Although Schiller's view of the world may be at once limited and 
academic, be is fairly sup erior both to t h e lush sentiment of some of t he 
Romanticists and to the cant and trite conventionality of t he Augustans. 
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His worth as man equals his fame as an artist. 
"Poetry in Schiller was not the 1 lean and fleshly song 1 of an ear apt for 
harmony combined with a maudlin sensibility, or a mere animal ferocity of 
oassion, and an imagination creative chiefly because unbridled: (another 
hint of Carlyle's for the Sa.xon Silence) :l.t was what true poetry is always, 
the quintessence of general mental riches, the purified results of strong 
thoU&ht and conception, and of refined as well as powerful emotion. In his 
writings we behold him a moralist, a philosopher, a man of universal know-
ledge.tt 11 Honest, unpretending, manly simplicity pervades all parts of his 
character and genius and habits of life. We not only admire him, we trust 
and. love him. 111 
11 He is the poet of Truth; our understandings and consciences are satisfied, 
while our hearts and imaginations are moved. His sentiments exalt and in-
spire, but they do not mislead. 11 2 
"Schiller's effect unon the mind of his ovm country has been deep and univer-
sal, and bids fair to be abiding; his effect upon other counti r es must in time 
be euqally decided. In another age Schiller will stand forth in the foremost 
rank among the master-spirits of his century, and be admitted to a place among 
the chosen of all centuries. n3 · 
11 Distinguished alike for the splendor of his intellectual faculties and the 
elevation of his tastes and feelings, the world, no less than Germany, seems 
already to have dignified him with the reputation of a classic, to have en-
rolled him among that select number whose works belong not wholly to any age 
or nation but w0o, havin~ in~tructed their own contemporaries, are claimed 
as instructors b;y_the great family of mankind and set apart for many centuries 
from the comm.on oblivion which soon overtakes the mass of authors as it does 
the mass of other men. 11 
Schiller's life is characterized. by the princip]es of I,abor and 
Silence; although in his literary wo rk he often divorced reflection from ex-
pierence, in the conduct of his own life he tended more anC. more to work with 
a stoical self-control and energy. 
"Schiller's character belonged not to the whining or sentimental sort; he 
was not of those in whom the pressure of misfortune produces nothing but un-
profitable pain; who spend in cherishing, and investigating, and deploring 
their mi..."'3ries, the time which should be spent in providing a relief for t hem. 
With him, strong felling was · always a call to vigorous action; he possessed 
i n high degree the faculty of conquering his afflictions, by directing his 
thoughts, not to maxims for enduring them, or mgdes of expressing them wi th 
interest but to nlans for getting rid of them. 11 11 In a poet worthy of that 
name, the po wers of intellect are indissolubly interwoven with the moral 
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feelings; a delight in the nroducts of reason and imagination can scarcely 
ever be divided from, at least, a love for virtue and genuinB greatness. 
The sentiments which animated Schiller's uoetry were converted into nlinciples 
of conduct; his actions were as blameless afl his writings were pure. 11 IIThere 
was a nobleness in Schiller, a brotherly feeling, a kindness of sympathy for 
what is true and just. There was a kind of Silence too, at the last. Re gave 
up hi£ talk about the 'happiness of the people' and tried to see if he could 
not make the!!! happier instead. 11 2 "Schiller's intellectual character has, as 
indeed is .always the case, an accurate conformity with his :noral one. 11 3 
Schiller experiencedmuch of adversity during his nearly life-long 
struggle wi th disease and poverty. Yet fro m the falling away of material 
values, spiritual &nd eternal beauty seemed to be unveiled for him; and from 
sorrow he learned a great Loyalty. Regarding Schiller's troubled life and the 
singleness of nurpose resulting from it, Carlyle writes; with Saxon zest in the 
pl ,~ck displayed: 
11 The reputation which Schiller enjoys and his merit excites our attention the 
more on considering the circumstances under which it was acquired. Schiller 
bad peculiar difficulties to struggle with, and his success has likewise been 
peculiar. 11 4 11 The common, and some uncommon, difficulties of a fluctuating and 
dependent existence could not quench or abate his zeal; sickenss itself seems 
ha.rdly to affect him. Durin~ his last fifteen years he wrote his noblest works; 
yet as has been proved too well, no day of that neriod could have nassed with-
out its load of pain. 115 Had it not been for the contradictions in Schiller's 
environment, 11 we might have found him under a far inferior character; not de-
pendent on himself and truth, but dependent on the world and its gifts; not 
standing on a native, everlasting basis, but an an accidental, transient one.116 
But as his life was alloted to him, it resulted that 
"Abstracted. from the contemplation of himself, his eye was turned upon the 
objects of his labor, and he pursued them with the eagerness, the entireness, 
the spontaneous sincerity, of a boy pursuing sport. 11 7 
His loyalty turned upon the purusit of literature. 
11 Literature was his creed, the dictate of his conscience; be was an Apostle 
of the Sublime and Beautiful, and this his calling made a hero of him. The 
end of Literature was not, in Schiller 1s judgment, to amuse the idle, ort; 
recreate the busy; least of all was it to a-ratify the selfishness of its 
nrofessors, to minister to their love of money, or even of fa::ne. 118 11 With 
Schiller, the love of poetry was the one thing needful; the first duty, for 
which all other duties worked together as under their ri ~Shtful soverign. 11 9 
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none virtue, the narent of many others, and the most essential of any, 
Schiller possesses in a supreme degree; he was dev~ted with entire and 
unchang ing ardor to the cause he had embarked in. 11 "One element of 
strength, and the root of all strength, Schiller throughout evinces; he 
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wills one thing and knows what he wills. His mind has a purpose, and still 
better, a right purpose. He loves true s-piritual beauty with his whole heart 
and his whole soul, and for the nursuit of this is prepared to make all 
sacrifices .n2 
In general, Carlyle feels concerning Schiller that he apprehends 
clearly and presents effectively those primary ideal istic truths which mo-
ti vate gifted and ard.ent youth everywhere. From his. . "study-window" he sees 
the simple, grant truths of human life unblurred by protracted experience of 
earth's commonplace. These essential truths he has expressed so that they 
are the beneficient hereitage of all countries and of all times. He has been 
able to do this since he himself was a loyal servant of these truths, living 
t~em as well as speaking them. But the subtle lights and shades of a rich 
and ma t,ne human experience found no p1ace in either Schiller's life or his 
art. 
Of Friedrich 1:· Zacharious V\'er~ Carlyle asserts that he was active-
ly and aggressively Joyal to what he deemed 11 best and highest 11 • 
nwerner earnestly desires not only to be a poet, but a prophet; and, indeed. 
lookl'l upon his merits in the former province as altogether subservient to his 
higher purposes in the latter. 11 11 He not only believed what he professed 
(mysticism) but he thou.ght it of the highest moment that others should believe 
it.n3 "He ceased not from warm love to men at lar~e; nay, to awaken in them, 
with such knowled.ge as he had, a sense of what was best and highest, may be 
said to have formed the earnest, though weak and unstable aim of his whole 
ex istence. 11 4 
Yet he was a most significant exa'!lple of the fact that no Truth can 
be clearly apprehended or effectively presented, which has not entered actively 
into the writer's living. Werner Carlyle terms 
11 a sensualist, vain, truckling, greedy, bent from first to last, not on being 
wise and good, but on being gratified and what he called happy. 11 5 11 His poetry, 
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like his life, is not so much an edifice as a quarry. Werner had cast a 
look into perha~s the very deepest region of the Wonderful; but he had not 
learned to live there; he was yet no denizen of that mysterious land; and. 
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in his visions, its splendor is strangely mingled and overclouded with the 
flame or smoke of mere earthly fire. - - - he does not move thro~ his 
subject and arrange it, and rule over it; for the most part he but welters in 
it, and laborously tumbles it, and at last sinks under it. - - -The truth 
is, his defects as a writer were also his defects as a man; he was feeble, 
and with 01~t volition; in life §.§. in ~try, his endowments fell into confusion; 
his character relaxed itself on all sides into incoherent expansion; his activity 
became gigantic endeavor followed by most dwarfish perfor mance. - - Further, we 
must say that, strange as it may seem, in ·,•Ierner's whole conduct, both before 
and after his conversion, (to the Catholic Church) there is not visible the 
sligh test trace of insincerity. - - -Everywhere in Werner's life and actions 
we discern a minn relaxed from its proper tension; no longer capable of effort, 
and toilsome, resolute vigilance; but floating al~ost passively with the current 
of its impulses, in languid, ima.ginative, Asiatic reverie. That such a man 
should discriminate, with sharp, fearless logic, between beloved errors and 
unwelcome truths, was not to be ex-pected •111 
11 Novalis 1 ch ief faul t, 11 says Carlyle, "figures itself to us as a certain undue 
softness, a want of rapi1 energy; something which we might term passiveness ex-
tending both over his mind and his character. There is a tenderness in No valis, 
a. purity, a clearness, alm0st as of a woman; but he has not, at least not at all 
in that degree, the emphasis and resolute force of a man. -- He sits, we might 
say, amon~ t he rich, fine, thousand-fold combinations which his mind, a lmost 
of itself nresents him; but, perhaps, he shows too little Activity in t he 
process, is too lax in senarating the true from the doubtful, is not even at 
the trouble to express his truth with any l aborious accuracy. With his still-
n·ess, with his deeD love of Nature, his mild., lofty, spiritual tone of con-
templation, he comes before us in a sort of Asiatic character, wi th the weak-
ness as \Vell as the strength of the Oriental. 11 2 11 In his noetical comnosi tions 
t here is a degree of languor, not of weakness but sluggishness; t he meaning is 
too much diluted. 11 11 The chief excellence we have remarked in Novalis, 11 con-
tinues Carlyle, 11 is his to u.s truly wonderful subtlety of intellect. - -
Philosophic talent we i magine Navalis to have pos sessed in a very high degree; 
in a higher degree than almost any oth~r modern writer we have me t with.tt3 
II Novalis is an AntiMec:h.anist; a deep man; the most perfect of modern spirit-
seers. I thank him for some what. 11 4 -
~ovalis has learned the doctrine of Renunciation, and, through it, 
his loyalty to t he things of the spirit. 
"For spirits like Novalis, earthly fortune is in no insta.nce so sweet and 
smooth, that it does not by and by teach the great doctrine of Entsagen, of 
Renunciation, by which alone can the real ent rance on life be properly said 
to begin. 11 5 11 Novalis, na turally a deep, relig ious, contempl a tive spirit; 
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nurified also by harsh Affliction, and familiar in the "sanctuary of Sorrow, 1 
comes before us a.s the most ideal of all idealists.ttl 
Carlyle, then, considered Novalis 1 intuition of idealistic Truth to 
have been searching and 1Jrofound. This excellence logically should have, and, 
as a fact did, satisfy the German idealists. Carlyle merely thanks him for 
11 somewhat", and feels as in the case of Werner, that this truth was not clearly 
apprehended, synthesized, effectively presented, because of a 11 want of rapid 
energy, because of a passivity of mind and chara cter, 11 because of an Oriental 
sensuousness. Carlyle reali?:ed, ho wever, t ha t t he 11 work of Na valis is but 
fragments of a great scheme which he did not live to realize. 11 He explains 
as follows his interest in Navalis: 
"We reckon it more profitable in almost every case to have to do with men of 
depth than wi th men of sl">..allowness - - - - - - (these) we would love and ven-
erate, ho w perverse soever they might seem to us at first; nay though2after t he fullest investigation, we still found many things to pardon in them. 11 
Kotzebue's work, Carlyle estima tes, cannot endure the test of time. 
It gained an euhemeral vogue, but has not Truth enough to be workable and 
therefore end.uring. 
"Kotzebue, lifted up on the hollow balloon of popular apulause t wen t y years 
ago; ho~ stands it today?"3 
Grillparzer was objectionable to Carlyle for three principal reasons: 
he employed t he supernatural; like Scott, he had noth ing but the ex:ternal 
pa~eantry of. life to present--never an interpration of life; like Byron, he could. 
not escape from h imsel f into a reverence and loyalty for something greater. 
11
.A.lthough Grillparzer 1 s dramas are written in verse, he is not a poet, since 
his natural endowment is only mediocre and his vision of truth limited. His 
characters are merely delineations of himself. He relies greatly upon 
traged.y of the Castle-Spectre sort (Ahnfrau) or else (Ottokar) uuon the mere 
mere number of astonishments and_ ,joyful or deulorable adventures, in other 
words, unon agglomeration , not creation. Even where he best succeeds, (Sanpho) 
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his d.rama. is weak and thin. 111 
Klin~amann's work is an instance of both lerterism and the abuse of 
the s.upe rna tural. 
"He deals too much in thunder and. 1 ightning, death 1 s head, church-yard scenes, 
scowls, malignant side-glances, ashy palenesses, stampings and hysterics. 11 2 
Carlyle characterizes the extremes of German Romanticism in The State 
of Ge:r.man Literature, find.ing such work objectionable because it 
"dealt in sceptical lamentation, mysterious enthusiasm, frenzy and suicide, 
l ove-madness, heroism and despair." "Great indeed was the woe and fury of these 
Power-men---- their beau ideal of manhood was some transcript of Milton's 
Devil--- They raged with extreme animation against Fate in general, hurling 
defiance towards the vaih.l t of heaven. 11 11These Power-men are gone, and with few 
exceptions save Werter, Goetz, and The Robbers their wo rks have already follo wed 
them. 11 
Carlyle is seen to oppose German Romanticism for the following reasons 
growing out of his Saxon bias of thought: 
A It lacked Silence in the four interpretations of the 
term 
B It was deficient in vitality, in the principles of Labor 
and Valor 
C It had for tbe mast part failed to survive in the world 
or was on the decline in influence. 
In his ,judgment of the Romanticists it must be admitted that Carlyle 
was unsympathetic and analytical. Yet he appears to have been consistent, since 
upon Germa.ns and English alike he passed both commendation and censure on one 
basis; Does the man stand for a virile type of t r uth, a practical truth learned 
in the school of experience, a truth sealed by the loyalty of the poet's o1'm 
life, a truth which seems likely to prove its value to the race by its long-
continued influence upon action? 
Romanticism, as a whole, could not be other than distasteful to a rna.n 
of Carlyle 1s practical philosophy of life. 3 A statement made b;y a recent 
1 1829 Essays II 90 - 97 2 1829 Essays II 9? - 105 
3 11 I simply love all books that offer me the Experience of any man or men, that 
give me any fraction of the History of men; on t his side nothing can be more 
catholic than my taste;· b1::. t in return al} speculation is . apt to be intoler-
able to me,excent in t~o cases: When it 1s of the very h1ghest sort; or when, 
as itself a historical doC1l!'nent, I find it interesting for the sake of its 
interesting author. 11 183~ Letters of Thomas Carlyle to John Stuart Mill, 
"'+ "'" 
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Germanizing critic names as incidental what is really the chief ground of 
Carlyle 1s opposition: "English Romanticism did not, except ineffectually 
in Wordsworth and Shelley, attemp~ to relate itself, as a constructive force, 
to life and societ~." 
Both the origens and the effects of typical Romanticist ideas failed 
to connect themselves successfully with the life-giving stream of hurnan affairs, 
and this on account of the exaggerated individualism of the movement, accord-
inf. to Carlyle. Romanticism lacked Saxon collectivism and organization. 
liThe 1miverse, of Man and Nature, is quite shut up from them, because no 
sympathy with f, an or Nature, no love and free simplicity of hea rt' has ·yet un-
folded the same. Nothing but a Pitiful Image of their own piti f ul Self. with 
its vanities and grudging, and ravenous hunger of all kinds hangs forever paint-
ed in the retena of these unfortunate persons; so that the starry All does but 
arroear as some exnande1 magic-lamtern shadow of that same Image, and naturally 
looks pitiful enough. 11 
The Romanticists as a group were therefore not characterized by Loyalty's self-
devotion to heroes or ideas. 
A second cause of Carlyle's unfriendly attitude toward the movement 
as a who le was the fact tr~t this exaggerated individualism led poets of the 
school to violate the ancient Saxon principle of Silence in every one of 
Carlyle's interpretations of the term. Carlyle found Wordswo:Hh, Coleridge, 
Tennyson, Werner and Navalis guilty of "Divine Unfathomabilities, 11 of mystical 
ideas expressed before these had been clarified by action and reflection. 
Silence. in the sense of unconscious heaJ.th, harmony with the universe, un . 
questioning reverence, Carlyle found to be a principle violated by Byron and 
Shelley. Silence, understood as stoical endurance of !'luffering, was absent in 
the work of Byron. Silence in respect to de en emotion was, in Carlyle 1 s judg-
ment, not observed by Byron, Keats, and Verner. That this particular violation 
of the Saxon principle was, in genera], displeasing to Carlyle is apparent. 
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IISilence- or Unconsciousness as a - sign of spiritual health- is applicable 
in respect to the affections and emotions as well as in respect to the in-
tellect and -conduct.nl "The ,jingle of maudlin persons, with their (even 
genuine) 'sensibility' is unspeakably fatiguing to me." Thi s melodramatic 
em-ohasis upon exaggerated emotions Carlyle deplo red . 11 We praise a work, not 
as - 1True 1 , but as 'Strong'; our hi ghest praise is that it has 'affected' us, 
has 'terrified' us. And this is the 'maximum of the Barbarous•. I t speaks 
much for man's indestructible love of truth, that nothing of this kind will 
abide with them, that even a Byron with his wild siren charming, already begins 
to be disregarded and forgotten.tt2 
The German Sturn und Drang Carlyle characterizes, in spirit similar to 
his criticisms of English Romanticism, as "no inconsiderable intellect, but now 
3 
deluging us with artificial fictitious soap-lather and mere lying." This was 
in 1832. 
As early as 1827 he was in no better humor with Romanticism's 
"scentical lamentation, mysterious enthusiasm, frenzy and suicide, 11 with the 
idea of t'b..a.t school that "All is poeti cal, (ji:O it be but fierce enough."4 
Lastly Carlyle found the Romanticists deficient in the Saxon virtue of 
Labor. He censured the lack of positive assertion of personality in Shelley, 
Coleridge, Tennyson, and Werner. He says much of Coleridge's indolence, as well 
as of his tendency to borrow his ethical ideas "from the immense German f und of 
such, u without thoroughly assimilating the rna terial. 
In short, Carlyle 1s permanent attitude toward. Romanticism, from the 
Life of Schiller in 1823 and Wotton Reinfred in 1926 to the Remininscences in 
1867 is summarized in Heroes, 1840, in his criticism of Rousseau, one of the 
fountain-heads of the movement. 
"Rousseau is not what I call a strong man. A morbid, excitable, spasmodic man; 
at best, intense rather than strong. He had not the 'talent for Silence', an 
invaluable talent. The suffering man ought r eally to consmne his own smoke --
-- Rousseau has not depth or width, not calm force for di.fficulty; the first 
characteristic of true greatness. --- The fault a.nd. mis ery of Rousseau was 
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egoism; which is indeed the source and summary of all faults and miseries 
whatsoever. A mean hunger, in many sorts. was still the motive principle of 
him. He had not perfected himself into victory over mere Desire.ul -
Section C 
G.oe.the 
In his judgment of Goethet Carlyle uses the same standards which he 
uses for the Romanticists, those standards being capable of summary in Tennyson's 
line. 11 It is better to fight for the good than to rail at the i11. 11 All work 
either destructive or indolently shirking issues he disa~nroves; that which is 
constructive, forward - looking , dynamic he approves. 
Despite Carlyle's admiration of Goethe, there is a considerable body of 
Carlyle criticism in opposition to Goethe's Werter and to elements in the subject-
matter of Meister and of Faust, Part 1· This destructive criticism (with one 
excention to be noted later) seems not to change its tenor or its points of 
attack between April 1822, the Essay on Faust in the Edinbure:h Review, and a 
letter to Dr. Carlyle in 1873. A review of this negative criticism, in its 
chronological order. reveals Carlyle's consistency in the main. 
While the Faust Essay of 1822, now no longer published with Carlyle 1 s 
works. is, on the whole, laudatory. it reveals in two instances the writer's 
practical and ethical rather than aesthetic bent. First, it questions the 
properiety of Margaret e.s a heroine, since she "possesses no qualities to call 
forth our admiration." Second, it lays the basis for Carlyle's several times 
expressed preference for Faust, Part II. This essay revea.ls the fact, that 
thro1~h Carlyle's failure to note the nromise which Goethe's Prolo~ue in 
Heaven says that the Lord made to · ephisto, the Scotch critic inferred that 
Faust was lost, 2 as in farlowe 1s Doctor Faustus. When, in 1830, Part II came 
1 1840 Heroes 185 
2 11 Though still confused his service unto me, 
I soon shall lead. him to a clearer morning. 11 
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out, showing Faust saved by social service, j.t was inevitable that Carlyle, 
with his constructive philosophy, should much prefer it. 1 This preference 
continueo thro1~hout Carlyle's life. John Stuart Blackie, having sent Carlyle 
a copy of his translation of F8us t, Part 1.L. received from him the follo wi ng 
estimate of Goethe's original in a letter of appreciation, dated April 28, 1834~ 
11 Faus t is intrinsically but a small poem, perhaps the smallest of Goethe 1 s. main 
works, recommending itself to the sorrow-s truck, scentical feeling of t hes e times, 
but f or Time at lar,e-e of very limited value . Of the two, I find considerably 
more meaning in the second part •11 2 
As late as 1873 Carlyle was stil1 interested in Part II of Faust. 3 
The Faust essa.y of 1822, further, assails the literary method of Faust, 
t he drama's absence of unity of moo.d as well a s the lack of meaning in the 
4 
first Walpurgis Nacht, the whole of the l a tter "wavering between sense and 
5 
utter nothingness . tt The essay also objects to Goethe's descent from art to 
the personal in bringi ~ charge of plagiariam a gainst Byron, and t hat in an 
objectionable manner, the act "sho wing too much of the author, too little of 
the man. 11 
In 1823-4, in connection with Carlyle's translation of Meister, occur 
sever al expressions of opinion regardinf!: the text. 
"Though intellectually goon, much of it is morally bad . " 11 Ther e a re t ·:mches 
of the very highest and most etl:erial genius in it, but diluted with floods of 
insi-pidity whi ch even I would not ha ve wri-tten for the 'IO rld. tt ttGoethe i s t he 
g reatest geni us t hat has lived for a century , and t he greatest ass tha t has 
lived for three. I could sometimes fall down and worship him; a t other times I 
could kick him out of t he room, 11 "Wilheim Meister has instructed , di sgusted , 
1 1822 Edinburgh Review. Published in En~lish Goethe Society, IV 
2 18:"4 (April 28) John Stuart Blackie A Bi ography , by Anna Stoddart, Vol. 
I 14? - (Edinburgh and London, 1895) 
3 1873 New Letters II 299 To Doctor Carlyle (Sept. 20) 
4 The use of the supernatural in Faust was l ater, 1824, excu~ed by Carlyle. 
and the Faust essay of 1822 was not included in the Complete Works . In the 
~face to the fir st ed.i tion of his translation of iv eister, Carlyle points 
out that Goethe's supernaturalism exists, not for its own sake, but .as a 
revealer of Truth . , ttmerely the s:b.adowy f r ame for a compl ex a.nd ~rsterious 
picture of the moral world and the human soul. 11 A somewhat similar opinion 
is exuressed in 182? in Essays I 55 
5 1322 - Edinburgh Review (April) Reprint in English Goethe Soc ie t y IV 
moved, and charmed me." ·:.~.he hero of liieister is a milksop, whom, with all his 
gifts, it takes an effort to avoid despising.ul & 2 
The points attacked in this destructive criticism just cited are 
A Use of characters not exemplary 
B Expression of the "sorrow-struck, sceptical feeling of the times" 
C Use of the supernatural 
D Descent from the disinterested ~~titugg of art to petty, 
personal grouch 
There remain criticisms concerning the lack of Silence characterizing Werter and 
Goetz, and. others concerning what Carlyle calls Goethe's f oolish 11 palabra 11 about 
the beautiful. These expressions of date 1826-1838 can be better considered later 
I ' 
under the head of Goethe's relation to the three Saxon ideals. The entire negative 
attitude taken against Goethe is indentical with that taken against the English 
Romanticists, and this adverse cri ticis:n upon Goethe is fai rl;v representative 
of Carl yle's whole literary career, the objections being stated between 1822 
and 1838. The basis of the criticism is practical, ethical, rather than trans-
cendental and aesthetic. 
From a rap~d review of Goethe's relation to those of Carlyle's critical 
theories alrea.dy so well discussed by the writers who considered him under German 
influence, it appears clear that Goethe fulfilled this group of Carlyle's require-
ments of the noet. Goethe was to Carlyle a seer of deep and universal truth. 
11 He 
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was not like Shakespeare, yet in some respects he came near to Shak espeare, 
in his clearness, tolerance, humane depth--- He was a master both of Hmnanity 
of Poetry --3 one to whom the melodies eternal had given a perfect utterance his wisdom. tt . 
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Compare with these earlier criticisms upon Carlyle a later one (1856--Letiers 
of Thomas Carlyle -Alex. Carlyle - 297) made u~on ~nowning. The criteria 
of judgment are similar in the two cases, and it is an English poet, not a 
German, of whom Carlyle is writing. 11 It is certain there is an onulence of 
intellect in these two rhymed volwnes --- the keenest, just insight into 
men and things:--and all that goes along with really good insight - a fresh, 
valiant, manf~l character, equipped with rugged humor, with just love just 
contempt----in fine a most extraordinary power of expression." ' 
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In 1823, in the Life of Schiller, Carlyle contrasts the fervent idealism of 
Schiller with Goethe's all-comprehending spirit, 11 pouring over all the forms 
1 
of many-colored life the light of a deen and s ,~btle intellect. 11 In 1827 
Carlyle speaks of Goethe as a spiritual father, the stud.y of whose writings had. 
2 delivered him from darkness into light. 11 In 1828 Meister is to Carlyle "an 
embed iment of all that is finest in the Philosophy of Life •113 In 1839 Carlyle 
writes of Goethe as 11 the first of European minds .n4 
Further, in the list of Carlyle's more Transcendental requirements, he 
finds Goethe's work sincere, 11 He was genuine in whatsoever he did, - - -hearty, 
idiomatic; simplicity with loftiness.n 5 
A third of the Tran!'!cendenta1 tests of Goethe's rank as a uoet is met 
by Carlyle's estimation of him as the interpreter of the age (an age, however, 
with which Carlyle was not in sympahty). In 1924 Carlyle wrote Goethe that 
6 
Faust seemed a representation of the wanderings and mysteries of his own heart. 
Carlyle finds that 
urn reading Goethe's poetry, it perpetually strikes us that we are reading the 
poetry of our own day and generation - - - Goethe reigns in supreme dominion 
over the ~erplexities and contradictions in which we are still painfu1ly en-
tangled.11 
Goethe 1 s work satisfied such of Carlyle 1 s standards as are Transcendental 
as well a.s Voluntaristic. In so far as Truth is a static thing, it is revealed 
to Goethe's 11 Keen glance into life and art. 118 But Carlyle's Truth is not thus 
an already perfected thing open to man's reason and intuition. 
1 1823 Life of Schiller 90 
2 1827 Correspondence with Goethe 7, 34 
3 1828 Ibid. 66 
4 1839 Introduction to i eister 7, 8 
5 1832 Essays IV 47, 49 
6 1824 Corr~spondence with Goethe 2 1826 Reminiscences II 179, 180 . 
7 1827 Essays I 282 1828 Essays I 140 
8 1839 Introduction to Meister 6 
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Consequently, the basis of Carlyle's admiration for the German noet 
must be laid, not so much in the master's relat i on to the ideals of German 
Tra nscendental aesthetic as in his conformity .to Carlyle's voluntaristic 
theories, to the ancient Saxon ideals of heroism and work as creative forces 
in the universe. Consistently with this general position, Carlyle in the 
hlan of Letters, 1840, refers t.o Goethe as IIA man of the Ancient Time." 
11 0ur chosen specimen of the Hero as Literary Man would. be this Goethe,. And it 
were a very pleasant nlan for me here to discourse of his heroism; for I con-
sicler him to be a true Hero; heroic in what he said a.nd did, and pe rhap s still 
more in what he did not say and did not do; to me a noble spectacle; a great 
heroic ancient man, speaking and keeping silence as an ancient Hero, in the 
guise of a most modern, high-bred, high-cultivated vlan of Letters. We have had 
no such spectacle; no man capable of affording such, for the last hundred-and-
fifty years'! 1 
In the early Goethe essay of 1828, Carlyle held the sa~e view of Goethe's con-
formity to the ideals of a more vi gorous Norse and. Saxon past, surviving in 
the spirit of the Middle Ages, and to an extent the inheritance of modern Germany 
as well as of England. 
11 We find in Goethe an Artist in the high and ancient meaning of that term, in the 
meaning which it may have borne long ago among the masters of Italian painting, 
and the father of poetry in England.; in him we trace some touches of that old, 
divine spirit which had long passed away from among us. 11 2 
Carlyle concludes as follows this early essay (the passage indica ting that in the 
pre- Sartor period of his literary criticism even, it was not agreement with German 
Tra nscendentalism which was Carlyle's touchstone but instead possession of the 
earnest energy of the past): 
1
' In recommending Goethe we are doing our part to reco:mnend a truer study of 
Poetry·--- A deeper feelihg for Art is abroad over Europe. In this influence 
we too must participate; the time will come when our ancient ~oble Literature 
will be stud.ied, and felt, and vague wonder end in sincere reverence and i n 
hearty emulation. 11 3 
-----------------~------~-~--~-------~-~-~-----------~-----------~-~---~-----
1 . 1840 
2 1828 
3 18 28 
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The study of Goethe is here viewed as a means leading to re-awakened interest 
in early English literature. 
Goethe's insistence upon the value of Labor in the universal scheme, ~bile 
not so frequent as Carlyle's, is still very marked, being often noted by the latter 
writer. As early as 1823 Carlyle is commending the note of energy in Goethe's 
works: 
HGoethe say£'\ it is always wrong to spend time in looking back to the road we 
have travelled_ over; the best 'i)lan is; whatev~ our hand findeth to do, to do 
it quickly. So be it then! nl 
In 1826 there appears a second reference in Carlyle's Journal to Goethe ' s energy ; 
11 •·:rhere is just one man unhapuy; he who is possessed by some idea which he can-
not convert into Action, or still more, which restrains or withdraws him from 
Action ' --- Goethe. Wie wahr.n 2 
In the following year Carlyle says of Goethe: 
"As a first and indispensable condition of a good poet, he is a wise and good 
man; h e has known life in its h eights and depths. 11 ) 
In the Goethe essay of 1828 appears: 
11 ~1 ith Goethe the Ideal has been built on the Actual; no longer floats in regions 
of dreams, but rests on the firm ground of human interest and business as on 
it s trne basis.n4 
i s 
In 1832/\a letter ad.dressed to John Carlyle, which reads: 
" 'Doubt of any sort can only be removed b r Action! 1 But what to act on, you cry? 
I ans wer again in the words of Goethe: 'Do the Duty which lies nearest. 111 5 
Still l a ter, in 1838, Carlyle writes: 
"Not by looking at itself but by looking a.t things out of itself , and ascertain-
ing and ruling these, shall the mind become known 'One thing ebove all other,' 
sa ys Goethe once: 1 I have never thought about thinking"' .6 
1 1823 Two r ote Books 31 1823 Life of Schiller 90 
2 1826 Two Note Books 81 
3 1827 Essays I 56 
4 1828 Essays I 195 
5 18 32 Letter to John Carlyle of date, Feb. 16 f Quoted by Froude, First 
Forty Years 
-
II XI 
6 1838 Essays VI 100 
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This pa.ssage indicates that Carlyle did not consider Goethe 1 s system of 
epistemology to be that of the German Idealists or Transcendentalists (See 
his discussion of these in Essays II) and he commends Goethe on the gound of 
exactly this difference. It is evident from all the above passages that, 
not only in the Heroes period, but also in the earliest years of his literary 
life, Carlyle saw Goethe emnhasizing Action as an avenue to Truth for the 
individual, for the race. 
Carlyle, instead of being greatly influenced in his period of literary 
criticism by Gqethe 's placid and m~rstic aesthetic, was pu.zzled by it as being 
inconsistent with Goethe's other more voluntaristic ideas; in fact he was even 
disgusted wi th it. 
"One is tired to death with Schiller's and Goethe's 1palabra 1 about the nature 
of the fine arts. - - - - - - They pretend that na ture gi ves -peop le true inti~ 
mations of ture, hearty, and just principles in art; that the 1bildende Kunstler' 
and the 1 richtende 1 ought to investigate the true foundation of these obscure 
intimations, tnd set them fast on the basis of reason. Stuff and nonsence, I 
fear it is1 11 
Carlyle approved Goethe's general philosophy of life, but was frankly puzzled 
by Goethe 's aesthetic, both as to its meaning and as to whether or not its 
doctrines were partially true. This a ttitude appears in t he following 
citations {In 1827): 
"The aesthetic theories of Kr.mt, Schiller, and Goethe --- can at best only be 
regarded as approximations to · the truth, or modifications of it .~2 (In 1836) 
"I am reading Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe~ Such a clear, serene 
environment; and yet it is not my environment now; will not yield me shelter 
here now! Goethe is great, brown-visaged, aut hentic - looking in this book ; yet 
enigmatical here and there to me. 113 11 0n the whole I wish I could define to 
myself the true relation of moral genius to poetic genius; of Religion to 
Poetry. Are they one and the same, different forms of the same; and if so 
which is to stand higher, the Beautiful or the Good? Schiller and Goethe seem 
to say the former; as if it included the latter and. might supersede it; how 
truly I can never well see. 11 4 
~---------- -~--- ----~-~-~--~~~~--~-----~-----------~---~~---- ---~~~-~----~--~~ 
1 First Forty Years, Ftoude ·:~; I 1~ 
2 1827 Essays I 45 
3 18 36 New Letters I 33, Letter t o Doctor Carlyle (S-ept . 12) 
4 18~1 Two Note Books 188 1821 Two Note Books 204 
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To Carlyle Goethe appeared often to emphasize the importance of Action; this 
attitude Carlyle approved. On the other hand the great Gerrran seemed to Carlyle, 
in general, to place the aesthetic above the ethical; this rating Carlyle pon-
dered but did not give his cordial approval. 
In fact, at the Life of Schiller period, 1823, when Carlyle v;as most 
closely in touch with German thought, he was commending Goethe for not being in 
the heartiest sympahty with German Idealism as a long-end.uring philosophical 
system. 
"Goethe was clear for 'letting it (the doctrines of Kant and Fichte) have 
their time as everything has.' This ~~s right, Old Goethe, and I respect thee 
f or the solid ,judgment of t his .saying. nl 
It appears that very early in Carlyle's literary life he was pleased to find 
Goethe 1 s view in harmony with his own, both regard.ing Work as a source of Truth 
and regarding the uncertain Derpetuity of German Idealism. That Goethe should, 
however, adhere to the aesthetics of Idealism reminded a puzzle of Carlyle, and 
was perhaps , with t he faults of Goethe's life, one cause of the conclusion: 
"That Goethe 's mind is full of inconsistencies and short - comings can be a secret 
to no one who has heard of the Fall of Adam. Nor would it be difficult to muster 
a long catalogue of darknesses defacing our P.erception of this brightness. ----
It vrill be time to censure his faults when we have clearly estimated_ his merits." 2 
But if, in Carlyle's earlier thought, there was uncertainty as to how 
to harmonize Goethe's aesthetic with that German poet's more voluntaristic 
ideas, Carlyle in 1830 spoke in no uncertain tone of the chasm t:b..at separated 
that aesthetic from his own bias of thought. 
11 I am reading Gesprache mit Goethe by Eckermann. Many of h~s measurements of 
things and persons I found utterly erroneous, his foot rule '"' meanwhile a 
very correct one. In nlace and wo r k , he and_ I part wider every day. Vi vat 
stiil! 114 
--~-----------~-----~~~-~---~--~~---~-------~-----~--------~-----~---~--~~-~---
1 1823 Two Note Books 46 
2 1827 Essays I 283 
3 Doubtless Goethe's insistence u~on the a rtist's realism and helpfulness to 
society, which i deas seem to outs tand from the mass of op1.n1.ons quoted. 
4 1836 New Letters I 38, To John Sterling (Oct. 3 ) 
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Carlyle's interest in Goethe as a man of action is of long duration, 
1823-1838. 
With the doctrine of Silence Carlyle found Goethe out of harmony in 
the lerter and Faust Part I periods, but in later work, in complete agreement. 
In 1826 Carlyle rated Goethe as an unquiet, unstoical spirit, as 11 first and_ 
1 best of the arsenical school. 11 Again in the following year, Carlyle finds 
and 
\'ierter \Verterism objectionable since they are not characterized by that 
1\ 
Silence which results from harmony wi th the Divine Idea of the World. The 
hero of Verterism is alv.'B.ys 11 some transcript of dilton 1 s Devil.ll The Werter 
temper 11 rages with extreme anirration against Fate in general and with clenched 
hand.! hurls defiance toward the vault of heaven." Faust is characterized by 
">'7ild piercing tones, withering agonies, and fiery desperation. 11 In 1828 occurs 
criticism upon the 11 Dark, wayward_ mood_ of Werter pouring itself forth in bitter 
wai lings over hu.rnan life 11 11 its (Werter 1 s) sce:ptical philosophy and 
hypochondriacal crochet~:~,2 giving birth to a band of funereal choristers in 
Europe." Ten years later he characterixed Werter as a book of lls1icide and 
desp eration. 11 3 Carlyle, then, finds Werte r to be out of agreement with his 
docttine of Silence, in both the sense of 11 burning one's own smoke" and the 
sense of harmony wi tt_ the Divine Idea. In the essay of 1828, he takes a 
nosition quite t vpical of his gene ral doctrine, objecting to Goethe's disregard 
of Silence in Werter because of the book's aimless, unprofitable expression of 
personal pain, and its failure to adopt a constructive attitude, to 11 provide a 
remedy,u as man 1 s discontent should finally lead him to d.o~ 
--- ---~--~~------------~---~ --~~-----~-~--------------------------------------~-
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That Carlyle considers Goethe to have at last conquered individual 
sorrows and to have emerged into a life of constructive activity in the Whole 
rather t"b.an the Pe.rtia1, is most apparent. The essay of 1828 amplifies the 
fact that Goethe 11 could at any time have been as miserable as his critics 
could. wish; but he kept his misery to himself, or rather misery was to him the 
nroblem he had to solve, the work he had to do. Thus when somebody, on seeing 
his portrait, exclaimed tVoila un horume qui a eu beaucoup de chagrin', he 
ins t antly replied, 'No, but one rather who ha s t urned his sufferings into use-
ful work. 1111 The essay shows by citations that a comparison between the 
spirit of Werter and that of Me ister reveals 
"~change from inward i mprisonment, doubt n.nd discontent., into freedom , belief, 
ana clt=!D.t' activity; suvh a change as, in our opinion, must take place, more 
or less consciously, in every character tbat attains to spiritual manhood .n 2 
As early in fact as 1823 Carlyle, in his -preface to the first edition of Meister, 
approves Goethe 1 s turning away from the \'/erter tone -- his " smiling at t his 
3 performance of his youth." · Goethe, then , in Carlyle's judgment, had acquired 
both the Silence which is self- control and the Silence which is harmon ious -
ness with the Divine plan. 
I t was not only for himself that Goethe had found the possibi lity of 
Freedom under t he l~ecessity of the universal nlan of th ings; he offered this 
insight as a gift to the age. Harmony, or Carlyle's Silence, was his mature 
message to the overwrought spirits of his contemporaries. 
11 That in Goethe there lay Force to educe reconcilement out of such contra-
cliction as rnan is no w born into, marks him as the Strong Gne of his time; 
the true Ea rl, though now \"' i th quite other weapons than t hose red steel J a rls 
wer e used tol - ----- th4 thing that was given this man to r econcile was the 
inner spiritual chaos. 11 
1 1828 Essays I 182 18~2 Ibid. IV 149 
2 1828 Essays I 210 1828 Ibid. I 194 
3 1823 Wilhelm Meister Introduction 4 1832 Sartor II IX 153 
4 1832 Essays IV 176, 177 1827 Ibid. I 282 1826 Reminis-
censes (Norton) II 179, 180 
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Throughout the larger portion of his liter~ life, Carlyle credits Goethe 
with being a man of Saxon Silence. The passages cover the years, 1826 to 1838. 
It was to this task of reconciling the spiritual chaos of the age, to which 
Carlyle feels that Goethe devoted a very intense and life-long Loyalty, and this sal~ 
devotion to a cause is another merit found by Carlyle in Goethe's work. 
"To cultivate his own spirit, not only as an author but as a man; to obtain dominion 
over it, and wield its resources as instrumen~s in the service of what seemed Good and 
Beautiful, had been his object, more or less distinctly from the first----and he may 
be sa id to have pursued it to the present hour, with ~comprehensiveness and unwearied 
perseverance rarely exemplified in the history of such a mind." 1 
To the fact that Goethe seemed to stand aloof from the political unrest of the times, 
Carlylr replies: "But he did right not to meddle with these miserable disputes. To 
expect this of his genius would be like asking the moon to come out of the heavens, and 
become a mere street torch, and then go out." 2 It was not war but Art 
which was the means whereby Goethe hoped to reconcile the conflicting motives of the 
hour. · Carlyle speaks of 11 the almost religious love with which he (Goet.lte) looks on 
Art in general and strives toward it as the highest, only good." Furthermore, he has 
"studied how to live and write, with a fidelity, an unwearied earnestness, of which 
there is no other living instance; of which, among British poets especially, 
Wordsworth alone offers any resemblance • " 3 While Goethe's council 
was that man should "live resolutely in the Whole, the Good, and the Beautiful", 4 
5 
.carJ:y·l:e;tinds him worthy to be called a poet, aince"he practiced as a man the 
6 
wisdom .. whi.b}f, as a poet, he teaches". Carlyle then believes Goethe to have 
7 
been charac~erized by that Loyalty and service common to the age of Odin more 
than to the present. 
The time covered by this discussion of Goethe's Loya~ty is 1827 to 1832. 
Whatever Goethe himself may have said respecting the daemonic as the source of the 
poet's inspiration, and however muvh this type of' aesthetic may have puzzled Carlyle 
(as citations above show that it did), Carlyle views Goethe as 1 on the whole 1 a poet 
1 
2 
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of a more voluntaristic philosophy 1 as one earnestly of himself seekimg truth and 
with a very definite purpose spreading it abroad. "Art not for art's sake but for 
man's sake" Carlyle reels to have been, perhaps not the theoDetical but at least 
the working, attitude of Goethe, and Garlyle feels that herein is the German's super-
iority over most of the Romanti~~ats. 
Goethe also seems to Carlyle likely to meet his fourth voluntaristic require-
1 
ment-perpetui ty of influence. 11 Whole generations will have cause to bless him." 
11 He is not a questioner and a despiser, but a teacher and a reverencer; not a destroyer 
but a builder up." Bonaparte walked through the world like an all-devouring earth-
qual-ce; he is quite gone; sunk to silence like a tavern brawl. Some. fifty years 
hence Goethe ' a thinking ~li oe found tra..r1alated, a.hd:- ground, even to the capacity of 
the diurnal press;: acts of parliament will be passed in virtue of him; this man is 
appointed to be ruler of' the world." 2 Goethe is therefore a n world-changer 
and benignant revolutioniat. 11 ) He is a living, functioning section of 
human society, a mind seeking cause and remedy, "the only healthy mind of any exte~t 
in Europe for long generations." 4 11 I n his works there is no whining .over 
human woes; it i :e uiJ.d~rJJtood that we must simply all atri ve to alleviate or remove · 
them." 5 Hence, from his sanity ~~d his usefulness ~o ~he welfare and 
the evolution of U1e race arises his probability of long-lasting influence. 
Passages relating to Goethe's eternity of fame are to be found in the Carlyle 
criticism even during the period of its closest relation to German Transcendental 
thought. (As early as 1827· ) 
In fact the principal discussion of Goethe's relation to the four above 
voluntaristic testa of poetry falls in that portion of Carlyle's work before 18)2. 
While the often-treated theories of Carlyle which seem related to German Idealism 
contain elements similar to some phase of the four above tests, growing out of an 
average English ncommon-sense philosophy", the present chapter has developed both 
some differences of application, in the case of ideas apparently shared by German 
Idealists and by Carlyle, and- many indisputably English ideas of Carlyle, expressed 
in the period when many critics find Carlyle dominated by German Idealistic thought. 
As was mentioned in the Introduction to this study, these four Saxon or English 
----------------------~------------------------------------------------------------
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criteria are but slightly are but slightly alluded to by the Germanizing critics, 
who devote themselves to successful proof of Carlyle's consistency on the basis of 
criteria taken from the aesthetic of German Idealism. While it is true that t hese 
· Gennan criteria somewhat resemble phases of the four above teste, the last two chapters 
of this study have attempted to point out the closer logical relation of the four 
tests, (and their application) to a more Voluntaristic thought. The la s t chapter has 
sought to make clear that Carlyle does not discriminate in Goethe's favor because the 
former is · ~vdllfully and pertinaciously unjust", arbitrarily preferring German ideas 
to English ones. He is more of the ·plain, practical Brito~_than of the theorizing · 
German even in his early thought; he rates the poets chiefly by standards which are 
corollaries upon his Saxon (as he considers it) philosophy. Carlyle lauds Goethe 
partly for his fulfillment of standards which might belong to either a Transcendental 
or a Voluntaristic thought, but chiefly because the Weimar poet's work appears act-
ually more truly English, more animated by the original sturdy ideals of the Saxon 
races, than does the work of the Romanticists. 
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